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REBUILT TUBES !
You're safe when you buy from
RE -VIEW!
Each tube is rebuilt with a completely
new gun assembly and the correct voltage
heater.

Each tube comes to you with a guarantee

HERE IS WHAT YOU

card covering it for two years against all

PAY:

but breakage.

Each tube is delivered free anywhere
in the U.K. and insured on the journey.
Each tube is rebuilt with experience and

12in...
14in...
15in.

.

.

know-how. We were amongst the very

17in...

first to pioneer the technique of rebuilding
television tubes.

21 in.

19in.

.

.

.

.

.. £4.15.0
.. £5. 0.0
.. £5. 5.0
£5. 5.0
.. £5.15.0
.. £7. 5.0

Cash or cheque with

RE -VIEW ELECTRONIC TUBES
237 LONDON ROAD, WEST CROYDON,
SURREY.

Tel. THOrnton Heath 7735

order, or cash on delivery

Discount for Trade
Old Tubes Purchased

Build this MULTICHANNEL
RADIO-CONTROLLED

CRASH TENDER
A pleasure to construct and a joy to run, this
34 inch kit -built diesel -powered high speed
craft carries a multi channel control system
which will make it the kingpin of any water.

Incorporates proportional rudder and progressive throttle control for good manoeuvrability, with simultaneous or one -at -a -time
operation of these systems. Full how -to -build

instructions, with details of transmitter and
receiver (including control gear), starts in the
June PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS.
Other Constructional Projects

DRUMMER'S WHOOSH UNIT
LIGHT -OPERATED CAMERA TRIGGER
and many other features

ELECTRONICS
JUNE ISSUE OUT NOW 2'6
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CABINET £25

COCKTAIL STEREOGRAM

Polished walnut veneer win,

- elegant glass fronted cocktail

compartment,

padded

position for two 10In. ern).
tical speakers. Record stor
age space. Height 351,n.,
Width 52/in., Depth 141in.,

-'

Legs 1 gn. extra.

Other models.
tree list.

--

Send for

TRANSISTOR CHASSIS
59/6
6
Transistors,
LW/ MW,
Telescopic Aerial. Brand
New. Famous British Manufacturer (LESS SPEAKERS). P. & P. 4/6.

TRANSISTOR CASES

Cloth covered, many colours. Size

19/6.

8/" x 61" x 3/". P. & P. 4/6. Similar cases in plastic 7/6.

SINGLE PLAYER CABINETS 19/6. P & P. 7/6.
TV TURRET TUNERS 5/.. New, less valves. Press button models 1915.
P. 4, P. 4 6.

17in.-f11.10.0

TWO-YEAR GUARANTEE

19in. SLIMLINE

FERGUSON-24 Gns. EX-RENTALTELEVISIONS

NORMAN EISENBERG
WROTE ABOUT BOOKS BY G. A. BRIGGS IN

HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
(U.S.A.) JANUARY 1968
Is there any reason why radio books can't be written in
high style? G. A. Briggs has been doing it ever since High

Fidelity first emerged from the exclusive domain of
engineers and began to be cultivated by the cultivated.
Consider his temerity in opening a chapter on distortion in

his classic Sound Reproduction with a quotation from
Milton: "... dire was the noise of conflict." Or recall his

wit in replying to a letter from a man who asked why "the
body was missing" from the sound when he put a back on
his home-made speaker enclosure, and why the speaker
sounded better when he took the back off again ... Briggs
wrote: "... when you leave off the back ... you obtain ...
reflection from the wall ... use the system which sounds
best, even if contrary to every textbook. In any case, as

much point in screwing down the lid of the
coffin. Nobody else writes them
with quite that flair."

'

17" -19" -21" -83"
WIDE RANGE OF MODELS
SIZES AND PRICES

The BRIGGS books listed below are
still obtainable.

DEMONSTRATIONS DAILY

.= .. -. ..,

THIS IS WHAT

the body has disappeared, there would not be

-.044Q4aMiwpitt--;:,

FREE ILLUSTRATED
LIST OF TELEVISIONS
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TWO-YEAR GUARANTEED
100 % REGUNNED

TUBES

141n.-6916 1715.-69/6
211n. and all SLIMLINE TUBES 99/6

Exchanged Bowls

Carr. 10/6

AERIAL HANDBOOK (second edition)

EX MAINTENANCE TESTED TUBES

17in.-35/-

176 pages, 144 Illustrations.
Price (semi -stiff cover) 15/- (16/- post free).
Cloth bound
22/6 (241- post free).

Carr. 5/- (not slimline)

DUKE Et CO. (LONDON) LTD.
621/3 ROMFORD ROAD, E.12

VALVES

01-478, 6001-2-3

SAME DAY SERVICE
NEW! TESTED! GUARANTEED!

(SETS

D"1.1

024

416 7C6
6/9 CCII35 10/- EC1135 8/- PC97
8/6
5/- 7137
6/6 CL33 18/6 ECII42 10/6 PC900 8/8
1A7GT 7/6 7Y4
6/8 DAC32 7/3 ECH81 5/9 PCC84 6/1H5GT 7/810F1 15/- DAF91 8/9 ECI184 7/3 PCCS9 10/6
1NSOT 7/910P13 15/6 D.AF96 6/- ECLOO 6/9 PC12169 9/9
1R5
5/6 1.2AT7 3/9 DCC90 8/6 ECL62 6/9 PcF60 7/184
4/9 12AU6 4/9 DF33
7/9 ECL86 8/3 PCF82 6/193
3/9 12A U7 4/9 12F91
2/9 EF39
8/9 PCF86 9/9
1T4
2/9 12A X7 4/9 DF96
6/- EF4I
9/6 PCF80011/6
3A5
8/6 12K3GT 7/6 10177
4/- EF80 419 PCF801 7/3
384
5/620102
10/6 D1181 12/6 EF65
5/6 PCF802 9/6
3V4
5/9 OLI 16/9 DK32
7/9 EF86
6/3 PCF805 9/0U40
4/6 01.3 14/9 DK91
6/6 EF89
5/3 PCF80611/6
5V40
8/- 20P4 18/6 1.0013 9/3 EF91 3/6 PCF60812/6
5Y30T 5/9 51.40T11/6 DK96 7/- EF97
7/6 Pc1.82
7/8
5240
7/6 3001
7/- DL33 6/9 EE183 6/6 PCL83 9/6/30L2 12/6 30(715 11/6 DL35
5/- EF184 8/8 PCL84 7/6
6.A.1.5
2/3 30017 12/6 DL92 5/6 EH90 6/6 PCL85 8/3
6AM6
3/6 30018
9/- DL94
6/9 E L33
8/9 Pc1.86 8/6
6AQ5
4/9 OF'S 12/- DL96
7/- EL34 9/6 PENA4 6/9
6AT6
4/- 30FL1 12/6 DY86 5/9 EL41 9/8 PEN36C15/6AU6
5/6 6E1,14 12/6 Y87
5/9 EL64
4/9 PFL20013/6BA6
4/6 3UL1
6/- EABC80 6/6 E L90
5/- PL36
9/8
6BE6
4/8 30L15 14/- EAF42 8/6 E L95
5/- PL81
7/3
6B060 15/- 30L17 13/- E091
2/3 EM80
5/9 PL82
8/6
61656
6/9 3OP4
12/- EBC33 7/6 E5161 6/9 PL63
7/61013
3/6 30P12 11/- EBC41 8/- E1184 6/3 PL34
8/3
6F14
9/- 30P19 12/- EBF80 6/- EM87 7/8 PL500 181-

1A5GT

6F'23

6870

6880
6L18

6Y60

12/6 3OPL1 12/6 E13F69
2/6 OPL13 14/6 EC90
4/8 30PL14 14/6 EcC81

6/8
2/9
3/9
4/9

EY51

5/6
ECC85 4/9
ECC80412/6
ECF80 7/ECP82 6/9

EMI

EY 86

EMU
6/- 35L6UT 8i - ECC82
EZ41
8/6 35W4
4/6 ECC83 7/- EZ80

MGT 6/6 33Z40T 5/614

CABINET HANDBOOK

8/6 b5A2
6X5GT 5/9 6063
7B6
10/9 AZ31
7B7
7/- B36
705
15/- B729

7/8

12/6

9/-

4/9
12/6

ECC84

1001066

9/-

KT61
KT81
0178

PC86

PY801

6/9

R19
616
R20
12/0
TH21C 9/9
1.135

13/-

U26
U47

11/8
13/8

1249

13/6

U52
U78
U191
U301
U801

11/-

4/6
3/8

13/6
18/9
UABC80 6/3
CA.1,42 7/9
1: B41
6/6
UBC41 7/9

CBES° 6/UBF69 6/9

BUJ 9/5/-

UC90

7/9
8/8

UCC84
141.3.765

11.7160

8/3

UCLSS
UCL83
P1.504 13/8 UF41
6/3 PL82O 15/- UF60
7/6 PX25 10/6 12F89

7/8
9/3
10/8

4/6 PY33
4/9 PY80
8/9 PY81

20/-

7/6 PY32

15/- PY82
14/9 pY83
9/6 PY88

9/6 P 800

UCH42 9/9
UC1161 6/6

10/- 0141
10/- UL44

5/3 UL84
5/3 UY4.1

5/-

7/-

8/5

0/9 Z77

READERS RADIO

85 TORQUAY GARDENS, REDBRIDGE
ILFORD, ESSEX.

Tel. 01-550 7441

Postage on 1 valve 9d. extra. On 2 valves or more, postage 64. tree
valve eztn.. Any Parcel Insured against Dassitas in Transit ad. extra.

AUDIO BIOGRAPHIES

344 pages, 64 contributions from pioneers and leaders In
Audio. Cloth bound.
Price 25/- (26/6 post free).

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS Et AUDIO
240 pages, 212 illustrations. Cloth bound.
Price 32/6 (34/- post free).

LOUDSPEAKERS
Fifth editton-336 pages, 230 Illustrations. Cloth bound.
Price 251- (26/6 post free).

A to Z in AUDIO
224 pages, 160 Illustrations. Cloth bound.
Price 15/6 (17/- post free).

MORE ABOUT LOUDSPEAKERS
136 pages, 112 illustrations.
Price 816 (9'6 post free).

PIANOS, PIANISTS AND SONICS
190 pages, 102 illustrations, Cloth bound.
Price 16/6 (20/- post free)

AUDIO AND ACOUSTICS
168 pages, 140 illustrations.
Price 12/6 (13/6 post free).

9/3

ABOUT YOUR HEARING

6/6

132 pages. 112 illustrations.
Price (semi -stiff cover) 15/6 (1616 post free).
Cloth bound
22/6 (24/- post tree).

7/-

5/9
5/9 VP4B 10/8
7/3 VP1321 21411Y85

112 pages, 90 illustrations.
Price 7/6 (8/6 post free).

3/6

Sold by Radio Dealers and Book Shops or in case of difficulty &reel
born the Publishers

RANK WHARFEDALE LTD., IDLE, BRADFORD
YORKSHIRE. Tel. Bradford 612552

LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMER INSERTS

BIG REDUCTIONS OF LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

ALBA 655, 656, 77/6.
DYNATRON TV30, TV35 40/-, TV36 56/6.
EKCO 1231, T284, TC267, T283, T293, T311, T326,
T327, T330 40/-. TMB272 68/6. T344, T344F
T345, TP347, TP348, T348F, TC347, TC349,
TC356, T368, T370, TC369, T371, T372, TP373,
TC374 T377A, T380, T380F, T381, T382, TC386,
T393, T394, all at 70/-.
FERGUSON 306T, 308T 40/- each. 406T 408T, 416,
436, 438, 506, 508, 516, 518. 536, 546, 604, 606,
608, 616, 619, 636 646, 648, 725, 726, 727, 3600,
3601, 3602, 3604, 3611, 3612, 3614, 3617, 3618,
3619, 3620, 3621, 3622, 3623, 3624, 3625, 3626,

3627, 3629 £2.16.6.
T1001, 11002, T1002/1, 11004, T1005
40/-. T1023, T1024, T1027, T1027F, TP1026,
T1057, T1057F, T1058, T1061, T1063, T1063F,
T1068, T1068F, 11071, T1072 70/-.
G.E.C. BT302, BT304 62/6.
H.M.V. 1865, 1869 40/-. 1870, 1872, 1874, 1876,
1890, 1892, 1894, 1896 56/6.
PILOT PT450, 452, 455, 650, PT651, P60, P60A,
P61 82/6.
FERRANTI

1962, 1967, 1967M, 1019, 1010, 1020, 1021,

PHILCO

82/6. 1029, 1030, 1035, 1036, 1040, 1050,

PYE
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1060 82/6.
V200, V400, 200LB, 210, 220, 300F, 300S, 310,
31 OS, 410 55/-. 11 U, etc. Please state part No.

60/-.
ULTRA 1770, 2170, 1772, 1782, 2172, 1771. 2171,
1775, 2175, 1774, 2174, 1773. 2137, 1980c,

TV53, TV56, 157, TV57, TUG58, M59, TUG59,
TV62, TV63, TV66, TV67, TUG68, M69, TUG69
27/6.
EMERSON E700, E701, E704, E707, E708 E709,
E710, E711, Portarama 32/6.
FERGUSON 204T, 205T, 206T, 214T, 235T, 236T,
244T, 245T. 246T 30/-.
FERRANTI 14T2, 14T3, 14T3F, 1474, 14T4F, 1475,
1476, 17K3, 17K3F, 1773, 17T3F, 17K4F 17K6,
17SK6, 1774, 17T4F, 17T5, 1716, 21 K6, 21 K6V
32/6.
I NVICTA T118, T119, T120 40/K.B. PV40, MV100, OF100, PV100, NV40, NF70, OV30,
OV10, 0.V30 32/6 pair.
PETO SCOTT 1416, 1418, 1419, 1422, 1423, 1716,
1720, 1722, 1723, 1724, 1725 29/6.
PYE V4. V7, VT4, VT7, CTM4, TCM7 40/-.
REGENTONE 10-4,10-6, 1017 1021 30/-. T176, TT7,
191, 192 32/6.
R.G.D. Deep 17. The 17, 600, 590 32/6.
BUSH

Guarantee. Post and Package 4/6. C.O.D. 6/-.

All new components inserts are guaranteed for three
months from the date of invoice subject to the breakdown
being due to faulty manufacture or materials.

D. Et B. TELEVISION (Wimbledon) LTD

1984c, 100c, 200c, 2380, 2384, 1984, 1985, 1986,

131 KINGSTON ROAD, WIMBLEDON

1980, 1980a, 1780, 2180, 2181, 2183, 2182,

S.W.19

01 540 3513

1781, 1783 62/6.

01 540 3955

FREETHE LATEST ,EDITION OF ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES

Have you sent for your copy?

PRACTICAL

WHICH IS YOUR
PET SUBJECT

ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES
is a highly informative 132 -page guide to
the best paid engineering posts. It tells
Mechanical Eng.
you how you can quickly prepare at home
Electrical Eng.
for a recognised engineering qualification
Civil Engineering
and outlines a wonderful range of modern
Home Study Courses in all branches of Radio Engineering
Engineering. This unique book also gives
Automobile Eng.
full details of the Practical Radio & Electronic Courses, administered by our
Aeronautical Eng.
Specialist Electronics Training Division Production Eng.
explains the benefits of our Appointments
Dept. and shows you how to qualify for
Building, Plastics
five years promotion in one year.

Draughtsmanship
Television, etc.

SATISFACTION OR

REFUND OF

B.Sc.

FEE

Whatever your age or experience you cannot afford
to miss reading this 1 among book. II you are earning
lime

than

£30

a

week

send for

your

copy

of

City 8 Guilds
Gen. Cert. of
Education

INCLUDING

EQUIPMENT

TOOLS!

Basic Practice and Theoretical Courses for beginners
in Radio. T.F.. Electronics
Etc. A.M.I.E.R.E. City &

ballaeballeallealea

The Sprr,uI et Flee Ironies Division of

Guilds

Radio Amateur's Exam.
R.T.E.B. Certificate

NOW Dire,. gun

P.M.G. Certificate

real laboratory train-

Radio & Television Servicing

practieal equipment.
Ask for details.

Practical Radio

Practical Electronics
Electronics Engineering
Automation

ing at

t'

home ;gilli

POST COUPON NOW
II

etc., etc.

Please send me your FREE 132 -page

Z

(Write it you prefer not to cut page)

Za"

NAME

"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES" today -FREE

W

"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES"

2
lu

I---....-/

ADDRESS

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY

(Dept. 301B), Aldermaston Court, Aldermaston,
Berkshire

II

SUBJECT OR EXAM
THAT INTERESTS ME

30113

THE B.I.E.T. IS THE LEADING INSTITUTE OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD
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Sound Barrier

VOL. 18

THE OTHER DAY we were probing around
inside a colleague's ailing TV set, for your THIS MONTH
editor is still capable (on his good days) of
staggering to the workbench to take voltage readings
and watch pretty pictures on the 'scope. And it was

while trying to prove that the soldering iron

is

mightier than the pen, or vice versa, that we set the
dog next door howling by an explosive guffaw.
This shattering and spontaneous outburst came
while standing back to ponder on the meaning of a

particular symptom and was sparked off by the

sudden clicking into perspective of the aspect of the

receiver as viewed from the rear. It was a newish
receiver, housed in a tastefully smart cabinet, containing a 23in. picture tube and featuring picturesque
and clinical -looking printed circuit sub -assemblies.
It looked quite impressive-until the eye wandered

1968
No. 9
issue 213
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The ABC of Colour TV-Part 1
by G. P. Westland
Television Receiver TestingPart 2
by Gordon J. King
Service Notebook
by G. R. Wilding
Fibre Optic C.R.T.s
by G. Beaumont
Letters to the Editor

to the side of the c.r.t. where, squatting amidst all

Fault Finding Focus-Part 3

this glorious technology like a tatty mongrel at

Meter Cures

Craft's, was a loudspeaker of such a size as would
seem barely adequate for a transistor portable radio.
We have previously campaigned for sets able to
do justice to the sound signal available and although

Trade News

it is obvious that a good general "quality" set is going
to cost a good deal more, surely manufacturers could

go some way along the line towards improving at
least the sound side of their mass -market sets?

A set that we saw in operation recently (and at a
press showing at that!) had such poor stability that

the transistor output stage could not cope with
audio peaks. On loud sound passages, the raster
either contracted in all directions or the line started

to tear. Apart from this, the distortion from the
speaker, above a certain level of gain control setting,
was enough not only to set the dog next door howling
but any dog who had an ear for music!
It is inconsistent that manufacturers are producing
more and better gramophone and tape reproducing
equipment (and finding the customers) and marketing

suitable receivers for the f.m. radio programmes,
yet clutch their purses tightly like timid grand -aunts
when it comes to doing something about improving
the quality of the sound channels in their TV sets.

W. N. STEVENS-Editor

by S. George

390
394

398
399

400
401

404

Inside TV Today-Part 9
by M. D. Benedict
Novel TV Systems-Part 1
by A. 0. Hopkins
Servicing Television Receivers
-Sobell/G.E.C. 1000/2000
Series
by L. Lawry -Johns
Underneath the Dipole
by lconos

405

408
411

414

X -Ray Radiation MeterPart 2
by Martin L. Michaelis, M.A.
DX -TV

by Char/es Rafarel

415
420

Using a Signal Tracer
by Vivian Capel
Your Problems Solved
Test Case -67
THE NEXT ISSUE DATED JULY WILL

424
425

428
BE

PUBLISHED ON JUNE 21

All correspondence intended for the Editor should be addressed to: The Editor, "Practical Television", George Newnes Ltd., Tower House, Southampton
Street, London, W.C.2. ,George Newnes Ltd., 1968. Copyright in all drawings, photographs and articles published in "Practical Television" Is specifically
reserved throughout the countries signatory to the Berne Convention and the U.S.A. Reproductions or imitations of any of these is therefore expretsly
forbidden.
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Practical Wireless and Television
Filmshow 1968
AFTER a light-hearted introduction by W. N. Stevens, Editor of
PRACTICAL WIRELESS and PRACTICAL TELEVISION, the 1968 Filmshow

got under way with the colour film entitled "It's the Tube that makes
the Colour" which showed in detail the skill and care that goes into the
production of the Mullard ColourScreen tubes. It showed the processes the tube has to go through during its manufacture and brought
home to us Mullard's considerable investment in the special plant and
machinery required.

After the film Mr. Ian Nicholson of the Mullard Film Division
described colour mixing and the meaning of hue, saturation, and reverse compatibility, demonstrating the principles of frame sequential
scanning and showing how a coloured scene can be split up into the
three primary component colours and reassembled. He also described
the characteristics common to NTSC, SECAM and PAL.
Following a break for refreshments, Mr. Nicholson delivered a talk on

the PAL system. This included a description of the colour receiver in
block diagram form and an outline of the various circuits needed and
their functions.

The evening closed with a "Questions Answered" session when

readers were able to ask a variety of questions to which W. N. Stevens
and Ian Nicholson gave detailed replies.

Science museum gets colour set

P

New Edition of
"Adventures in Learning"
THE Independent Television
Authority announce the pub-

lication of a new edition of Adventures in Learning, the leaflet series
about adult education programmes

on Independent Television. This
edition, which covers the 1968-69
period and replaces the previous
issue, contains the latest information available about forthcoming

educational programmes; a further
edition will be published this summer which will give more detailed
information on the schedules after
September 1968.

Among the series planned for

1968-69 are London Weekend
Television's Discovering London
(history and topography) and Yorkshire Television's State of the
Nation dealing with Britain's financial and economic problems.

Also in the latter part of the

period covered are two series on
education-Granada's One Step

Further, providing a guide to
courses available in further educa-

tion and Westward Television's
The Privileged? on university edu-

cation. With an eye on the US
Presidential election in November

1968 Tyne Tees Television are
producing a series of seven pro-

grammes on the American consti-

tution and electoral system The
Way to the White House. ATV

Network will present a new three term French refresher course Deux
Mondes, and in the summer of 1969
a thirteen -programme Introduction
to Antiques.

Copies of the leaflet and further
information may be obtained from
the Education Officer, Independent
Television Authority, 70 Brompton
Road, London, S.W.3.
JAPAN SURGES FORWARD

THE Japan Electronics Industries
Association's figures show that
1.27 million colour television sets
were produced last year.

The report shows that home

Mr. Dennis Neill (right), Director of Thorn Electrical Industries Ltd.
and Managing Director of British Radio Corporation Ltd., discusses
AV
the BRC all -transistor colour TV receiver with Mr. D. Chilton, Keeper of
the Department of Electrical Engineering and Communications at the
London Science Museum, at the recent presentation by British Radio
Corporation.

sales increased four -fold to 890,000

and that 332,000 sets were expor-

ted-a 25 % increase on the previous year.
Domestic demand for this year is

expected to reach 1.6 million and
export targets are geared to 500,000.
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Eye Surgeons use CCTV
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Sweden sets Colour TV date
QWEDEN will have regular
" colour transmissions in April of
1970 and investment in studio and
transmission equipment will reach
£24 million by that date.
Owners of colour TV receivers
will have to pay an extra £9 a year
in addition to the £15 combined
radio and TV licence in operation
at present.
Initially, programmes will provide six hours of viewing which
will rise to 20 hours a week within
three years.

MOORE I ELDS Eye Hospital in
City Road, London, one of the
leading centres for eye surgery in the

world, has equipped its new four theatre surgical suite with Marconi
closed-circuit television, in order to
provide more effective training facilities for student surgeons.

Each of the new theatres has a

V321 camera and a reference moni-

tor incorporated into the opposite
ends of a counterbalanced ceiling -

mounted boom. The television operator, standing at the foot of the operating table, can, with reference to the
monitor, move the camera by remote
control into a position over the

B.A.T.C. Convention
THE British Amateur Television
Club will hold its 1968 Amateur Television Convention on
Saturday, 14th September, 1968,
in the ITA Conference Suite, 70
Brompton Road, London, S.W.3.
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Royal Television
Society Premium Awards
THE Royal Television Society
has

awarded

the

following

Premiums for outstanding papers
read before the Society in 1966'67:

The Mullard Premium to E. F.
de Haan (Philips) for his paper on

"A Survey of Colour Television
Tubes". The Wireless
World Premium to W. T. Underhill (The Marconi Co. Ltd.), for
Display

his paper on "A Four Tube Colour

Camera". The TCC Premium to

A. S. McLachlan (GPO Engineer-

ing Dept.), for his paper "Inter-

ference to Television Reception in
the U.H.F. Bands". The Pye
Premium to I. Breingan (Ferranti

Ltd.), for his paper "Integrated

Circuits and their Applications".
The Electronic Engineering Premium to W. G. Beaton (Corpn. of

Glasgow Education Dept.), for his
paper "Education and Closed CirACCORDING to reports in the cuit Television".
Press, the "apprentice of the
These awards were presented to
year" at AEI's Sheffield works has the recipients at the Fleming
been declared redundant, six weeks Memorial Lecture on Thursday,
after he was presented with a silver April 18th, 1968, by John Ware,
shield and told that he had a bright Chairman of the Royal Television
future with the company.
Society.

THAT'S LIFE

Baird Television at Bradford

patient's head. The resulting pic-

tures of the patient's eye are relayed

via the television control centre above

the theatres, to display monitors in
the viewing gallery and in lecture
rooms in the main hospital block.

Planar Transistors for
Aerial Amplifiers
THREE new silicon planar n -p -n
transistors announced by Mullard have been specially developed
for use in TV and f.m. aerial amplifiers. Types BFW16, BFW17 and
BFW30, they can also be used in
applications which have severe
intermodulation requirements, e.g.
wideband amplifiers for oscillo-

scopes and low distortion wide band amplifiers for telephony.
Types BFW16 and BFW30 are in

the Mullard "Practical Planar"

range of transistors. Features common to all three devices are a high
gain with a high fT and a very low
intermodulation factor.

HERE we can see the final test at the factory of a 25in. colour receiver.
Note the aeflection and convergence assemblies mounted on the neck
of the c.r.t., the tube base panel and the magnetic screen around the cone
of the tube.

The majority of the circuitry is on three printed panels-i.f., decoder,

and timebase-mounted vertically across the bottom section of the chassis.

OF

G. P. WESTLAND

PART 1
COLOUR television has introduced a whole
range of new terms which most of us will
take some little time to get used to. The

detailed definitions given in this series are intended

to serve as

a

reference until the new language

becomes familiar.
If you have ever mixed with

a

group of

engineers at a radio show or a colour TV demonstration you will probably have been impressed,
and perhaps baffled, by the enthusiastic and fast
flowing "shop" that inevitably dominates the conversation. Terms like "differential phase" are
bandied about with disarming ease, and whilst you
are preoccupied trying to make an inspired guess

as to exactly what it means two or three more
come along so that you are left floundering. In
moments of frustration it is rather too easy to

dismiss it all as pompous gobbledygook, but in

point of fact all scientific terminology is simply a
form of shorthand to enable ideas to he expressed
in single words or phrases instead of by long and
complicated sentences.

A full list of the terms used in colour television
would run to several hundred but many of them
are highly specialised, such as those used in
colorimetry. The list that forms the basis of this
article has been shortened to include only terms in
everyday use in the receiver side of the industry, or
in a few cases items of historical significance.
ART

'This was a German idea for improving the
NTSC system. NTSC is prone to hue errors if the
phase of the colour subcarrier gets distorted in

same way as the a.g.c. circuit keeps the video (or
luminance) drive constantin monochrome (and
also colour) receivers. A.C.C. therefore compensates
for changes in chrominance/luminance ratio caused

by vagaries of signal propagation and tries to keep
the saturation of the picture at the same level.
The a.g.c. control voltage in monochrome receivers is usually obtained by measuring the mean
level of the picture information. This is a simple
but not particularly good technique. A.C.C. how-

ever has to be done properly if at all, and must
measure something proportional to 100 per cent
colour subcarrier amplitude. The only part of the
chrominance signal which remains constant with
change of picture information is the height of the
burst signal, and this

is

generally used as

a

reference. Gated burst is available in every decoder for ident and reference oscillator control, and
can be rectified by a separate a.m. or synchronous
detector to obtain an a.c.c. output. Synchronous
detection gives better noise immunity and must be

carried out on the B-Y axis to avoid getting an
alternating output from the swinging burst from

line to line. See Fig. 1. An alternative approach is
to rectify the output of the ident amplifier.
Note that if the contrast control is operated the
luminance drive amplitude will change, as desired,
but the a.c.c. will keep the chrominance drive con-

stant and so the saturation of the picture

will

change. A well -designed receiver will have a link

between the a.g.c. and a.c.c. circuits so that the
A.C.

mains

pafs

Une n

transmission or signal processing and so it was

pr.c.

proposed to add reference carrier information

throughout the line, instead of only on the back

porch. This would be distorted by a similar amount

to the chrominance information, and if used in

Unswitched

place of the local reference oscillator the hue errors
would be reduced. Extra circuitry is needed for this
system but the expensive crystal and a.p.c. loop in

output

the decoder become redundant giving an overall
cost saving. However PAL won the day and ART
is no more.

AUTOMATIC CHROMINANCE CONTROL
(A.C.C.)
The purpose of the a.c.c. circuit is to maintain
the chrominance drive to the c.r.t. constant in the

burst

r

F

B-Y axis
Degaussing
coils

Line (n+1)

////

Fig. 1 (left): Demodulating the burst signal on the B -Y
axis.

Fig., 2 (right):. Typical automatic degaussing circuit.
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Fig. 3 (right): Block diagram
of an a.p.c. loop used to con-

trol the decoder reference
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went.

Chrominance

demodulatorS

signal

oscillator.

chrominance / luminance
ratio will remain un-

changed and hence the

Burst

Burst
amplifier

gate

Burst
dernodulat'r

Flywheel

filter

Reactance

stage

Reference

oscillator

saturation will stay the

same. This link provides
correct "luminance/chrominance tracking".

Burst

AUTOMATIC DEGAUSSING
If a shadowmask c.r.t. is to give a completely
pure picture the shadowmask itself, and the
implosion -safe

band round the faceplate seal,

must both be demagnetised. Otherwise the picture
will have localised areas with a colour cast, and this
is particularly

grammes.

Oscillator output on R-Y axis

only

unpleasant in monochrome pro-

Over a peribd of time the c.r.t. structure is likely
to build up a magnetic field, especially if the conscientious housewife uses her vacuum cleaner near
the receiver, or Johnny admires the pretty patterns
that his permanent magnet will make on the
picture. To overcome this it is now common practice to fit degaussing coils on a magnetic screen
over the cone of the tube. Every time the receiver
is switched on, or in some cases when the system
switch is operated, a.c. mains is fed to the coils for
an instant and the resultant a.c. field demagnetises

the c.r.t. Hence the term automatic degaussing.
The current through the coils is commonly 1-2A
maximum and dies away to a few milliamps. It is
usually controlled by a p.t.c. resistor which heats
up to present a high impedance, and the circuit
may include a n.t.c. resistor, or a v.d.r., or

a backing -off voltage from a transformer. A typical
circuit is shown in Fig. 2, although there are plenty
of others.

AUTOMATIC PHASE CONTROL (A.P.C.)
We normally talk about an a.p.c. loop such as
that shown diagrammatically in Fig. 3. The sole
purpose of the loop and its local oscillator is to
provide a continuous sinewave carrier in the correct

phase for carrying out synchronous detection of
the colour subcarrier carrying the chrominance in-

formation. The phase of this reference carrier (a
detection timing device) is entirely controlled by
the incoming burst signal. The burst train is synchronously detected to give a signal burst pulse
every line, and this is smoothed in the flywheel
filter to give a d.c. output which controls the
reactance stage. The change of capacitance of the
reactance stage, caused by changes in d.c. control
voltag, varies the oscillator frequency. Any change
in oscillator frequency will alter the balance of the
alternatively positive and negative burst pulses and

hence the amplitude and perhaps polarity of the
d.c. control voltage. Back to square one. We thus
have a feedback loop which tries to maintain the
phase of the oscillator at the angle to which it has
been set relative to the burst.
BLINDS-HANOVERIAN OR VENETIAN
Blinds are caused when the luminance, hue or

saturation of the picture changes from line to line.

Due to the interlaced scanning they appear as

horizontal striations, or discontinuities, repeated

every two lines. If the blinds are bad it is often
possible to see the difference in colour when you
look closely.

Blinds are symptomatic of decoding errors of

various kinds and are caused by crosstalk between

the R-Y and B-Y signals. This can arise from
maladjustment of the matrix; incorrect axes of
demodulation; crosstalk in the PAL switch circuit; or cross coupling between the R-Y and
B-Y channels before or at the demodulators.
Stray capacitances in the print can be a problem.

With a simple PAL decoder blinds are ahnost
inevitable, but they need not occur at all in a well
designed and adjusted PAL decoder. In practice
they are often just perceptible and may get slightly
worse with ageing. They are, of course, more easily
seen in areas of high saturation corresponding to
large subcarrier amplitudes.

BISTABLE

So-called because it has two stable states. One
valve or transistor of the pair is cut off whilst the
other is conducting, or vice versa, so that square wave outputs of opposite polarities are obtained
from the collector circuits (Fig. 4). A bistable is a

form of multivibrator with d.c. feedback from cross
coupling instead of a.c., and so it has to be

triggered from one stable state to the other. In

colour television triggering is normally carried out
by line flyback pulses because these are conveniently available and are free of signal noise.
The purpose of the bistable is to drive the PAL
switching circuit which invents the reference

oscillator feed to the R-Y demodulator, or in

some cases the R-Y signal itself, from line to line
in sympathy with the transmitted signal.
It is necessary to make sure that the switching
is, in fact, in the correct phase relative to the burst,

and so an ident signal is applied to the bistable

circuit. This corrects the phase if it is wrong. (See
Ident and PAL switch.) Note that every time the
chrominance signal is interrupted there is a 50:50

chance of the bistable being wrong when the

signal is re -applied. The ident signal therefore has
to be applied all the time though it actually
operates on the bistable relatively seldom.
BURST

This is a vital part of the composite colour
signal and consists of ten cycles of sinewave at
the same frequency as the colour subcarrier, i.e.
4.43361875Mc/s, added 'to the back porch of the
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we get R and

signal (Y)

B

drive voltages at the

c.r.t. G-Y is derived by matrixing R-Y

B-Y, and when added to Y gives G.

and

Chrominance circuits include the detector, which
extracts the chrominance subcarrier from the overall composite signal, and any other circuits carrying
chrominance information such as the bandpass
amplifiers and demodulators. The auxiliary circuits
of the decoder are operated by burst information
and do not carry chrominance signals.

CLAMPING
Clamping is carried out on the colour -difference

output signals before they are fed to the grids of
the c.r.t. in order to get accurate d.c. coupling.

Think for a moment of a typical monochrome

111Line flyback pulse

Fig. 4: Bistable circuit to control PAL switching.

line sync pulse. See Fig. 5(a). The burst is used
to provide control voltages for four major functions. It locks the local reference oscillator to the

correct phase for synchronous detection; provides

receiver with mean -level a.g.c. and a.c. coupling
to the video output stage. The mean level of the
signal stays the same but the peak -to -peak value
changes and so the black level changes too. This is
mildly irritating to the critical viewer although in
general it serves us well. In a colour receiver, however, changes in d.c. level of the chrominance
signal mean changes in the amount of colour information from scene to scene, and so both hue and
saturation errors are introduced. Supposing a
camera pans slowly across the set, and the colour -

ident pulses for the PAL switch; operates the

difference output stages have imperfect d.c. coup-

of a PAL decoder.

coloured object, as the overall content of the
picture changed so the colour of that object

automatic colour killer; and is a reference for the
a.c.c. It therefore controls all the auxiliary circuits

In order to get control voltages from the burst
=signal it has first to be detected to convert the
-train of sinewaves into pulses and d.c. Synchronous detection on the R-Y axis will give alternat- ing pulses (one pulse per line) which can be used
for ident purposes, and when smoothed in a flywheel filter will control the reactance stage. Fig.
5(b). Detection on the B-Y axis will give an
unswitched output dependent upon the amplitude

of the burst which can be smoothed to give a

control voltage for the a.c.c. The colour killer circuit can be controlled either by the amplified and
a.m. detected ident signal, or by the a.c.c. bias.

ling. If

you kept your

eyes on

particular

a

would change too.
The clamps operate by keeping the signal

corresponding to the line flyback period at a par-

potential. They are keyed by line
flyback pulses so that they conduct for a short
ticular d.c.

time during flyback. See Fig. 6.

COLOUR -DIFFERENCE SIGNALS

These have already been mentioned under the

heading Chrominance. They have the form shown

in Fig. 7 for the standaard colour -bar test pattern
10 cycles of burst

BURST BLANKING
This means the suppression of the burst in the

Picture

chrominance signal after the burst gate so that

-.clamping can be carried out properly during line

"flyback between the colour -difference output stages
- and the c.r.t. electrodes.

rN.

Back porch

Line sync pulse

BURST GATING

This term refers to a circuit which gates out

the burst signal from the chrominance signal ready
for feeding to the burst amplifier and burst (synchronous) detector.

Swinging

burst

Alternating
burst output

CHROMINANCE
Pertaining to colour. The ohrominance subcarrier
carries the colour information just as the luminance
signal carries the brightness information. These are

added together by the c.r.t. (or just prior to the
c.r.t. in the case of RGB drive) to give the full
colour picture. The colour information is trans-

mitted as the colour -difference components R-Y
and B-Y. When these are added to the luminance

B-Y axis

#9

R-Y
axis

I#
(b)

.ie

,I

Fig. 5: The burst signal (a) and demodulating (b) the
burst signal on the R-Y axis.
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and it should be noted that they can be either

positive or negative. A positive signal means that
there is an extra contribution from that gun of the
c.r.t. compared with the monochrome (luminance)
signal. For example, a positive R-Y signal means
that there is going to be some red in the picture.

i

a

!

c

a
ro

>-

2

t.0

a

A negative R-Y signal means that the red gun

is going to be held back or even cut off, and so
blue and green will predominate. Perhaps this is
obvious, but it is an important and fundamental

B -Y

111111.

point in understanding the idea of colour difference signals, and how they add to (or subtract
from!) the luminance signal. It is also very helpful

to bear in mind when a colour picture is wrong
and you are trying to analyse what is missing, or

what other fault has occurred.
Colour -difference signals at the receiver should

have a bandwidth of about 1.0Mc/s

if

GY

the full

potentialities of the system are exploited, although
bandwidths down to 0.5Mc/s give acceptable colour
pictures. The bandwidth is governed largely by the
i.f. response at the point of chrominance take -off.
COLOUR KILLER
Every colour receiver must have a colour killer.

If a colour transmission is present it must switch
on the decoder: if no colour is present, the decoder
must be switched off.

The point is that the decoder cannot tell the
difference between a colour signal and any other
kind of signal at the same frequency. So if the
chrominance circuits are active during a mono-

chrome transmission any signal near 4.4Mcis will
give rise to a spurious output, and small areas of
colour will appear on any fine detail of the picture.
Under fringe conditions noise will be processed by
the decoder if it is active, and coloured noise is
very

objectionable on

a

monochrome

picture

although it is not nearly so obvious on a colour
one.

A colour transmission always has a burst signal

present, and so a burst output can be used to

control the colour killer. Since the ident feature
has to be provided in any case to control the PAL

switching, the ident signal can be a.rh. detected by
a diode to give a suitable control voltage.

Colour killers need care in design in order to

avoid "hunting" under noisy fringe conditions; i.e.
regular periods of switch on-switch off. Manually
preset colour killers are fitted on some receivers,
but' if not the same effect can be obtained by r.f.
detuning.

COMPATIBILITY
All the colour systems which have been talked

R -Y,

Fig. 7: Colour -difference signals for the standard colour
test -bar pattern.

about so much over the past few years are com-

patible. This means that monochrome receivers can
display colour transmissions in black -and -white

to an acceptable standard of picture quality. The
only obvious degradation is that the picture will
either be slightly restricted in bandwidth, or the
presence of the colour subcarrier will cause a
slight 4.4Mcis beat pattern. This is a question of
compromise which has to be settled by the
designers.
Reverse compatibility means that a colour
receiver can display monochrome transmissions

accurately in black -and -white. These two require-

ments are fundamental to a situation where both
colour and monochrome receivers have to be

catered for simultaneously, and where there are not

enough channels for separate colour and mono-

chrome transmissions.

The need for compatibility has governed the

form of the composite colour signal, and has made
it necessary to use a combination of luminance and
colour -difference signal components. In practice

it works very well, and in any case results in lower
costs of broadcasting.

COMPLEMENTARY COLOURS

The complementary colour of, say, red, is the
colour which, when added to red, gives white

R -Y, B -Y

or
G-Y input

Clamped

colour-

difference
signal

output
Line pulses

Fig. 6: Colour -difference signal
clamp circuit.

D.C.

clamping

volta

light. Thus the complementary of red is cyan (blue
green), of green magenta, and of blue yellow. Note
that cyan is obtained from a mixture of green and
blue, magenta from blue and red; and yellow from

red and green. So if you add red to the right

amount of green and blue (cyan) you get whitecheck; since this is the basis of colour television.
Red, green and blue are of course the primary
colours, of which more under Primary Colours.
TO BE CONTINUED

TELEVISION
RECEIVER

THUM
Part 2 by Gordon J. King

TELEVISION automatic gain control (a.g.c.
for short) has a twofold purpose. One is

to avoid the r.f. and i.f. circuits overloading
when the aerial signal is very strong, and the
second to effectively balance the signals from

It is not proposed here to delve into the theory
of a.g.c. systems, but some knowledge of the background and basic principles is necessary to establish
a logical approach to testing. On 405 -line sound, of
course, a.g.c. is achieved by extracting a portion of
the sound carrier signal (at i.f.) through a diode to

various channels-so far as the video and audio
circuits are concerned-thereby making it un- - yield a d.c. bias-dependent on signal strength-

necessary to readjust the contrast and volume controls each time the channel is changed.

-A.G.C. in radio sets also has a third function,

to hold the sound output from the speaker reasonably constant when the propagation and reception
conditions are causing the aerial signal strength
to rise and fall (i.e., to combat fading). This is not
such an important function in television because

the nature of the v.h.f. and u.h.f. propagation
such that the signal rarely fades in the same way
as that associated with h.f. transmissions.

Television sets today have two a.g.c. systems,
one in the sound channel and a separate one in the
vision channel. Sometimes a little of the sound
a.g.c. is applied to the vision sections of the set
to avoid the vision channel suddenly jumping up
to maximum sensitivity-and possibly towards
instability-should the vision signal fail while the
sound one remains. There are other reasons for
this, too. Very early sets featured only sound a.g.c.,

but this was not too bad when there was just a
single channel (the BBC) for there was then no
problem in connecting an aerial -lead attenuator in
those areas where a strong signal was causing overloading symptoms. This bec.inie less easy when
two channels were available (BBC and ITV)
because the signal on one was often much stronger

than that on the other, so that when the stronger
was attenuated in this way the weaker also suf-

for controlling the gain of the i.f. amplifier valves.
This is possible because an amplitude modulated
(a.m.) signal varies about a mean level. A.G.C. is not

generally used with the f.m. sound used on 625
lines. A television signal on the other hand has no
mean level because the modulation amplitude
increases or decreases, depending on whether the
signal is of the 405 -line standard with positive
tive modulation, with the brightness of the tele-

vised scene. However, because the average modulation level during the course of a programme remains

fairly constant a simple form of a.g.c., not unlike
that of the a.m. sound channel, can be used without too much black -to -white compression. This is
the mean -level a.g.c. system just mentioned.
On the 625 -line standard the mean -level system

is even less of a problem because the sync pulses
are on the positive side of the modulation envelope,
so to speak, so that a peak -conducting a.g.c. rectifier will effectively sample the signal below black
level, meaning that the a.g.c. bias will be roughly
related to picture black instead of to white.

The gated systems have their a.g.c. rectifiers
switched on by line pulses so that conduction
occurs when the signal is at the black level (i.e.
the back or front porch of the line sync pulses).
One or two systems conducted on the black level

Channel -selective

blanking pulses associated with the field sync
pulses. These, of course, were gated by field pulses.

ringing and other symptoms associated with aerial
mismatching. The problem was partly solved by

a.g.c. applied? This is simple, for the d.c. voltage
delivered by the a.g.c. rectifier-whatever scheme

fered

unwanted

attenuation.

attenuators were available, but tended to cause

the makers equipping their tuners with separate
Band I and Band III gain or sensitivity controls.
Some sets like this are still found in use.
The introduction of vision a.g.c. was somewhat

delayed because of the circuit complications
involved in finding a suitable black -signal reference

level; but eventually complex gated vision a.g.c.
systems were embodied in many sets. It was then
discovered that a mean -level, simple a.g.c. system
gave acceptable results, so the complex gated
systems were mostly abandoned.

So much, then, for the principles; but how is

is adopted-has a negative value (in valved sets,

anyway) which increases in strength as the signal
itself increases. This is applied as a grid bias (above

that of the standing bias) to the r.f. valve in the
tuner and to one or two i.f. amplifier valves, and
because the gain or sensitivity of the amplifying
stage is affected by the grid bias, the greater the
applied negative bias, the greater the gain reduction.

Thus if one channel is weak the a.g.c. bias will
also be weak and the amplifiers will be running
almost flat out, giving maximum lift to the weak
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signal. If another channel is strong, the bias voltage
will go more negative, thereby reducing the gain of
the amplifiers and stabilising the drive signal-both
sound and vision.
There are one or two more aspects which should

Aerial
To

Tuner

411.

be mentioned. An important one is that most sets
provide some sort of differential delay to the bias
applied to the various stages. A not -too -strong

signal, for instance, will still produce a bias, and
although this may not be very much it will tend to
bias -off the controlled valves. If this is done too
much to the tuner r.f. valve the signal/noise performance will be impaired, and the picture will
carry more background grain than it need do. The
solution is provided by delaying the bias applied to

the tuner valve-so that the r.f. stage a.g.c. comes
on in full force only when the aerial signal is very
strong. Diodes are often used in these delaying
circuits and the arrangement is that the i.f. valves
are the first to receive most of the a.g.c. bias.

Another point is that the contrast control on
many sets is activated by the bias produced by the
a.g.c. rectifier. This is fair enough on a strong
signal where the bias produced is high; but on
a weak signal the bias is low, so the contrast
control will have none with which to work. The
effect is that the contrast control has no effect on
the picture, the vision channel gain being at
maximum at all settings of the control. This is a
perfectly normal action, but can cause some confusion in the minds of enthusiasts. The feeling is
that the weak picture is in some way connected

with failure of the contrast control to vary the
picture, and that if the control was working correctly the picture could be intensified. In actual

fact, the symptom is resulting from insufficient aerial

signal or a fault in the tuner or i.f. stages causing
reduced sensitivity.

The basic a.g.c. system-sound and vision-is

shown as a block diagram in Fig. 1. Now, before
we concentrate on the actual testing part, let us
get clear as to what sort of symptoms can result
from its malfunction. If the fault is killing the
a.g.c. completely, then we can expect severe sound
and vision overload if the aerial signal is strong.
If the aerial signal is of medium strength or weak,
the fault could show up as unbalance between the
channels, calling for readjustment of the contrast
and/or volume control from one 405 -line channel
to another. It should be noted here that most
dual -standard sets have some sort of preset
balancing control between the 405- and 625 -line
channels. Some, in fact, have two contrast controls

Vision
IF channel

-4-

Detector
and

picture
tune

Video

AGC

Sync sep.

or

Ap.0 rect.

(a)

Gating
pulses
on

(Black-level)system

From

common IF
..).z
=c.o..

( b)

Sound
IF channel

-FAG.C. line

Detector
or

APC. rect.

To

audio
stages

Fig. 1: Block diagram of (a) vision and (b) sound a.g.c.

generally occurs due to the vision signal being
intermodulated on to the sound carrier (in the
i.f. channel) and the sound endeavours to show
itself-due to a similar reason-on the picture.
All these things result directly from the overload

condition which produces non -linearity of the
signal transfer characteristic.
Sound -on -vision interference can usually be

tuned out by adjusting the fine tuner control for
maximum sound; but if the condition remains at
all settings of the control, and there is a tendency
towards slight pattern effects on the picture background, the a.g.c. system could have deteriorated

without failing completely. This effect on Test Card

D-with test -tone on sound-is pictured in Fig. 3.
Sometimes the a.g.c. system is automatically
tested when the vision carrier fails (at the transmitter) during a programme. If this results in a
noticeable rise in sound volume followed by a
return to normal volume when the vision carrier

is restored, then the vision a.g.c. system is functioning. This effect occurs because the vision a.g.c. controls the gain of the tuner and the first i.f. amplifier
stage, which are both generally common to both the
vision and the sound signals (on some models the
sound and vision signals are separated on 405 -lines
at the tuner output).

-one for 405 and the other for 625-as, for

instance, the latest STC VC51 series. The majority
of sets made within the last two or three years have

a.g.c. systems which very effectively "iron out"

signal unbalance between the channels, so if this is

failing to happen it could well be that trouble
exists in the a.g.c. circuits.

A strong signal on the 405 -line standard can
crush the peak -white parts of the picture due to
pre -detector overload, giving a symptom similar
to that shown in Fig. 2. This can also happen if
the control voltage turns positive from the correct
negative-see later. On the 625 -line standard the

sync pulses tend towards crushing instead of picture

white and this upsets the line and field locking.
In addition to these picture symptoms, a buzz

Fig. 2: Overload symptom caused by a.g.c. failure or
blocking.
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To

tuner

L2
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Chassis

Fig. 3: Sound -on -vision like this can arise due to over-

loading caused by partial failure of the a.g.c. system.

The basic way of

testing the a.g.c. system
is simply by connecting a voltmeter between
the a.g.c. line and chassis (negative of the

meter to the line), as shown in Fig. 4, and noting

whether the voltage rises negatively when the aerial

is connected to the set-i.e. the signal is applied.
The a.g.c. bias should also be seen to alter as the

fine tuning control is tuned over the vision carrier
frequency.

A very important point here, and one which

is not always fully appreciated from the queries we
get from readers, is that this test is valid only when

a meter of very high resistance is used. It should
also be low -reading, having a full-scale deflection
of not much more than about 5 volts. A valve voltmeter (or transistor equivalent) is ideal. A low resistance meter-that is,

one incorporating

a

movement of low sensitivity-will load the a.g.c.
circuits badly, alter their characteristics and fail
to give any significant deflection. A movement of
lmA, for instance, will give a sensitivity of 1,000
ohms/volt which, when set to read 5 volts fullscale, would look to the a.g.c. circuit as a shunt
resistance of 5,000 ohms! Having in mind that the
resistors used in a.g.c. circuits have values more of
H.T.+
R

Sync

separator
valve

From
video

Fig. 5: Alternative a.g.c. test-in the controlled stage.

millions of ohms than of thousands, it can be

appreciated why such a meter would fail to deflect.
20,000 ohms/volt is about the least sensitive meter

that could be used for this application, and even
then it would be best to run it on the 25V scale,
giving a terminal resistance of 500.000 ohms as
against the 100,000 ohms on the 5V scale. The
minimum sensitivity of the movement in a 20,000

ohms/volt meter is 50uA. However, a valve or
transistor voltmeter could have a terminal resistance of a megohm or so on the 5V range-hence
its desirability for voltage measurements in high
resistance circuits.
Fig. 4 shows the basic a.g.c. source in many sets.

Here the control grid of the sync separator acts

rather like a rectifier and translates the video signal
into a d.c. voltage of a magnitude dependent on the

signal strength. The d.c. is tapped off from R1,
R2 and R3 and fed through R4 to the controlled
valves. Cl and R4 serve to delete traces of signal,
leaving only the d.c. R3 is also the contrast control, which is connected across the h.t. supply via
R5. Thus when R3 slider is at the chassis end
the a g.c. line is running solely from video signal
derived d.c. and the contrast is at minimum. When
the control is advanced-slider going towards the

R5 end of the control-a positive potential, of
strength determined by the setting of the control,
is applied to the a.g.c. line through R2 and R4,
and since this counters the negative a.g.c. bias
the gain of the controlled stages rises. This is the

maximum contrast setting.

.amplifier
RI

0-25V

20000 nN

3

Contrast
control

Fig.. 4: Basic mean -level circuit, showing method of
testing.

Diode D1 is an important component since it
ensures that the a.g.c. line never goes positive in
the absence of video signal. If this diode is not
present and the set is running without signal input,
the positive potential via the h.t. line and contrast
control would run all the controlled valves into
grid current and probably destroy them. The return
circuit for the diode is often included in the controlled stages.

The simple a.g.c. line voltage check, therefore,
will also prove the operation of the contrast control-the measured voltage rising and falling as the
control is rotated if all is well-and show whether
the clamp diode, as DI is called, is working
properly. If the line tends to swing positive as the

contrast control is turned clockwise, then this diode
must quickly be checked.

"0,
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Figure 5 shows how the a.g.c. is applied to a

controlled valve. Here Cl clamps the bottom of the

tuned circuit LI to chassis signalwise, while R1
applies the a.g.c. bias to the control grid, and
since this is a high -value resistor it has very little

Hitp-resistance
voltmeter

0-10v

shunting influence on LI.
This circuit shows an alternative method of
checking for a.g.c. action, by connecting a mil-

liammeter in series with the cathode resistor at
the chassis end. By connecting the meter in this

manner the cathode capacitor C2 serves to bypass

the coupling, thereby discouraging feedback
troubles and response variations which might otherwise lead to wrong readings.

With zero signal at the set input, the cathode
current of the controlled valve is limited only by
the standing bias produced by the cathode resistors and for this reason will be fairly high. When
signal is applied, however, the stage is further
biased by the a.g.c. potential, and if all is well
with the system the cathode current will decrease
dramatically. This method of testing has the advantage of not requiring a meter of high sensitivity-a
milliammeter of 10 to 20mA f.s.d. is suitable.
Still a further method of testing is shown in Fig.

6. Here the

a.g.c. line (the common point) is
disconnected from the source potential in the set

and connected instead to a variable, external potential, comprising the 9 -volt battery and 100k potentiometer. The 100k series resistor ensures that the
controlled stages are not loaded too heavily by the
external circuit. If the potentiometer provides con-

trast control action, then one can be sure that the
controlled stages, at least, are working correctly,
thereby isolating them from the source potential in
the set.
This arrangement is also useful for checking any
differential delay characteristics in the a.g.c. system.

The plan is to measure the voltage at the various

control take -off points with a high -resistance voltmeter while adjusting the bias with the 100k potentiometer. It is, of course, essential to ensure that
any delay diodes remain in circuit, even though
the a.g.c. source is disconnected from the line.
It sometimes happens that the a.g.c. system is
fully or partly nullified by the reflection of a
positive potential on to the line from a controlled
valve suffering from grid emission or grid current.
For instance, if the valve in Fig. 5 developed grid
emission or grid current its control grid would tend
to go positive with respect to cathode; this potential
would be developed across RI, thereby countering
the negative a.g.c. potential.
If the grid emission effect (or leakage) is bad, a
high -resistance voltmeter will show a positive potential

at the grid side of RI, for instance, and a

negative potential at the other end. This would be
a reasonable indication that the controlled valve is

in need of replacement.
It is possible, too, for a positive potential to get
on to the a.g.c. line through an electrically leaky
coupling capacitor between the tuner's mixer
(pentode section of triode -pentode frequency

Set's

To A.C. line

chassis

Fig. 6 (left): An external circuit for checking the action of

the controlled stages with the a.g.c. source removed.
Fig. 7 (right): Checking the anti -blocking circuit on
channel changing.

citor is usually located in the tuner itself.
While on a.g.c. systems, reference must be made
to the symptom of blocking in the vision channel
due to a sudden burst of high amplitude signal, as
might occur for instance when changing from one

channel to another. This causes the signal amplitude at the video valve to rise faster than the a.g.c.
system can take control, thereby overloading the
video stage and deleting a great deal of signal at
the grid of the sync separator. The result is that
the a.g.c. system fails to produce a control voltage
under these "signal limiting" conditions so that

the set continues to run flat out with an over -bright
screen, displaying the symptom of Fig. 2.

Manufacturers sometimes avoid this trouble by
introducing a resistor/capacitor parallel circuita time -constant network-in the control grid circuit
of the final vision i.f. amplifier. This makes the
a.g.c. operating time less than that of the overload
time. This circuit can be tested, as shown in Fig. 7,
by connecting a high -resistance voltmeter across the

resistor/capacitor circuit and noting a kick in the
reading, with a slow decline, on changing channel.
The condition is sometimes avoided on the 625 -

line standard by the clamp diode (D1 in Fig. 4)

being returned to the vision detector circuit instead
of to the chassis or "earth" line. The dual -standard

detector switching automatically puts the diode
back to chassis on 405 lines. The idea is that a
little negative potential from the vision detector is

always present on the a.g.c. line on 625, even

though on channel or standard changing the a.g.c.
may be slow in acting.

All that has so far been said about a.g.c. testing

applies to the sound channel as well as to the

vision channel. The sound a.g.c. is far less complex
and rarely causes serious troubles. In most sets the

nected direct to L2 in Fig. 5 and C3 is leaky,

potential is derived from the sound detector (on
the 405 -line a.m. signal) as in ordinary broadcast
receivers. On 625 lines it might be switched off,
being less important on this standard due to the
f.m. sound system. The overall sensitivity of the

negative a.g.c. bias. This is not a particularly

system.

changer valve) and the first i.f. valve grid. For
example, if the anode of the mixer valve is con-

then a positive potential would tend to counter the

uncommon fault, but the defective coupling capa-

set, however, remains controlled by the vision a.g.c.

TO BE CONTINUED

the DY86 heater glowed normally and good e.h.t.
regulation returned.

Most dual -standard models have a low -value
resistor or a miniature choke in series with the
e.h.t. rectifier heater lead to equalise its operation
on both systems but only very rarely do they
cause trouble. The resistors vary widely in value:
in the Bush TV141 and TV148 series it is only
0.1612 while in the Decca 101 range it is 4.712.
Incidentally while on the subject of e.h.t. valve

rectifiers the EY87 differs only from the more

widely known EY86 in that the glass envelope
is externally treated with silicones to avoid flashover under conditions of high humidity and low
atmospheric pressure. Similarly the DY87 differs
from the DY86 although these latter valves have

only a 1.4V heater instead of the 6.3V of the
former types.

Sensitivity controls
Without exception all modern receivers have

a preset sensitivity control in

addition to the

main contrast potentiometer but all too frequently
service engineers find them incorrectly adjusted
or, at best, far from the optimum setting when

by G. R. WILDING

called to rectify other faults. If set too low lack
of gain with a grainy picture becomes evident;
an over -advanced setting on the other hand generally

produces sound -on -vision and vision -on -

sound while it becomes difficult to separate the
squares to obtain good grey CALLED to service a modern dual -standard darker Test Card
tracking. In fact probably 80% of comK -B receiver recently we found it giving scale
the classic symptoms of a low -emission e.h.t. plaints of cross -modulation in modern high -gain
rectifier, that is on advancing the brightness con- receivers are due to over -advanced sensitivity
trol picture size "ballooned" and general brilli- controls.
These presets are needed to enable receivers
ance decreased till the screen almost completely
from a wide range of
blacked out. Of course the reason for these symp- to operate satisfactorily
signal strengths from areas of high field
toms is that as the rectifier voltage output re- input
strength to near fringe conditions. With the exduces with increase in tube current demand, ception of models made by the Pye/Ekco group
electron velocity through the area under the they operate by varying the a.g.c. delay voltage
influence of the scan coils reduces. The scan
thus the onset of a.g.c. bias to the u.h.f. and
coils can therefore exert greater effect on the and
should be set to probeam current and produce a grossly over -sized v.h.f. r.f. amplifiers. They
and
freedom
from grain
vide
maximum
gain
raster.
with
complete
absence
of
cross
-modulation
and
this
model
is
used
in
A DY86 e.h.t. rectifier
the main contrast control set appreciably
but on replacing it results were exactly the same with
maximum to permit some user variation
as before. Of course if the rectifier receives in- below
to balance any Band I/III strength disparity.
sufficent power from the line output pentode and
In most valved Pye/Ekco dual -standard models
similar symptoms will appear but accompanied a rather
different system is employed known as
usually by a distinct lack of width. There was no high-level
control in which the main user conlack of width evident on this receiver but before
control is a 25k12 potentiometer virtually
getting involved it was thought prudent to check trast
shunted directly across the video anode load and
both the PL36 line output valve and PY801 which can thus tap off the required degree of
boost diode. Replacing these produced no mat- video tube drive. Hence the name. The associerial benefit.
ated sensitivity presets are really the equivalents
Close inspection of the DY86 in operation
the main contrast control in the conventional
showed that the heater was glowing rather less of
and back -off the a.g.c. voltage with a
than the usual cherry -red. As the line output system
transformer was certainly in order the most likely positive voltage acting on both the i.f. and r.f.
When setting these controls therefore
cause of the trouble seemed to be a dry joint or amplifiers.
intermittent connection to the DY86 valveholder it is important not to over -advance since although
control can reduce the c.r.t.
heater pins. It is a simple matter to prise off the the user contrast
it cannot effect the pre -video stage
plastic cover to this valveholder. Inspection then video drive
showed that although the soldering was perfect signal amplitude and should this be excessive
result will be a "flat" picture suggesting that
there was a miniature resistor connected in series the
with one heater pin and the transformer winding the tube is poor or that the vision noise limiter is
clipping.
feeding the heater supply. Its value should be excessively
These high-level contrast control systems have
2.712+0.552, but in this case it was between 451
is
and 512 according to our most accurate assessment. the advantage that all valve and circuit noise
a
replacement,
which
being
such
On fitting a
-continued on page 421
special value had to be obtained from the makers,

FIBRE OPTIC

C. R.T. s
G. BEAUMONT

IT was John Logie Baird who first experimented
over 40 years ago with bundles of optical fibres
for image transference. In fact he was the
first to patent an image transference system which
consisted of a bundle of small glass fibres arranged
so that each fibre would transmit a small portion
of an image, this being reproduced at the end of
the bundle. The technique lay dormant until the
1950s since when the technology of optical fibres

has spread to many disciplines, including electronics where cathode-ray tubes have
developed using fibre optic faceplates.

been

An example of the principle of fibre optics is
found in the illuminated water fountain. When a
submerged source of light illuminates the water -

jets light passes along the jet due to the pheno-

menon of total internal reflection. Imperfections in
the stream and varying angles of incidence cause

the jets to become luminous. A similar situation
exists with a rod of glass, and light is guided by a
series of multiple internal reflections (see Fig. 1)
Incoming

Totally internally Incident
Surface
light ray reflected light ray polarized light wave

uoniiiq
Glass -fibre
core

Glass sheath with lower
Brewster
refractive index than core
angle

Fig. 1 (left): Process of total internal reflection by which
light can be transmitted down optical fibres.
Fig. 2 (right): When polarised light is incident at the
Brewster angle surface waves are propagated.

along the length of the rod provided the angle of
incidence is less than the critical angle. (The critical angle is the angle at which incident light is
caused to become totally internally reflecting and
depends on the difference in refractive indices of
the glass and its surrounding.) By this means light
can be guided down fibres smaller than a human

space between the fibres darkened. Such guides
have fibre diameters of 5-10 microns and are avail-

able in various lengths and sizes for numerous
applications. Rigid fibre bundles, as one might
expect, attenuate the light less (around 10% per
ft.) and can accept light incident at angles of 50deg.
or more.
Optical Waveguides

Normally the guides arc used for ordinary light
but they have been used for coherent (e.g. laser)

light. Interest in coherent light stems from analogy
with radio waves-the information -carrying capacity of light waves being far greater (in proportion
to the ratio of wavelengths). It has been found that
surface waves can he propagated along the interface of optical fibres

(see Fig.

2)-this mode

having the advantage that multiple internal reflections, and hence absorption, are avoided. Even so,
attenuation is still somewhat high at the present.
(An example of this kind of waveguide is the set
of fibres connecting the retina of the eye with the
optic nerve.)

Use in Oscilloscopes
Recording oscilloscope

traces of high-speed
events by normal photographic techniques is a very
inefficient process. The phosphorescent screen emits
light in all directions, the camera only receiving a
portion of this. With the very weak traces obtained
when recording high-speed events this often results
in photography not being possible. The efficiency of
the recording process can be increased by making
use of the wide acceptance angle of fibres. A stack
of fibres is fused into a block for this purpose and
used as the faceplate. Acceptance angles of 120deg.
can be obtained.
In the c.r.t. shown in the heading 40 million fibres

are used in the 3in. faceplate. With other c.r.t.s a

hair.

spot size of 0.0005in. can be obtained giving a resolution of 6,000 lines. Tubes of this sort are usually
magnetically deflected and focused.

Flexible Lightguides

Contrast Enhancement

The main advance in the technology of optical
fibres came in the 1950s when it was recognised

Another application for such faceplates is in
increasing picture contrast when high ambient

that a sheath of lower refractive index than the core
required to overcome problems which arose at
the glass -air interface. Lightguides are produced by
forming a bundle of such fibres, using a lubricant

was

such as graphite between the fibres and with the

illumination is present. If the outer glass sheath is
coated with a black glass, light which is incident at

an angle greater than the critical angle will be
-continued on page 421

Our heading photo shows a c.r.L with fibre optic faceplate for high-speed photography and flying -spot scanning.

LETTERS
TO THE
EDITOR

COLOUR ON BLACK -AND -WHITE TV
series
RI R,-In the Royal Institution's lecture
'''-' "The Intelligent Eye", televised on BBC -2

on 2nd and 9th January, Professor Richard Gregory demonstrated the illusion of colour on a
normal receiver, using very simple apparatus-a
spinning disc.

Such colour is subjective, the hue and intensity depending on the individual, according to
unbalanced characteristics of the eye. Nevertheless, the sensation can be very apparent. Col-

leagues of mine saw rings of rich magenta, yellow
and blue.
Could not this phenomenon be exploited?

Tubes in camera and receiver have been improved, and line totals increased, but the basic
principles first applied to our 405 -line system
have been retained in television services through-

out the world.-A. 0. Homms (Worthing, Sussex).
EXPERIMENTAL TV AERIAL
SIR,-In the January issue of PRACTICAL TELEVISION you published an article by Ivor N.
Nathan on an Experimental TV Aerial for Bands
III, IV and V. I have made an adaptation of this
aerial as follows:
I had no copper wire which would be selfsupporting so I used old copper Calor Gas tubing

outside diameter about lin. I shaped 10ft. of this

as a folded dipole, flattened the two ends and
trimmed with file and hacksaw.

A three -pin plug (round pin type) was then

prepared by sawing off the earth pin, sawing with
hacksaw the two remaining pins along the slots in
their centres. The two ends of the copper tubing
were then filed until they could be fitted tightly

the sawn slots

in

the plug pins, and then

in

soldered. Co -ax cable was fitted as per the article
and the aerial was mounted on a 4ft. long x 3in. x
lin. piece of wood by a bolt through screw hole in

While one certainly could not hope for proper

plug.

impact of "commercials" especially would be
enhanced thereby.-STEPHEN ALLCOCK (Lytham,
Lancashire).

Wales Ch.6 and TWW on Ch.11 from Moel y Parc

colour scenes, I could certainly envisage the production of circles or even captions which would
be seen in colour by the majority of viewers. The

WHO INVENTED TELEVISION?

SIR,-I agree with most of Mr. A. Deverill's
brief

outline of TV history
for February), but he

TELEVISION

(PRACTICAL

may

like

to know that Paul Nipkow's German patent of
1884 depicts a scanning disc with a spiral of 18

square holes (not 8). This idea of scanning analy-

sis remained a workable theory, as did CampbellSwinton's proposal for a system with c.r. tubes at
transmitter and receiver (1908), described in detail

The aerial was mounted in a loft and it picks up

the following channels: BBC -1 on Ch.2 from
Holme Moss which is quite a distance away,
possibly about 30-40 miles as the crow flies; BBC

which of course is only about 6-7 miles away as
home.
the crow flies and is visible from myfrom
an
Results are excellent being the same as
aerial mounted in same loft which has BBC -1
dipole, Band III dipole and four other elements!
I could not get any better reception by adding
reflectors and directors so it is left with just the

folded dipole. Maybe my remarks could be of help
to

some of your readers. Thank you for an

excellent magazine which I have found to be well
worth its price.-E. W. DAVIES (Denbighshire,
Wales).

in 1911.

HELP AND PRAISE

the development of efficient photo -electric cells:
the potassium type invented by Elster and

TELEVISIONS over the past five years, I
I have some missing. I wonder if any readers could
supply me with the August 1967, April and July

After many false starts with selenium during
the nineteenth century, television had to wait for

Geitel in 1912, and the caesium cell by Ives in

1924. Wireless transmission, reception and amplification techniques, the other essentials, were being
perfected during this

period.

In

1928

Baird

demonstrated both colour and stereoscopic TV by
disc, and gave us a well -synchronised "low defi-

nition" service from 1929, as Mr. Deverill
remembers.
"All electronic" TV became possible because of

several additions to Braun's simple c.r. tube of

1897, including magnetic focus and deflection by

Ryan in 1902, hot cathode and control cylinder

by Wehnelt in 1905. Campbell -Swinton suggested
(with diagram) the insertion of a "storage mosaic"
of photo -electric elements (to be scanned on the

back) to make the c.r. tube act as a television

camera; Zworykin concentrated on this valuable
idea and perfected his Iconoscope by 1933. The
Emitron camera of our pioneer "high definition"
service of 1936 was of this type.

IR,-While looking through my PRACTICAL
find

1963 issues.

While reading through my PRACTICAL TELEa thought occurred to me regarding
pre -amps. Has any experimenter ever made a
pre -amp to pick up any of ITV's other proVISIONS

grammes such as Southern or Midland TV in
this area? Maybe one of the backroom boys can
come up with the answer.

I look forward to my PRACTICAL TELEVISION each

month, especially "Your Problems Solved" and
"Test Case". I have indexed all your answers to
problems and test cases and find they are a
great help to me when I have a set that puzzles
me. It's only a hobby of mine, but I really enjoy
it, much to my
(London, S.E.25).

friends'

delight.-F.

PARRY

The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed
by his correspondents.

fault finding
IT happens

quite

frequently

to

everyone

engaged in servicing that while working on a
faulty receiver application of the meter test
prod to a particular point in the circuit completely
clears the fault and restores normal operation-or
or at least seems to. In many instances the inherent
self -capacitance or resistance of the meter does
indeed cure the fault by replacing a somewhat
similar value deficiency in circuit R or C. Sometimes, however, the apparent clearing of the fault
only confirms the presence of a defect or serves
to mask the basic fault by slightly changing

operational conditions, i.e., sensitivity or maximum
output.
In all instances where meter application
apparently clears a fault the produced effect must

PART 3

METER CURES

BY S.GEORGE
be carefully related to the actual receiver circuitry.
For instance, reducing the value of a resistor by
shunting the meter across it does not necessarily
mean that any improvement obtained is due to the
effective lowering of the component's resistance.

As a first example to show how misleading
some meter applications can be, it was found

the coupling capacitor have a leak of only 50M1Z
the two components then form a fixed potentio-

meter which applies about 1% of the preceding
valve's anode voltage to the grid of the coupled
valve. Such a voltage could amount to 2V and
thus materially reduce the standing fixed bias.

METER CAPACITANCE

Keeping to a.f. faults, it may often he found
that signs of instability or parasitic oscillation in
when servicing a straightforward RC coupled a.f. the
stage causing shrill, distorted reproducamplifier with low output volume that on contact- tionoutput
be greatly reduced or even completely
ing the screen pin of the first pentode to make a curedmay
on contacting the grid or anode of the outvoltage test output at least doubled. This particular put valve.
such cases it is the self -capacitance
pentode had extremely high anode and screen feed and not theIn
resistance of the meter that is effective,
resistors giving proportionately low standing volt- acting as a bypass
to circulating r.f. or i.f. currents.
ages, and their measurement could not be really The trouble here is inadequate decoupling,
and
accurate due to the loading imposed by the meter. this meter application does not necessarily imply
The first assumption therefore was that as slightly that the cause is in the a.f. output stage. Almost
lowering the screen grid voltage by meter applica- certainly the basic cause of such r.f.
currents circution had increased output the screen feed resistor lating in the a.f. stage is an open -circuit
decoupler
had fallen in value, thereby increasing the screen - in the detector or a previous stage,
an unearthed
grid voltage excessively in relation to the low anode
screened lead, faulty valve or even misplaced
voltage. However, a subsequent Megger test on the
wiring coupling a proportion of signal carrier to
resistors involved showed that this was not the case. the
a.f. waveform. In such instances,
Lowering the screen grid voltage increased output the demodulated
meter "cure" only masks the true fault, and on
because the anode voltage was unduly low through working
back towards the frequency -changer the
an increased value anode load resistor. The ampli- slight instability
detectable in each stage till
fier's original volume was restored when this latter the root sourcewillis belocated.
Of course meter
component was replaced.
applications only produce significant effects in
Similarly, many instances of distorted sound can high -impedance circuits where the resistance or
be improved by merely contacting the grid of the
of the instrument is comparable in value,
output pentode-but this does not imply that the reactance
they have much less effect on transistor a.f.
existing grid leak is excessive, or that the meter is so
stages where the input and output impedances are

effectively replacing some loss in shunt capacitance.
Most instances of distortion reduced in this
manner are due to the presence of a positive voltage
on the valve grid being attenuated by the meter

resistance. A positive voltage here is due either
to (a) the valve being slightly soft and drawing
grid current or (b) a slight leakage in the grid
capacitor from the preceding stage. This leak
need only be very small to introduce distortion, for
as a.f. grid resistors average about 0.5M11 should

much lower.
Meter self -capacitance, greatly increased by hand

capacitance effects on the live rest -prod, is often
very useful when tracking r.f. or i.f. instability
due to an open -circuit or dry -jointed decoupling
capacitor, for if meter application across such a
component results in a major reduction of the fault
symptom it generally suggests that the seat of the
trouble has been found. Of course such a capacitance application is very far from ideal: trailing
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meter leads can introduce cross -coupling, while the

slight meter inductance can introduce unwanted
effects, but in practice in the field this simple
test often proves helpful. The alternative is to
directly "stab" a replacement across each suspect

in turn, but it

is difficult

to ensure that both

ends simultaneously make good electrical contact
without risking a sizeable electric shock. Undoubtedly there is a sure and large market for a simple
two -pronged device which would enable various
sizes of capacitor to be test shunted across suspects
quickly and positively.

CHECKING TUBE DRIVE
CIRCUITS
Meter cures are commonly encountered when
making checks on the c.r.t. for often examples of
low brightness level with the brilliance control at
maximum, or even cases of complete loss of
raster, are restored on contacting the tube cathode
pin when making voltage tests. Of course, due to
the extra capacitive loading the effect on picture
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tor or excessive bias due to a defect in the video
cathode circuit. This last possibility could arise
through the actual cathode resistor going open circuit and valve current being maintained via the

electrolytic bypass capacitor leaking excessively
first

due to the strain imposed. However, the

automatic action must be replacement of the video
output valve.

As you will have noticed when replacing such
valves cold in a fully warmed -up receiver, after
switching on again no raster is visible till the new

valve assumes normal operating temperature, when
the resulting drop in anode voltage similarly
reduces c.r.t cathode voltage.
However, even if direct coupling between video
valve and c.r.t. is employed, meter application to
the latter point will fail to produce any significant
effect unless such coupling is via a high -value resis-

tor. In most instances, as shown in Fig. 8, the
coupling feed is in the form of a high value RC
combination to attenuate the lower video frequencies.

totally blank screen, will be restored. The only

In those receivers that use pure a.c. coupling to
the tube cathode the video anode voltage is completely separated from tube cathode potential, so
the voltage at the latter point provides no indication as to the working or otherwise of the video

the raster brilliance level depends on the c.r.t.

valve.

too low (even at maximum brilliance control
setting) or the cathode voltage is too high, the
latter seemingly the most likely and indeed indi-

maximum obtainable brightness level does not of
necessity imply that this voltage is above normalit could be that the c.r.t. grid voltage is insufficient,
even at peak value, i.e. with brilliance control
fully advanced. However, in practice this very
seldom occurs, for the voltage swing covered by

quality will be disastrous, but the actual defect

being investigated, inadequate brilliance level or a

conclusion to be drawn from such a test is that as
cathode -grid potential either the tube grid voltage
is

cated by the meter application.

In many receivers the video amplifier anode is
directly coupled to the c.r.t. cathode, so that the
voltage of the latter is dominated or completely
dependent on that of the former. In such receivers
therefore excessive tube cathode voltage could be
caused by a reduction in video valve anode current
producing a reduced voltage drop across the video
load thereby maintaining video anode voltage close
to that of the h.t. rail.

This could spring from many causes-a low -

emission valve, open -circuit screen -grid feed resisHit 190V
10kf1

Of course the fact that reducing the c.r.t. cathode
by meter application increases the

voltage

the brilliance control is a very wide one indeed
so that even major variations in the value of

series limiting resistors associated with the control
will still not prevent it from swinging the effective
bias from black to peak white.
Occasionally a break or hair -line crack develops

in the track of the brightness control but such a
fault immediately becomes evident.

TUBE INTERELECTRODE LEAKS
Frequently the opposite kind of fault develops

V2 PCF80
Video

in receivers, that is, it becomes impossible to black
out the raster fully even with the brilliance
control at minimum setting. In practically all

amp.

3.3kC1

instances this is not due to a circuit fault, but to

Video

interelectrode leakage in the tube itself. Such leaks

in

220
kn.

100

TkpF

To C.R.T.

cathode

go6kfl-:

4

680

500
F

r

Vkl
(C,R.T.)

1

may be from the first anode to grid, grid to
cathode or cathode to heater.
When the leakage is from the first anode to

grid, together with an attendant reduction in first
anode voltage, there is often a reduction in available height since both the first anode supply and
the field generator are fed from the boost h.t. rail,
and the leakage current imposes an additional
load (see Fig 9). A simple and quick check which
will confirm the existence of first anode leakage and

also show if any height loss is due to this cause

Fig. 8: A meter with a resistance of 400kfl (2kilIV on the

200V range) would reduce anode voltage Va by less
than 3V but would reduce c.r.t. cathode voltage Vk by
more than 50V due to the high -impedance feed. Meter
application to the c.r.t. cathode will thus greatly increase
the brilliance level.

is to temporarily insert a further Nigh -value resistor
in series with the first anode feed. If this results in

both a further improvement towards peak black
level and a height increase it can be taken that an
appreciable leak exists.
Grid -cathode leakage on thg other hand is always
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9: Directly -coupled
video feed and power supply
in a modern, dual -standard
(Philips chassis) receiver.
Due to absence of series RC
Fig.
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Note how a possible c.r.t.
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so concentrate on these
first;
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cally replace all components that determine
oscillation
frequency
rather than to unsolder

pF

820

150V

but probably

quickest way of curing
this fault is to automati-
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Focus
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NF

KO.

negligible voltage variation.

change after years of use,
820

580
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100
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c.r.t.

the boost h.t. supply.
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10 MI
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feed meter application to the

additional current drain on

A4
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kCI.

compensation in the video

height

pF

27

-VHF

video
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gen.

1500

pF

20'

To
anode
of
Field

Line
blanking

Field
blanking

4.7kfl

1.5mn.

one

end of each suspect,

then test and reconnect

till you come to the cul-

shown up by the voltage on the latter electrode
varying as grid voltage is varied by brilliance

control operation.
Cathode -heater leakage,

though

once

quite

common, is now extremely rare, and although an

isolation transformer will greatly minimise the

defect, as with all cases of tube leakage, the only
real cure is tube replacement.

TIMEBASE FAULTS
One of the commonest line or field timebase

faults is inability to obtain the correct frequency or

prit.

When tracing cases of poor linearity or inadequate height it may be found that contacting

certain points in

the circuit reduces the fault

symptoms, but again such indications must be
treated warily, for the apparent improvement may
he simply due to reduction or change in the
negative feedback characteristics. With all linearity
defects, the drill is first to check the operation of
all linearity controls and then progressively replace
all suspects in the feedback loops.

A.G.C. FAULTS

the need for the hold control to be at one end of

When investigating instances of low gain or intermittent variations in signal strength, meter applica-

for optimum setting or

the input strength, contrast control setting and

its travel before a locked position is obtained, thus
leaving no

thermal drift.

allowance

tion to the a.g.c. rail will vary gain according to

-continued on page 407

In most instances if valve replacement fails to
effect a cure there may be an internal adjustment,
either an additional preset or a shorting link across
a resistor, which will enable a centre locking

point to be obtained. Failing that you may find
that on making voltage tests meter application to

Local-

Distant
preset

be a reduction in value or slight leakage in the

main charging capacitor or change in value of any
fixed resistor in series with the hold control.
While meter application to many circuit points
will cure the symptoms of the defect, it may also

inhibit sync locking, reduce output or alter the
sawtooth scan -flyback ratio.

Experience shows that high resistance, low watt,
current -carrying resistors are most prone to value

EF80
Sync

of

sep.

common
Vision

MI 10 OD

amp.

so that the timebase can be locked at a midway

increased in value. Timebase frequency is determined by several components, so that a variation
in the value of one can be compensated for by a
variation in the value of another. Thus there could

H.T. rail

Sound-

points in the grid or anode circuits of the
generator valves will alter the oscillation frequency

control point. However, should such meter
application effectively parallel a resistor it must not
be assumed that this particular component has

Contrast
control

lb grid
circuit

27

0.1
,uF

147
AG,C.to

tuner

valves

680
5.6
Mn

Mn

Mn

NF

+ye

potential
470k0.

kn.

1

MCl

Clamp
diode

-ve
potent -I

0.47 pF

Fig. 10: Typical modern mean- evel a.g.c. circuit (H.M.V.
Imp portable). Nega ive poten ial developed across the

sync separator grid resistor is offset by a positive
potential tapped from the contrast control. Local distant preset determines a.g.c. delay to tuner valves.
Meter application to clamp diode anode would reduce

bias on strong signals till contrast was sufficiently
advanced to overcome negative potential.

TRADE NEWS TRADE TRADE NEWS TRADE
NEWS TRADE NEWS NEWS TRADE NEWS
COLOUR TUBE REBUILDS FROM
VACUONICS

19in. COLOUR RECEIVERS FROM B.R.C.

ACUONICS Limited, Newtown Street, Old

Hill, Staffordshire, announce that a 2Sin.
domestic colour television tube has been success-

fully rebuilt by them.
This company specialise in the rebuilding of tele-

vision tubes for the trade and this news could
possibly mean a big breakthrough in the cost of

colour tube replacements.

Colour television tubes are the most expensive

single

the

component in

receiver, and

it

is

envisaged that rebuilt tubes of this type will cost
about half that of a manufacturer's replacement,
but still be covered by the same period of
guarantee.

Consequently a considerable saving should be
able to be passed on to the consumer when a new
tube is required.

Because of the new techniques involved in the
process, and the non -availability of the materials
required in Europe, the necessary electronic com-

ponents for this colour tube were supplied by

Messrs Griffiths Electronics Inc., Linden, New
Jersey, USA through their agents in this country,
C.E.A. Group of Birmingham.
The completed tube was tested fully in the Television Department of the Wolverhampton College

of Technology by Mr W. J. Anderson, to whom

19in. colour TV receivers
to be marketed by British Radio Corporation
is the Marconiphone Model 4701 retailing at a
recommended price of 284 guineas (see photo-

MONG the first

graph).

Model

Fully transistorised,

4701

the directors of Vacuonics Ltd. are extremely
grateful.
COMPREHENSIVE TRIMMING KIT

has

push-button channel selection and is designed for

the high quality reception

of

the PAL colour

system, on 625 lines, of BBC -1, BBC -2, and ITA-1.

In addition, Model 4701 will receive the normal
black -and -white procrammes on v.h.f. and u.h.f.
Marconiphone

Model 4701

incorporates

the

Thorn 2000 modular chassis, which uses 90 transistors and has been described in July and September 1967 issues of P.TV. Power consumption is
40 -,:lower than with a valved chassis.
Incorporating the Mazda 19in. Rimguard
Shadowmask colour tube, Model 4701 has a walnut

veneered cabinet with matching stand. The front

of the set is of black leathercloth with chrome trim.
Apart from the normal on/off, volume and brilliance controls, Model 4701 has only two extra con-

trols, a saturation or colour intensity control, and
the exclusive Personal Tint Control.

Other 19in. colour models released by B.R.C.

are the Ultra 6701, Ferguson 3701 and HMV 2701,
These have similar specifications.

COLOUR WITH HI-FI OR PORTABLE

THE new "777" television and radio trimming
and adjusting kit from Henri Picard & Frere,

34/35 Furnival Street, London, E.C.4., contains a
comprehensive selection of 23 tools in a zip -up

folding case, which opens flat to reveal all the tools,

each in its own holder.

The kit has been assembled by Henri Picard

with

the

servicing

technician

in

mind.

The

majority of the tools are constructed of a high impact

plastics

material

which

not

only

has

AIR. J. H. PORTLOCK, managing director ofexcellent insulating properties but is also exception-

Technomark Ltd. announced recently that his
company will be introducing colour TV to the UK
market-probably July/August of this year. These
sets will be for 625 -line operation only.

They plan to introduce a Bang & Olufsen set

with Hi-Fi sound from Denmark and a Sony
portable colour television receiver from Japan.

ally durable.
The selection includes assorted double and
single -ended box keys, double and single -headed
screw -adjusters, an electrician's screw -driver, a
flexible screw -driver, an angled inspection mirror
with an extension handle, tweezers and a jamming

search tool. Price is £6 17s. 4d.

1.1

camera and cameraman through even the narrowest (2ft. 3in. wide) household doorway is used.
In larger indoor areas and outside when craning

TO DAY
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OUTSIDE BROADCASTS

to overhang the area or track above
the heads of the performers. For sites such as
these a hydraulic tower, similar to those used
for repair to street lights, would be used. These
arc usually mounted in the back of a lorry and
required

allow the camera and cameraman mounted on the

2

WI ll-iNI Sir Francis Chik liester arrived hack in
Plymouth from his single-handed voyage
around the world ITV used one of its most
interesting facilities-the Southerner, an outside
broadcast ship. Equipment from one of Southern
ITV's o.b. vehicles is loaded into the Southerner,
a turbo -jet propelled seventy-one
capable of carrying three cameras and a videotape recorder, as well as mixing equipment, radiolink transmitter and steerable aerial and a diesel

generator, at up to 34 knots! She is often used

for sea sports in the south -coast area, where her
unique equipment gives her a great advantage
over temporarily installed equipment.
Removing equipment from a m.c.r. and placing
it elsewhere is occasionally undertaken where
extra facilities or more space is needed. Derigging,
as it is known, involves removing camera control
units, vision mixer, sound mixer, handling equip-

ment and monitor racks from the

movements are needed the Falcon o.b. dolly is
used. It, too, carries camera and cameraman and
is of space frame construction but can be derigged to take up less space for transportation
to the site. Other mountings to be found are the
rolling tripod, found in many simple studios as
well as o.b.s. It can be used as a stationary or
movable mounting, and is simple and cheap. For
fixed mountings, pan and tilt heads bolted to
scaffold -sized poles allow the camera mountings
to be built into the frame of scaffold camera
towers. An alternative is a base, like the pedestal
found in the studio, but with a flat square base
instead of wheels. This is used where the camera
is stationary without requiring attachment to other
structures. Height adjustment is provided. On
some sites it is desirable to use a mounting with
variable height, for example when the camera is

m.c.r. and

placing them in a convenient room adjacent to

the scene of action. Derigging allows extra cameras

to be added or several o.b. units to be linked

together to form a larger unit.
Other facilities found at o.b.s are camera towers
which enable the cameras to sec over the crowds
and get a better view. Special narrow -angle
lenses are used to give closeups from a long dis-

tance; lenses with a focal length up to 40in. or

even more have been used and zoom lenses are
particularly popular as they allow one camera to
cover all action within its area without changing
lenses. Zoom lenses with a zoom ratio of 18:1
have been made for television use, though 10:1
is the normal ratio.
Cameras are also required to move around and
two types of camera dollies are in use. When
movement in a house or in confined space is
required, particularly when tracking shots in such
areas arc required, a small dolly capable of turn-

ing in very confined spaces and able to carry

platform to be raised and lowered as well as to
be moved out from the base on the lorry. Naturally
these lowers arc available in various sizes, the

largest reaching iftarly 80ft. Being hydraulically
operated, they move smoothly and so can alter

height when on the air.

More than anv other branch of television, outside broadcasting requires a tremendous amount
of planning by both production and engineering
staff. When the idea for an o.b. is first con-

sidered the producer has some idea of the site
and its possibilities, but his first job is to visit
it along with the director and perhaps the senior
engineer if the technical requirements are highly
complex. At this point the director has to work
out the best position for his cameras to cover all
the action. From this point onwards the technical requirements for the programme start to become obvious. Naturally for many programmes
the site is well known and it is a matter of

checking arrangements so that everything should
be as before. However, with a new site the direc-

tor and senior engineer have to work out the

position and height of camera towers, often built
by a local building contractor. The availability of
the required camera dollies, which lenses the
cameras will carry (there are rarely enough zoom
lenses to go round) and many other points. Vision
links to the studio have to be arranged with the

GPO, who may not be able to assist, in which
case radio links would then be consulted about
the number and position of each link vehicle.
When the sound and vision signals eventually
reach the permanent television distribution network, lines have to be booked to carry the signal
to the studio centre. Power may be available on
site but an electrician must he available to connect the m.c.r. power cable direct into the electrical switchroom of a large building. If no power
is available a mobile diesel generator is hired
from a specialist. Lighting, too, may be required,

although simple lights fitting on to the front of

a camera are always carried in the m.c.r. and
allow a simple medium shot of a commentator

to be obtained after dark.
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from that site, the box is left, usually attached to
a convenient telegraph pole. Radio links are set up

and aligned by pointing the receiving dish in
approximately the correct direction according to
the maps and then panning the dish until the
maximum output is reached. This is also done at

the transmitting end, radio telephones being used
to guide the operators.
Sound for outside broadcasts usually consists
of commentary and effects, but of course this
is not always the case. Commentary positions must
be provided so that the commentator can see all
that is going on, as well as being able to view a
monitor showing the programme. In some cases
permanent,commentary positions may be provided,
particularly at race tracks and motor racing tracks.
If not it may be necessary to construct a special

shelter. In order to reduce noise from outside a

special lip microphone is used. Ribbon microphones

held close to the face discriminate against external noises and allow such a microphone to be

Southern ITV's "Southerner", an outside broadcast ship.

All actual equipment on site, each camera lens,
each microphone, all the camera power, and micro-

phone cables, have to be decided upon so the
routes around the site must be planned. Purely
administrative problems of obaining the right
extra facilities have to be arranged as in many

cases the demand for facilities exceeds the supply.

Each item to be used in the programme must be
taken along to the site, for on o.b.s it is not
possible to use the wardrobe, make-up, property
and scenery departments which are to be found in
any studio centre.

After all the planning is complete the m.c.r.
and tenders set off to the site. On arrival the
riggers, who also drive the vehicles, start to rig
the apparatus. All heavy manual work is done

by riggers except for the actual fitting of cameras
on their mountings. Cables are connected and the
power fed to the scanner, allowing the equipment
to be warmed up and aligned ready for rehearsal.
While this is going on connections and links

to the studio are rigged from the Post Office
connection point. On some sites these are permanently connected to a wall
box which accepts all the connections from the m.c.r. Alter-

natively semi -permanent or
temporary connections are
made via special boxes. In

some sites such as scramble or

auto -cross courses, and the
less
popular horse - racing

courses where there is a likelihood of another broadcast
Right: Temporary control room
set up by Southern Television in
the crypt of Canterbury Cathedral
for their coverage of the enthrone-

ment of the 100th Archbishop of
Canterbury. Engineers in the fore-

ground watch ten camera moni-

tors. Left to right in the second
row are supervisory engineers,
production assistant, director and
two sound engineers.

used in very noisy surroundings. A special bar
fixed to the microphone and pressed against the
upper lip ensures that the microphone is held
at the correct distance from the mouth.
Effects are

usually picked up by directional

microphones, in particular rifle microphones which

a tube about 3ft. long, making them
very suitable for mounting on a camera. As the
look like

cameraman points his camera, following the action,

the sound effects from that shot will also be
picked up.

Hand and neck microphones are used for inter-

views and comments straight to camera but in
some cases a radio microphone would be used
increasing the mobito avoid trailing
lity of the wearer. Most m.c.r.s also provide a

tape recorder which may be used for reproducing
prerecorded effects, music for the titles, credits,
and many other uses. Naturally when remote
cameras are used a sound link is necessary to carry

programme sound to and from the remote site.

Whilst the cameramen and riggers are rigging the
vision equipment the sound crew are hard at work
rigging their apparatus and testing it. As the sound
crews are responsible for talkback and telephone

F
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communications, both within the site and back to

the studio and radio links, they thus have one

of the most responsible jobs on o.b.s.

Full rehearsals are not often possible by the
nature of the events covered, but practising by
the competitors usually gives a guide to whether
the cameras are providing the required shots and
careful planning by the director and clear instruction to all concerned give everyone a good idea

I

of what

the whole affair from Westminster Abbey. As
might be expected the interconnections for this
programme between each o.b. and the m.c.c.r.,
the Television Centre and its telecine and video-

tape recording facilities were a planner's nightmare,

made doubly complex by the ITV's coverage,
which was on a similar scale, so that twice the
facilities were required!

It is not realised that o.b.s are often indoors in a

a wide variety of skills.

and

point

techniques and including microcircuits to produce
a Plumbicon camera and combined pulse generator
four -head,

fully

professional

videotape

recorder which can be carried by one man! Thus

with the Ampex 3000 system the flexibility of
a sound film
camera unit. No doubt many filming techniques
will now be adapted to this and other new
equipment of a similar nature.
Although most broadcasting organisations are
such a unit is now similar to

developing colour equipment, much work is going
on with lightweight equipment. Vans of 30 cwt., less

j
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required. From the start of transmission it is then up to the director to guide
the cameramen, and the cameramen to offer the
sort of shots that they know the director requires.
One development in the o.b. field is along the
trail blazed by ATV with their Monoculus unit.
From a large van full of equipment and the
normal -sized cameras Ampex have reduced the
size and weight of equipment by using the latest
is

I

theatre or auditorium. In this case it is often

possible to undertake productions as complex as
those in a proper television studio so that outside
broadcast staff need a great deal of expertise in
TO BE CONTINUED

FAULT FINDING FOCUS
-continued from page 403

of meter connection. While not showing

anything resembling accurate a.g.c. bias measure-

ments, the effect of such a meter application on
results plus the slight scale indications can very
easily test the actual operation of the a.g.c. circuit.
Practically all modern receivers derive a mean -

level negative voltage from the sync separator
grid circuit, since the signal at this point closely
relates to input signal amplitude. This control
potential

is

fed to the common vision -and -sound

than half the size of the normal vehicles, can i.f. valve and, to a reduced or delayed extent, to
now carry three or four cameras and associated the tuner valves and is usually varied by being
equipment. This is possible by using the smaller

Plumbicon cameras or 3in. image orthicons, which
have recently been improved by using a new target
material. Smaller cameras mean smaller c.c.u.s and
power supplies so further reducing the space

required. Such units are proving popular for the
simpler broadcasts-football matches rarely need
more than three cameras, for example-as well
as being cheaper to build in the first place.
With the development of one -camera units, three or four -camera units and five- or six -camera units

it will become possible to deploy facilities more
economically by suiting the equipment to the
scale of the coverage required.

One aspect of o.b.s not yet mentioned is the

coverage of national events using several m.c.r.s.
For coverage of the funeral of Sir Winston

Churchill, for example, both the BBC and ITV
used many o.b. units placed around the route
taken by the funeral procession.

Each o.b. was tied to a central mixing point.
The BBC's mixing point was a derig in the crypt
of Westminster Abbey. The BBC technicians
derigged a special vehicle called a mobile central
control room-m.c.c.r.--which is able to combine
a large number of remote sources, usually m.c.r.s,
as well as providing slavelocking facilities. These
were used so that mixing between each o.b. point
was possible.

Coverage of events such as these demands much

planning and close liaison with the police and

other authorities. Richard Dimbleby added his

commentary at the Westminster Abbey central
point. It is not realised that the feed to his monitors failed

so that for a considerable time he

was commentating without seeing the transmitted
picture! Antony Craxton, the BBC's producer,
controlled directors in each m.c.r. and co-ordinated

"backed off" by a slight positive voltage tapped
from the contrast control which is shunted across
h.t. and chassis (see Fig. 10). A slightly different
contrast control arrangement is used in some
recent Pye-Ekco models which use a "high-level"
contrast system. In the absence of any negative
bias voltage, the a.g.c. rail is generally prevented
from being positive to chassis by a clamp diode
which conducts and short-circuits any positive
potential from the contrast control to chassis.
With a strong input signal, therefore, a distinct
negative potential should be detected at the feed
point to the controlled i.f. valve, and this potential
should reduce to zero as (a) the contrast control
is advanced, (b) the aerial plug is removed, or (c)
the channel selector is changed to a weak or
blank station position. Further, on strong inputs
when this distinct negative voltage is indicated
meter application should increase gain by lowering
the effective a.g.c. potential.

The a.g.c. systems of transistorised r.f. and i.f.

circuits are of course completely different, and it is
only possible to make two generalisations: (1) forward a.g.c. is invariably employed in which the
control potential is used to increase the collector
current and reduce the collector voltage and hence

gain because of a series resistor in the collector
circuit, and (2) due to the lower impedances of
transistor circuits meter application
correspondingly smaller effects.

produces

As well as being a measuring instrument, therefore, a meter can be very helpful as an indicator of
the presence and polarity of small voltages in high impedance circuits, while when correctly interpreted the effect of applying it across selected points
in a receiver can often assist in localising the faulty
stage or component.
TO BE CONTINUED
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PART
IN spite of the fact that without scanning there

would be no television, this vital process is today

taken for granted and the early enthusiasm to

perfect picture quality by improving optical analysis
nowadays seems to be absent. The "advance" from
our 30 -year -old 405 -line system to the CCIR
standard of 625 lines is merely one of increase in the
number of lines; the structure due to line separation
is still visible, though finer, and this means that

much picture detail is lost. Should we expect more

for -the 5 Weis given to each u.h.f. channel (a

channel bandwidth enough for hundreds of sound
stations)? Baird used only one station in the m.w.

ness to a counterpart in a receiver mosaic.
"Metallic" selenium (resembling solder) is photoconductive; its resistance, high in darkness, falls

under illumination, allowing current in a battery

circuit to increase. The current change was too weak,
sluggish and irregular to provide active "elements" in
a mosaic. In 1876 Siemens converted selenium to a

crystalline form, and invented a "cell" with two

spirals of wire covered with a thin layer of the more
active substance.
Television pioneers began to try the new cell and
variants of it in mosaic formation: Senlacq in 1879,

band. Can we learn economy from the past?

and in 1880 Ayrton and Perry, Carey, Carley,
Middleton and Rhumer. Fig. 1 conveys the mosaic
idea, and how each element was connected in a

Mosaics of Elements

receiver mosaic.

Nearly a hundred years ago the discovery by May
and Willoughby -Smith that selenium is light
sensitive encouraged experimenters to devise mosaics

Early Light Cells and Receivers

circuit including a battery and a light control in a

)To separate

batteries

To Receiver

(electro-magnet)

n
n

Efforts were made to improve the performance of
selenium, chiefly by using different metals for the
spirals and by depositing it upon a mesh or thin plate.
Bidwell and Graham Bell in 1880, and Mercadier in
1881, made the best known of these early light cells.

Although the mosaic idea of analysis was shared
by many, each experimenter devised a different kind
of receiver. Carley tried a small light bulb for each
element, but most employed a steady source of light
and an electromagnet to vary the light admitted to a

screen. Two alternative methods for each element

n
n

were: (1) to vary the size of a light -admitting aperture;

and (2) to plane -polarise the light and control its

planar rotation and therefore brightness.
Ayrton and Perry used both methods, in the second
----Light bearriL

Fig 1: A mosaic (left) of selenium plates with (right)
simple light -shutter control at the receiver.

of selenium plates, copying the structure of the
human eye. Just as each of the photo-perceptors
("rods" and "cones") of the retina is connected by
its own thread of the optic nerve to the sensorium
of the brain, so each small plate, responding to its
detail of the focused image, would signal its bright -

the polished pole of each small magnet acting as a light
reflector (the "Kerr effect" of 1877). Carey's receiver

was used to print a picture on sensitised paper

beneath which a metal plate returned the current to
earth. Middleton employed thermoelectric couples at
transmitter and receiver, with radiant heat forming a
crude image on a special type of mirror.
Early inventors aspired only to pictures without
movement, like the newly perfected "photograph";
the simple light controls ;n too -few elements could
only form crude silhouettesI, disappointing compared

with the pictures projected by the popular "magic

A

All -directional Analysis
Multidirectional analysis, by sweeping through the

centre and back rapidly with slower rotation, has
been tried several times over the years. The trace
is usually represented as at (a) in Fig. 3 but the lines

could not be straight at this spacing; the rotation

introduces curvature as at (b) in which the trace can

be followed from 1 to 2 to 3 and so on to 12. A
compact method was to vibrate a small reflector by
electromagnets at the centre of a revolving plate.

Parallel Scan
In 1883, probably with the idea of a simple, evenly

sustained analysis free from the faults of overlap
and obtrusive structure, Nipkow thought out his
method of scanning by a spiral of apertures in a
rotating disc, the well-known origin of our presentday "high definition" scanning analysis. With this

lantern". The visual retina has some millions of
perceptors ; a mosaic of even a few hundred elements

would have been inadequate, despite the complex
network of wires, so the idea was abandoned after a
few years of trial.

Better Cells, Moving Analysis
In 1883 to improve cell response to light by

decreasing lag and increasing current Fritt sand-

wiched a film of selenium between transparent gold
leaf, and other improvements were made by Liesegang, Presser, Rhumer and Righi.

Meanwhile photography was trying to depict
movement by making use of the visual persistence
of the eye's retina; optical apparatus with moving
parts was being invented. In 1882 Muybridge
demonstrated photographic movement using a
battery of cameras, and Marcy made a single camera
to get the same result. Later (in 1889) Frieze -Greene
and Evans projected moving pictures from tine film.

(b)

Fig. 2: Before scanning-zig-zag optical analysis of the
pictures by reflection from two reflectors oscillating
at right angles as shown at (a) or from a single double movement reflector as shown at (b).

The early successes in optical art inspired fresh
efforts in television experiment; the improved cells

12 1

might be good enough to use singly to react to a rapid
succession of light variations from a scene. In 1882
Atkinson constructed the first mirror -drum, but did
not publicise his research. (Weiller was credited with
this invention in 1889.)

Zig-zag Analysis
In the early 1880s the general idea was to analyse the
image by sweeping reflection side -to -side, zig-zag, as

in Fig. 2. Sczcepanik was the first to use two small

reflectors oscillating at right -angles at different speeds

as at (a); others working on these lines were Paiva,
Rosniz and Senlacq. Leblanc was the first to employ a

single reflector mounted to oscillate about two axes
(at right -angles) simultaneously; the principle of this
double movement is seen in the gimbal -like mounting
at (b).

Zig-zag analysis has the disadvantage of slowing
down when it reverses direction, making the trace
uneven. Whatever its shape, a flat picture has two

optical dimensions; however the eye sweeps across it
the details should be equally clear in both dimensions,
which means "all directions".

(b)

(a)

all directions. Multi -directional
Fig. 3: Analysis
analysis through the optical centre, in theory as at (a),
in practice traces follow curved paths as shown at (b).
in

original idea, described in his patent of 1884, came
simple, single -rotation apparatus, stimulating others
to scan methodically. The familiar, slightly curved,
parallel lines traced by the disc are represented in
Fig. 4. Optical analysis is unidirectional, continuous
in the "line" direction; lateral analysis depends
upon precise line contiguity, but remains discontinuous. To test this limitation assume that across x . . x
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Fig. 4 (left):Parallelscananalysis by scanning
aperture S is continuous
along lines. (a) Lateral
definition (across x -x)
is discontinuous,
i.e.

'

1

i
Y

X

stepped. (b) Definition
along lines is limited at

maximum frequency

(half cycle) to scan unit,
x 11.

6 (right): Baird's
lens -wheel, shutter -disc
and curved -slot disc;
Fig.

the mechanical parts of
the first TV camera. The
scan

along
vertical slot.

the

was

of I3kc/s. In practice the normal sound broadcast

(a)

light at the scene decreases gradually,
;

1St
(b) x11,

as

shown below the lines

1"istiA

at (a); the scanning
spot decreases the light

in steps. Line separation, the current fault

1,111

iWhite;

in all

television picreduces their

tures,
quality still further.

Low Definition
Along the scan analysis is continuous, resolution for
finest details reaching its limit at maximum frequency.
At (b) part of a line (turned horizontal) contains two

details, one white, one black. The square aperture S
resolves them within one cycle covering W and B,
the real scan unit areas, as shown. The "details" are

not square elements in a mosaic, for the square

aperture (or circular spot on a modern screen) cannot
resolve small areas its own size; analysing by movement it must extricate itself between scan units, each
IL times its own length.
Jumping forward to 1929 when Baird used Nipkow

discs for transmission and reception at the start of
his first "low definition" TV service, scanning was
vertical as in Fig. 4, but the aspect ratio was 7:3;
the 30 lines used were each expected to contain 70
Primary
colours

Red

Blue
f---"---1
Grver-"---a
t

e

Distinct___f -.
hues
÷,'

SI

k Is

>

13

4)

Ultra -Violet

''''''

3,-2

""

elements for bandwidth calculation. The 124
pictures per second should have contained 30 x 70 x
124 elements, about 26,000, setting a frequency limit

limit of 9 kcfs was adequate, since only 18,000 scan
units could be generated by S (if such a pattern were

wanted) as proved by (b). In an earlier article in
PRACTICAL Tv I explained how current bandwidth
calculation based on the "boxed in" spot idea causes
line separation.

Cells for Light and Sound
Returning to the nineteenth century, the improved
selenium cells were not good enough for the scanning
inventions described. With lighting strong enough for
good signals the current could not be modulated to a
useful frequency; faster modulation was only possible
with weak light and current. Without amplification,
experiments with discs and other mechanical devices,
including the mirror -drum, ceased before the end of
the century.

By 1912 Elster and Geitel had made the first

photoemissive cell with a thin layer of potassium in a

glass bulb containing hydrogen. Amplification by
means of the thermionic valve reached a practical
stage about this time, so this cell, and others con-

taining an alkali metal, had many applications leading
eventually to their use in early sound devices for films

and the start of modern television. Rubidium and

sodium were found to be less active than potassium.
The relative sensitivity of the alkali metals to light
of different colours differs greatly and in Fig. 5 the
response of the metals mentioned to the three primary
colours (which combine to give white light) and also
the most familiar hues (whose wavelengths are given
in millimicrons) is shown.

Caesium was very weak until Ives, in

1924,

deposited a film of it on a metal cathode; this soon
developed into the efficient caesium -on -oxidised -

St
B

u

Infra -Red

silver cell which is in general use for high -frequency
light devices including telecine scanners. This cell is

most sensitive to red and orange light, but the

:

Potassium

response can be levelled out by green and blue filters
of suitable density.

Caesium on
oxidised silver

Baird's Lens -wheel
With efficient high -frequency cells, and amplifica-

tion techniques developed for the transmission and
reception of wireless broadcasts, the early 1920s
offered television a fresh start.

Baird decided that parallel scanning was the
practical way, as is evident from his earliest apparatus,

see
300

400

500

600

700

800

Spectrum wavelength in millimicrons
Fig. 5: Colour sensitivity of photoelectric cells

900

the essential parts of which are depicted in Fig. 6.
This historic machine, which transmitted the first

TV picture in 1925, can be seen in the Science

-continued on page 424

Servicing
TELEVISION
Receivers
No. 146 - SOBELL/G.E.C. 1000/2000

by L. Lawry -Johns

SERIES

is the vision only amplifier on 405 but of course
must concern the sound as well on 625. The
intercarrier 625 sound is taken from the video

WHILST this article is intended to cover the

Sobell 1000DS, 1002DS and 1005DS as well
as the equivalent McMichael 3001DS,
Masteradio D4003 and G.E.C. 2000DS and 2001DS,

and so

circuit

PFL200 cathode

amplifier

all

the valves on the i.f. panel have some bearing
upon the 625 (at present BBC -2 only) sound

with certain reservations most of the information
will be found to be applicable to a large number of
preceding and succeeding models in the Sobell,
McMichael, G.E.C. and Masteradio ranges. For
example the 1000DS was developed from the
ST196DS(T) series and in turn was replaced by

brand names so all in all we have a fairly large

signals. This also includes the GR1 (0A70) vision
detector diode. V5 is the PFL200 already mentioned as the video amplifier and sync separator. V6
EF80 is the sound i.f. amplifier for both systems.
V7 EH90 functions as an audio amplifier on 405
and a detector on 625. V8 PCL84 has already been

altogether.

405 system only, GR2 being the detector diode and
GR3 the sound noise limiter.

the 1010 series. This -can -be retreated for the other

mentioned (audio output and a.g.c.). The two
diodes GR2 0A79 and GR3 0A81 concern the

family in our net. Still later models however used a
completely different hybrid chassis featuring transistorised i.f. strips etc. and a different layout

The smaller panel on the right contains V12

PCF802 which is the line oscillator (pentode sine wave oscillator with triode control stage) and V9
PCL85 which is the field oscillator -output valve
Also on this panel is the discriminator diode unit

Brief circuit description.
Two types of v.h.f. tuner may be encountered,

both using, a PCC189 and a PCF801, in the
Different

series.

1000DS

205 226 245

valves may be found used in
earlier and later series and

the valve types should be

C104

o

is

VHF

of

small turret tuner whilst the
other is the rounded semi incremental type more common

to

earlier

DA only as. -T. only

03 ,-0101

positively identified in each

case. One type of tuner
the. now common type

" 205 2 6 245

PL7-1,-

R92 93 94 95 96 97 98

,c2

,C1 -Voltage Selector

CH3

PY800
R131

R1 R2

. R91.-

V15 Li

7511 Aerial

147

DY86

Input sockets

Sobell

designs. More will be said

these later. The i.f.
printed panel occupies the
lower left side to a point
rather to the right of the
of

OL31

P5,

functions of the valves fitted
on this i.f. strip. V3 EF183
is the common vision -and sound i.f. amplifier on both
625

and

405.

V4 EF184

1.5 Amp.

3

fuse

Focus

Picture
centering

PC11

PC2

IF panel

TX2
j

PC5-

R141

PC8

-PC6

UHF

norrOal-PC4

±Pe7

,,zP 15

1

Set

boost Lo
PresetLine Hod

I_

PC2

-PC17
PC1-

Vertical
Linearity

P11

lel

\

Top Overall
TSB panel P4
P5

rs....,.30

--71-

3123

Scan
panel

Mains

models) and the sound strip,
to the PCL84 sound output

It is as well to clarify the

Pt
500

centre line whilst the time base panel .is on the right.
The i.f. panel carries the
vision strip up to the video
separator
amplifier - sync
(PFL200 on all 1000 series
section) - a.g.c.
(pentode
clamp (triode section).

V13

0

P8 P9 P2 P3

UHF
local-PC14.
C99,C100

PC18

optional
inFt'leurLfroer

625 495

erHorizOntal Hold

Fig. 1: Rear chassis view.
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108
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1141
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3

R62

1

100
C70

C126
410

1.6

2214

47

02

V6

,EF80
pF

Ci!pF

C62

1600PF

OF

WF

LI190

4

74

0-01}IF

1500pF

Ci C721, C6i

RHO
I

rr

11'3000
OF

0o1T

33

P75
1206

pr

60

............

PL1-5
ftMUMWM Mft.IMOOMMW...... ftdamam.....11

RL3 344

To P 3-1

Fig. 2: Circuit diagram of the main chassis assembly.

type P3/2D which is a pair of diodes in series

(MR2. MR3). These form the heart of the flywheel
sync circuit, controlling within limits the frequency
of the PCF802. Also of immediate interest on this
panel are the preset controls. Note the position of
P5 the overall vertical linearity control as we will

be mentioning this later. The small panel above

contains several line output components; the focus
resistors and settings, the set -boost preset control
and amongst other items two VDRs. One of these
is VDR2 which is intended to stabilise the height,

the other VDR3 to stabilise the line drive under

varying conditions, the mean level being set by the
set -boost control P11. Also on the panel is R122,
the screen feed resistor of the line output valve.

This small panel is suspended from the line output stage assembly which houses the line output

transformer, the PL500 line output valve, the

PY800 efficiency diode and the DY86 (or DY87)
e.h.t. rectifier.

The top centre section is of particular interest
being occupied mainly by the voltage selector or
dropper. Attention is directed to TH1 on the
left side, hiding away behind the end tag of the
dropper. In fact it hides so well at times that it just

isn't there at all! TH1 is a thermistor (VA1075)

wired from the dropper to the rectifier. Its purpose
is to prevent a heavy surge at switch -on, presenting
as it does when cold a comparatively high resistance. As current passes it warms up thus causing
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Sobell 1000 and G.E.C. 2000 series of receivers.

its resistance to fall as in all negative temperature
coefficient thermistors. Thus a slowly rising h.t.
voltage characteristic is provided. The thermistor

this item does not do a disappearing act like Till,
it does become open -circuited thus stopping the
current to the valve heaters. Thus when the symp-

toms are "no valves lighting up", run along the
dropper to prove the presence of mains voltage
and then check both ends of R99. If a u.h.f.
with its connecting wires and falls to the bottom tuner unit is fitted, the right-hand section of the
of the set thus dropping out of sight and out of the dropper R98 is shorted across which means that a
circuit. The valve heaters continue to glow but of 630 section is not being used. There is no objeccourse the set won't operate without a supply to the tion to shorting out R99 and opening the link across
R98 to bring this into operation. If the mains
rectifier.

in this case takes the form of a round disc, the

connecting wires coming from each face. Unfortunately the disc has a habit of parting company

No heaters

Suspended under the right-hand side of the
dropper is R99 which is 850, wire wound. Whilst

setting is 245V the very small rise in heater current
will not be harmful.
TO BE CONTINUED

'THIS is the era of science and advanced optics designs in an Tutors regarded film showings as
education, the day and age integrated combination which being good excuses for absenting
as of the technologist. But what, achieved hundreds of photographs
per second. Such photographic
advances have already been used
in various industrial fields such as
car tyres, metal fatigue, industrial
or mere machine minders? Or are machinery, and the strains and
they inventors, designers or dons?
This is a matter which should be

you may ask, are technologists? Are
they the backroom boys of engineering, electricity or electronics? Are
they skilled craftsmen, technicians

themselves to relax with a smoke
instead of taking part in the
proceedings. In order to take
part in the act it would be necessary for a tutor to see the film (or
television lecture or television tape)

beforehand to work out his intro-

ductory "patter" and final sum-

carefully considered by the top

ming up: this is rarely possible.

from the Minister of Education
and Science to the dons of the

The Air flop

brass of every stratum of education

universities, high masters of public

As the television University of

schools, headmasters of private

schools to headmistresses of girls'
schools, mistresses of kinder-

the Air is rather a flop and the

It is therefore of enormous
importance that there should be a

the country would cost in GPO
line hire about £90,000,000 per

education as well as industry. Unlike the outgoing Minister of
Education and Science Pat Gordon

versities and schools used the same
standard tape machines, with com-

interchange of university or school

lectures by coaxial cable all over

gartens, even mums and dads.

year, video tape is the only communication medium which could
do the job; if, that is, all the uni-

clear understanding by the top
brass of policies in all grades of

Walker who with Jennie Lee

patible tape widths, speeds, lines,
frequencies. This is where organisations such as C.U.S.P. can solve
problems. One suggestion made at
that Royal Photographic Society
meeting was that a reasonably

(Arts) consistently ignored engineers, the Minister of Technology
Anthony Wedgwood Benn has
made enormous steps forward in
the technological field during the
last few months, steps which arc

good -qua I ity,

hel ican-sca n

tape

picture and sound could be trans-

known by the photographic in-

ferred from a good TV monitor
via a tclerccordcr film camera to

dustry but have only just come to

light in the electronics industry and
to your reporter Iconos. In

16mm. picture film with magnetic
sound stripe. The resultant 16mm.
film print could be played off on
16mm. telecine machines for reproduction on classroom monitors

February 1967 Mr. Wedgwood

Benn set up a unit called the Central

Unit for Scientific Photography
(C.U.S.P.) the general aim of
which was to encourage and support the wider application of
scientific photography in industry

or film projectors with proper

services of the Unit were to be

His participation in the act would
give the impact which is as essential in the training business as it is
in show business.

technical organisation and tutors
would be able to sec in advance a

and research. The advice and
available

to

organisations

preview

and

experts in the field of scientific

photography. At that time the
Minister thought that as C.U.S.P.'s
work became more widely known

Scientific photography
The words "scientific photography" may mislead one to
thinking in terms of stills or

microphotographs. The real facts
were made public at a joint meeting in London in March 1968 of
the Royal Photographic Society
and a number of top scientists of
the Royal Aircraft Establishment.
At this meeting only a few weeks
ago a brilliant lecture was given
by Mr. E. S. Mallett, B.Sc., who
included video tape, high-speed
motion picture photography and

filmed lecture.

Confidence trick !

it would be able to play an increasingly important part in industrial collaboration.

of the

Revelations of untalented pop

stresses of structures, humans and groups importing or adding
animals in modern life!
elderly professional musicians from
C.U.S.P.'s contributions are not the top symphony orchestra class
a one-way traffic, however. The as long as they're not in the
Royal Photographic Society meet- picture do not surprise people
ing was not a large one but the who are in the business professiondebate was lively including caustic ally. But this is a kind of confiremarks from the audience on the dence trick which will not fool
failure of universities to use those viewers who can tell the
electronic aids in a more effective difference between music shot

manner than is done at present. "for real, before your very eyes"
This is due to the educational top

and that polished -up beforehand

on tape or disc and mimed later
technologists. Ever since educa- before the cameras.
brass

having little respect for

tional cinema films became available in England in 1903 (when an
American, Charles Urban, first
introduced them) films have been
treated almost with contempt.

X-RAY
RADIATION
METER

Part 2

ja& Above chassis view.

NI Under chassis view.

by Martin L. MICHAELIS, M.A.
Last month the basic circuit together with a description of its operation was given. This month the
setting -up adjustments are detailed and constructional drawings given. First, however, a correction

is necessary to the circuit shown in Fig. 2 last

month where the polarity of zener diode D10 and
silicon diodes D13-D16 was shown incorrectly.
010 anode should be connected to chassis with its
cathode connected to the junction of R14, C6. D16

anode should be connected to R27 and the four
diodes D13-D16 reversed so that D13 cathode is
connected to R25. The circuit description under

the heading Approximator needs revision as
follows: "there are four silicon thresholds

leave it at three twists and increase the setting of
VR1 until the oscilloscope across R7 displays 7.5V
positive pulses. To observe the pulse amplitude, use

either the triggered mode of the oscilloscope, or

between Tr11 emitter and the anode of D16; the
voltage at D16 anode is thus a true replica of the

switch off the horizontal deflection entirely so that
the pulses produce only a vertical line. It is impor-

our approximator output". The diodes are shown
connected correctly in Figs. 3 and 4.

minimum really necessary in this mode.
If, on the other hand, the pulse amplitude already
exceeds 7.5V with TC1 completely untwisted,

actual d.c. potential at Tr8 base, and thus serves as

PULSE AMPLIFIER ADJUSTMENTS
These adjustments must be made before aligning

the ratemeter circuit board. The first step is to
set the correct operating conditions for the g.m.
tube. For this purpose, adjust VR1 as described
last month under the section headed "operating
points". TC1, which consists of twisted insulated
connecting wire, should be removed entirely or
completely untwisted and bent apart. The assess-

ment of whether the g.m. tube is functioning at the
respective settings of VR1 is best made by using
headphones (any impedance) connected to P2 and
with the loudspeaker switched off. Now connect a

tant to keep the brightness of the spot to the

remove TC1 entirely, place a capacitor of about
1-4pF (500V ceramic) across R6, and adjust VRI

to make the pulse amplitude 7.5V, after first getting
as close as possible with the value of the capacitor
across R6.

The g.m. tube is now set to its correct operatine
point. Next transfer the oscilloscope connection so

that it is across R9. Adjust VR2 so that the displayed pulses have an amplitude of exactly 6V. The
amplifier gain is then set correctly for all outputs.

LOUDSPEAKER IMPEDANCE
The values of R11 and R10 are correct for

a

calibrated oscilloscope across R7 (between Tr2

loudspeaker with 70 to 12551 matching impedance.

twisting the wires together until the
amplitude of the displayed pulses reaches 7.5V

speech coil of different (lower or higher) impedance

emitter and chassis). Carefully adjust TC1 by progressively

(positive). Caution: switch off and wait ten seconds

before making any adjustment to TC1. Do not
touch or alter TC1 when the unit is switched on.
Apart from the serious danger of electric shock,
this could damage the g.m. tube on account of the
large additional capacitance of the fingers.

If it is not possible to obtain a pulse amplitude
of 7.5V across R7 when TC1 has reached about

1pF (about three twists of normal plastic insulated
connecting wire) do not make TC1 any larger but

It is, however, immaterial whether a loudspeaker
with a speech coil of this impedance is used, or a

with a suitable transformer. The prototype was a
miniature 3in. loudspeaker with a 10011 speech
coil.

R12 across P2 determines the volume of the

ticks in the loudspeaker. A complete short-circuit
across P2 gives very loud ticks in the speaker,
whilst omission of R12, leaving R11 alone as emit-

ter resistor, gives rather quiet ticks. A value of

3311 for R12 was found to give a good compromise

in the prototype. Any value of R12 greater than

MIM!,,,...
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viewed from the print side.
Actual size 6 x 31 in.

X

1/

U

22f1 hardly affects the output level at P2, which is
nominally 5V positive.

EXPANDER CIRCUIT ADJUSTMENT
Connect an oscilloscope across R19. -Use a high -

impedance signal probe and switch to the internal

positive trigger mode of the oscilloscope. Preferably

place a radioactive sample close to the g.m. tube
(old watch with radium luminous paint, Cobalt -60
standard sample, etc.) to obtain a conveniently
observable pulse repetition rate. Commence with
VR3 shorted out. Nothing but possibly some very
small transient waves will be visible on the oscilloscope. Now advance VR3 slowly to increasing
resistance values. At some point, approximately
square pulses of about 100uS duration will appear.
These are the partially squared g.m. tube pulses
direct, i.e. the expander is still not firing to produce
the properly squared 500pS pulses. Continue to
advance VR3 until the expander just commences to
fire, indicated by the onset of erratic jumping between 100 and 500uS pulse length on the oscilloscope display. Carefully note the setting of VR3

printed board viewed from
the print side. Actual size
6 x 31 M.

1/4 thick layer of PVC.tape, with stirrup
anchored in final few turns.
Entire winding then coated with
two -component insulating adhesive

Outer wall
of meal
cabinet

Cathode tag (solder quickly)

Use very thin
insulated wires
to tags on

Mica

entrance
window

for

P -C board

radiation

Anode pin,
(use push -on
tag supplied

with tube)

\

Circular
cut-out

( octal
valveholder

Solder

Stirrup (Brass strip)

size )
backed with
bolted -on

coarse steel
wire mesh

Sub bracket (Brass strip)
Bracket securing chassis to panel

Fig. 5: Mounting details for the g.m. tube.
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Note: Tags marked.MC:
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Fig. 6: Wiring above chassis. The power supply and amplifier printed board is mounted on top of the chassis
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Fig. 7: Wiring below chassis. The ratemeter printed board is mounted beneath the chassis.
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into self -oscillation. Once again note the setting of

VR3 at the point where the 500µS pulses just
commence to reduce in amplitude.
The correct setting for VR3 is midway between

the two noted points, which should be at least
600mV apart. If they are closer than 600mV, the

value of C9 needs alteration. This does not affect
the pulse width, which is determined solely by
CS. However, it is not possible to say in advance
whether C9 will need increase or decrease, because
a definite value is optimum, the stable firing range
becoming restricted for larger or smaller values of
C9. The optimum value for C9 depends on the
precise characteristics of the transistors, and thus
may be slightly different even for different samples
of the same nominal transistor type. However, the
choice of suitable transistors is not critical as such
(see parts list). If a transistor meter is available,
select a pair of transistors with the highest possible
current gain
or use the higher value of /3 in the
position Tr6. The expander is now working
correctly.

June, .1968

(e.g. from the flyback blanking generator or from
some suitable point of the timebase circuit of the
oscilloscope). Pass these via a 100 to 200pF ceramic
capacitor to a voltage divider of about 1Mf/ total
resistance, to obtain differentiated positive pulses of
about 5 to 10V amplitude. Unsolder the g.m. tube

cathode lead from tag K of the amplifier circuit

board and connect the reference pulses between this

tag and chassis. Switch S3 to the highest range
(1000,,k/h) and adjust VR4 for exactly full-scale
deflection on the meter. Before doing this make
sure that the zero point is set correctly with VR8
in position 1 of S3, and wait at least five minutes

after moving S3 to position 5 before adjusting VR4.
If full-scale deflection is reached abruptly near
minimum resistance of VR4, or if maximum resistance of VR4 still does not give full-scale deflection,
the pulse duration of the expander must be
changed. Increase of C8 increases the meter read-

ing, and vice versa. If it is necessary to change
C8 in this manner, the expander must be realigned
afterwards

as

already described before finally

adjusting VR4 and then proceeding with the cali-

ALIGNMENT OF OPERATIONAL
AMPLIFIER
First of all adjust the subsidiary zeroing controls
VR6 and VR7. These are necessary to compensate
for the different voltage drops across the different

range resistors when the same base bias current
required for setting the operating point is passed
through them. Unsolder the wires at tags U and V
of the ratemeter circuit board. Solder or clip a
short circuit link from S3A1 to chassis to mute
the expander on all settings of S3. Switch S3 to

set zero and adjust VR8 on the front panel for
exact zero reading of the meter. Now switch to
position 4 (500pr/h) and adjust VR7 to return
the meter reading to exactly zero without disturb-

ing VR8. Then switch to position 5 (1000pr/h)
and adjust VR6 to return the meter pointer to

exactly zero, without disturbing VR7 or VR8. Check
that the meter pointer now remains exactly at zero

on the scale in all five switch settings. If not,
repeat the adjustments in sequence until this condition is satisfied. Remove the chassis link from S3A1
and solder wires V and U back on to the ratemeter
circuit board.

OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER
CALIBRATION
If a standard Cobalt -60 radioactive source is
available place it at such a distance from the g.m.
tube window that the radiation dose rate there is
1000µr/h (the supplier of the Cobalt -60 source,
the Radiochemical Center, Amersham. Bucks, will
supply the necessary distance/dose rate calibration
graph; a sample of about 2.5µCi activity is satisfactory). Alternatively, assume that 1000yr/h will

correspond to a pulse rate of 16.67c/s for the
specified g.m. tube. In this case, obtain pulses at

this frequency either from a calibrated pulse generator able to tune down to this value or as follows:
feed the mains frequency (50c/s) into the Y amplifier of the oscilloscope and synchronise exactly three

across the screen. The timebase is now
running at 1.6.67c/s. Take positive flyback pulses
cycles

bration of the operational amplifier.

The middle range in position 4 of S3 (500pr/h)
will be correct too as soon as the top range has

been aligned as described, as long as R33 is selected

to be exactly twice the value of R31 + R32.
The lowest range will similarly be correct when
the net resistance of VR5, R34 and the input

impedance of the operational amplifier is exactly
ten times R31 + R32.
The trimmer potentiometer VR5 is provided to
compensate for the now not negligible possible
differences of input impedance of the operational

amplifier. The simplest method of making the
adjustment is to compare the time constants. For
this purpose, mute the expander again by recon-

necting a short-circuit between S3A1 and chassis.

Switch S3 to position 5 after first zeroing with
VR8 in position 1 and then switching off. Now
switch on again, to make the meter slam over to

full-scale deflection. Have a stop -watch or wristwatch with seconds hand ready, and start timing
when the meter pointer crosses the full-scale mark
on its way down. Stop the timing when the meter
reads any convenient lower mark, e.g. half scale

or quarter scale. This will be about 30 to 60
seconds later. Now re -zero the meter in position 1,

switch off, turn S3 to position 3, switch on again
and time the new period which elapses between
full scale and crossing of the same lower scale
mark by the pointer. This must be ten times as

long as the former period. Adjust VR5 accordingly;
increase VR5 if the run is too fast, and vice versa.
This requires some patience, since each run takes

five to ten minutes. It is possible to speed things
up by using position 2, not 3 for S3. The approximator capacitor C13 is then used alone, so that
the timed rundowns in positions 5 and 2 should
be equal, not in the ratio 1:10. However, this is
valid only if C13 is exactly ten times smaller than

C12 i.e. it calls for accurate previous measurement

of the actual capacitances of C12 and C13 on a
good bridge, followed by padding of C12 or C13
to achieve exactly 10:1 capacitance ratio.
As far as the circuit operation is concerned

neither the actual capacitances of C12 and C13 nor
their ratio affect the accuracy of the instrument as

a whole. A ±20% capacitance tolerance range is
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quoted for both components. Only the insulation factor is vitally important. This must be of a
here

IN
NEXT MONTH

high order so that electrolytics are quite unsuitable.

Practical

PREPARING THE METER SCALE
This is the final step of the alignment procedure
for the complete instrument. For all adjustments
described so far, the meter was assumed to have
still

retained its original linear

scale

TELEVISION

reading

0 to 500yA as specified, or some other linearly
calibrated range if a different meter movement is
adapted by modifying its internal shunt. We must
now provide the final meter scale reading µr/h.

This will not be quite linear;
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it is inevitably

PULSE AND PATTERN

slightly cramped near zero and opened -out near
full scale. Proceed as follows.

GENERATOR

Connect a high impedance valve voltmeter to
Tr8 base (return lead to chassis). Switch S3 to
position I ("set zero") and adjust VR8 until the
meter M1 reads exactly zero on its existing scale.
Take the valve voltmeter reading. Now advance
VR8 until the meter MI reads exactly full scale
on its existing scale. Take another reading of the

A semiconductor 625 -line pulse and video

pattern generator built on perforated board
and giving in addition to mains -locked sync
pulses horizontal and vertical bar and checkerboard patterns. Suitable for closed-circuit experiments etc,.

valve voltmeter. Determine the difference between
the two taken valve voltmeter readings and divide
this difference by ten. Note the corresponding

COLOUR RECEIVER A.G.C.

ten linearly interpolated valve voltmeter readings
in a column on a piece of paper. Adjust VR8 so

that the valve voltmeter shows each of these readings in turn, and note the corresponding readings
of the meter Ml against its existing scale. Enter
these readings in a second adjacent column on the

While the mean -level a.g.c. system has been
found generally acceptable for monochrome
reception on colour an a.g.c. system that sam-

Now switch off, take out the meter Ml, open it

tained. Current colour receivers all use the sync

ples the signal at some definite level is required

piece of paper.

if accurate colour reproduction is to be ob-

and take out the scaleplate. Measure the total
in most cases (use a protractor). Next divide the

tip system, described in this article, in which
the sync tips are the reference level for a.g.c.
action. In addition on 405 lines many receivers
use a ringing circuit, also described, to give
gated a.g.c. action.

total scale arc angle into ten sub -intervals in the
same ratios as the ten meter readings noted in the
second column on the piece of paper. With the
help of a protractor, ruler and compasses, mark
out a correspondingly divided scale arc on smooth

X-RAY RADIATION

drawing card, enter the numerical markings 0-100,

0-500 and 0-1,000yr/h for the three respective
ranges, glue over the former scale arc with a thin

Following his X-ray radiation meter constructional feature Martin Michaelis starts a short

film of suitable glue, e.g. Durofix, coat with clear
varnish, allow to dry, reinsert in the meter move-

series on electromagnetic radiation with special
reference to television problems.

ment and return the meter into the radiation
meter unit.
The instrument is now completely finished,
aligned and calibrated. It is most important to
carry out all adjustments in the order given, not

PLUS ALL THE REGULAR FEATURES

in some other arbitrary order. If all these instructions have been followed carefully and the adjust-

ORDER YOUR COPY ON THE FORM BELOW'

ments made exactly, the completed instrument may
be relied upon to give high -precision performance
which will satisfy even a large number of professional requirements in atomic physics.
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separate clouds of ionisation are then formed
within it. Ionograms (graphs showing the relation-

ship between the equivalent height of reflection and
the signal) taken locally show a pattern of diffused
echoes reflected over a wide range of heights. Such

a pattern is usually associated with Spread -F in

CONDITIONS for the past month have at
least shown a little improvement over the
dreadful results of the previous period; not

contrast to the more dearly defined F2 layer
reflections of more normal conditions.

April in time for May when things should get

The Spread -F zone probably extends from 30'
north to 30° south of the Equator. The incidence
of Spread -F varies not only with locality but also
with time and it may cause DX after local ground
sunset particularly at sunspot maximum. The
reason that we are not seeing any signals is that

up has been slow and we may well have to be

DX -TV reception in Cyprus but the location there

much Trop: activity but at least there was a little
more Sp.E. about to keep us happy whilst we wait
for the 1968 openings. These usually build up in

pretty "lively". This year however the April build-

patient until early June this year before we get any
real joy. I base this prediction on comparison with
previous years' logs for April which have shown
somewhat more activity than this time. Last year
the first good long -duration opening for Sp.E. was

on the 17th of May. Here is the log for Sp.E.
reception for the period 17/3/68 to 19/4/68:
18/3/68 Czechoslovakia RI and Poland Bydgoszcz Rl.
5, 11, 12 and 14/4/68 Czechoslovakia RI.
12 and 13/4/68 Austria Jauerling Eta.
13/4/68 Sweden E2.

The best days for the Trops. were the 11th and
17th April, but the openings were far from good
and only France could be received here.

NEWS and REPORTS

they

are not reaching us: we know about the

is much further south and the Spread -F is sufficient to reflect African signals as far as Cyprus
while the electron density is not sufficient further
north to reflect them to the British Isles. Another
point is that all F2 and Spread -F DX -TV in

Cyprus comes from the south and our contacts
there specifically mention no reception from the
north; all the southern signals come from tropical
and near tropical areas.
Based on this I conclude that any F2 or Spread -F

DX -TV will be from Africa or other areas to the
south including perhaps South America, India, etc,
and not, much as many DXers would like it, from
the USA.
News includes one important item. East Germany
D.D.R. Helpterberg E3 has changed from horizontal to vertical polarisation which may account for its
complete absence last season in many areas, and it

F2 news once again: BBC Ch.B1 (sound only)

seems that the original test card has been superseded by the graded -grid D.F.F. card which origi-

8th March last. Still no pictures however.
Since by the time that you read these words we

Two new u.h.f. stations in service are W. Germany Lubeck Ch.33 240kW and France Ch.28

was received in New Zealand on the 7th and

shall be at the predicted sunspot maximum or
thereabouts I think that we should devote extra
space to F2 reception. R. Bunney has the following
to say:

At sunspot maximum the F2 layer of the ionosphere (200 to 350km. above the earth) becomes
ionised to such an extent that waves up to about

50Mc/s in temperate climates and 80Mc/s in
tropical climates may be reflected back to earth

some thousands of kilometres away. Also highly
ionised clouds of particles in the E layer (Sp.E.)
can cause reflections of signals up to 80Mc/s, but

these clouds are unrelated to sunspot activity
and have a diurnal and seasonal trend which
differs in

the arctic, temperate and equatorial
regions. The range of F2 signals is upwards of

4,500km. whilst Sp.E. is between 650 and 2,500km.
Tropical sunset fading occurs frequently on paths
which lie partly or wholly in the low latitudes and

is most probably due to Spread -F or Equatorial
Sp.E. In the tropical regions after local sunset the

F2 layer rises rapidly in height and numerous

nates in Berlin.

Chamonix 50kW, both with horizontal polarisation.

The latest lists prefix all Dutch stations on u.h.f.
with the letter c indicating colour transmissions at
certain periods of the day.

Two more F2 DX reports this month, once
again from Cyprus. A newcomer, Mr. M. Bell,
reports Nigeria Ch.E4 on 8/3/68; he assumes that
this was Spread-F/Transequatorial propagation as
the signal was too constant for Sp.E. The sound
was excellent but the images were extremely

"smeary" with rapid flutter. Our old friend Mr.
A. Papaeftychoiu has been doing very well once
again; he confirms Amman Jordan E3 as a Trop.
and he says that the Test Card type C is marked

Jordan in European script to the right of the C and
in Arabic to the left and is transmitted from 16.30
to

17.00

G.M.T. The subsequent programme

finishes with the national anthem and a photo of
the King. Via F2 he now confirms reception of
Rhodesia on E3 and E4. From our lists the stations
must be Bulawayo and Salisbury respectively so
this is really splendid reception.
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ECUADOR SOUTH AMERICA
TV station H CJ B -TV Ch.A4 525
lines, 60 fields, negative modu-

lation. Vision 67.25Mc/s e.r.p.
8.0kW horizontal. Sound 71.75
Mc/s e.r.p. 4.0kW. Situated
3,650 metres above sea level on

Mont Pickincha. Programmes
Daily

18.05 to 22.30

E.S.T.

Sundays 15.50 to 22.30 E.S.T.
This station situated just below

the equator is a "possible" by
virtue of Transequatorial F2 and
Spread -F mentioned
above.

The photo and the details are
from Mr. E. Baker of Blyth,
Northumberland.

FIBRE OPTIC C.R.T.s

`, N. . ,,,,,,,

-continued from page 399

absorbed and not transmitted. Normally, light from
room illumination falls on to the tube glass and is
scattered by the granular phosphor so that viewing
of traces is difficult. With the fibre plate (see Fig. 3)
all side illumination is absorbed and does not reach
the tube screen. If such a screen could be produced
economically it might find application in television
sets, particularly portables for daylight viewing.

Improved contrast would also be useful in radar

screens, again for daylight viewing.

Fibre Lasers
Light amplification by stimulated emission, which

occurs in neodymium -doped glass amongst other
materials, also occurs in neodymium -doped fibres.

.
za

a 11111M, I

Light from
phosphor at

"(Light incident at
angle greater
than critical
causes loss of
contrast.
Inserting opaque

angle less

glass here
absorbs much
ambient
illumination and
improves
daylight viewing.
Fig. 3: How the use of isolated fibres can improve the
contrast of television pictures.

than critical.

c rt
faceplate

The fibre laser shows promise of application as a

light source and light pulse amplifier in optical

data processing systems of the future.

SERVICE NOTEBOOK
-continued from page 398

generally swamped throughout the receiver, while
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be taken not to over -advance the preset sensitivity.

A solid state musical electronic organ with
unique "keyless" notes. Has built-in vibrato,

user adjustment produces no effect on the v.h.f.
or u.h.f. sound levels; but, as stated, care must
This technique is used in most valved Pye, Ekco
and

Ferranti convertible and dual -standard
models, the most widely encountered version always being recognisable by the large contrast

control knob protruding through the top of the
cabinet back and with the large printed -circuit
chassis being hinged at the base. In the current
transistorised versions, although the high-level system is still employed a.g.c. to the r.f. transistor
is delayed to give optimum signal-to-noise ratio

and the preset control determines the a.g.c. operating point so that the a.g.c. voltage is the sum
of both the signal and manual control potentials.
When adjusting presets in any make of receiver an extremely narrow -bladed screwdriver is
essential; the average "grub -screw" type is generally far too wide and can easily irreparably damage these miniature controls. A watchmaker's type
is ideal but should have an insulated handle since

the blade insert point usually carries a high
potential.

TO BE CONTINUED

PRESENTS
A Keyless Organ

its own preamp and output stage. Full instructions including tuning up, playing
techniques etc. Don't miss part one.
An Electronic Timer
The Steptron is a versatile electronic stopwatch for the photographer's darkroom.
Uses only two transistors and four diodes
to control the enlarger plus two safelights
automatically.
Plus

Servicing ... Part four in the series Repairing Radio sets.

Construction . . Building a variable frequency oscillator.
General ... A report on the Audio Fair.
.

Plus

All the regular popular features in the July
issue of

PRACTICAL WIRELESS
On sale June 7, price two shillings and sixpence.

H USING A SIGNAL TRACER
VIVIAN CAPEL
AMONG the many test instruments available
to both amateur and professional engineer
alike the signal tracer is probably one of the
most neglected. Only a few out of the numerous
instrument makers list a signal tracer in their catalogues, and only occasionally is one to be found in

the professional workshop. Because the tracer is not
same way as
an exact measuring instrument in the
the
the multirange meter, the CR bridge and
oscilloscope, and because of its limitations, its use
may be considered a haphazard method of servicing.

This neglect is undeserved, as it can be a very
useful instrument for quickly localising faults in

radio, TV, and tape recorders, as well as other uses.

Where it is used it is often regarded as second

only to the multirange meter as an effective general
fault-finding instrument for its ease of operation
and variety of applications.

In essence the signal tracer is merely an a.f.
amplifier which in some cases can also be switched
to operate as an untuned r.f. amplifier. A basic

requirement is that extremely low-level signals can
be satisfactorily amplified. This means high gain
and therefore the use of several stages of amplification. Also, in view of the possible low signal input,
the earlier stages need to have a very low inherent
noise level.

Generally, the output is fed to a loudspeaker that

is

self-contained within the instrument so that

the signals can actually be heard. Other refinements

with
can be added and are sometimes foundmagic
-

commercial models. These include meters,
eyes and other visual indications. Either valve or

transistor circuits can be used for the tracer, al-

though transistors may present a problem in achiev-

ing the high input impedance which is necessary.

If this is done, as it can be by using special circuit configurations, then the transistor tracer will
prove to be very convenient to operate.
An important part of the tracer equipment is the

probe. For checking a.f. circuits this

is fairly

straightforward, consisting of a suitable capacitance
to couple the circuit under test to the input circuit
of the tracer. Matters are rather more complicated,

however, when working at r.f. The connection of
the probe must exert as little influence as possible
on the circuit under test. Coupling capacitance
must be kept as low as possible, otherwise detuning

of the tuned circuits in the equipment under test

capacitor in the probe it will form a potential
divider (see Fig. 1) with the series capacitance and
cause a high loss of signal. The answer to this
problem is to build a detector into the probe so
that only a.f. signals are presented to the probe
lead.

Because of the insensitivity of many diodes to
very low signal levels it is desirable to amplify the

detection. For this reason many
probes include a stage of amplification. As this is
designed to cope with low signal levels, there may
be some arrangement for bypassing it when dealing
with higher r.f. signals to prevent overloading.
Also there must be some means of converting the
probe for straight a.f. uses and many probes have
signal before

switching incorporated to effect the changeover.
Other instruments' use separate probes for r.f. or
a.f., the appropriate one being selected for the

purpose required. In other models the makers have
preferred not to pack so much into the probe, and
so this consists merely of different coupling capacitors for a.f. or r.f. use. In order to overcome lead
capacitance, special low -loss screened cable is used

which has a very thin centre conductor with a
substantial space between it and the screening,
thereby resulting in a thick cable. In such instruat radio
ments the first stage or two operate part
way
frequency, and detection takes place

through the amplifier. The detector is switched in
by means of an r.f./a.f. switch on the instrument
which also alters the value of the coupling components in the pre -detector stages.
Whatever the features of the particular design of
the individual instrument, the method of using it
will be the same. The most obvious use and the one

no doubt for which the signal tracer was first

intended is fault location in sound circuits, although
as we shall see there are other uses to which it may
be put.
In a case where there is complete loss of sound,
the tracer is earthed to the chassis of the equipment under test and then, beginning at the anode

of the output stage, the probe is moved back
through the stages going from anode to control

grid. When going beyond the detector of course
the instrument is switched to r.f. This process is
Low value

series capacitor

will take place leading to misleading results. Likewise, the impedance must be kept high, otherwise
when checking in high -impedance circuits a drastic
drop in signal level could occur, once more giving
a false impression.
To avoid hum and other difficulties the input lead

from the probe to the tracer must be screened, but
this means a high shunt capacitance to r.f. signals
and even if this is isolated by a low -value series

L

IC
'des

ma

Ilan
C shunt

Shunt capacitance of screen

(a)

b)
low -value coupling

1: Lead capacitance with
capacitor (a) forms capacitive potential divider (b) at
r.f. Remedy-diode in probe or /ow -capacitance cable.
Fig.
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continued until signals are heard, and thus it will
be indicated that the fault lies between this point
and the one preceding it.

The same process is adopted in cases of low
gain. As we go back, each stage should show a
big difference in gain. If there

little or no
stage then of
course this is indicated as the source of the trouble.
Some care must be taken not to be misled here,
however, as some loss is to be expected over the

difference or even a loss over

is

a

inter -stage coupling. Then there may be less signal

on the grid of one stage than there was on the

anode of the preceding one. Likewise a loss may

be expected over the detector. These of course
should be slight, and if the loss is serious then a

fault in the coupling circuit can be presumed.
Particular care must be taken to avoid misleading
results when investigating transistor circuits. First,
the earth terminal of the tracer must be connected
to the signal earth point of the circuit, which, in
most cases, will be the positive battery terminal.

Allowance must next be made for the different
impedance of base and collector circuits in transistor amplifiers. Transistors are, of course, current
amplifying devices whereas we are picking up signal voltages with the signal tracer. If the impedance of the collector circuit is less than that of the
base, as it is in many cases, then there will be less
signal voltage than may be expected and it may be
falsely assumed that the gain of the transistor is at
fault. When checking transistor circuits, then, it is
best to go from collector to previous collector, or to
with the base of the preceding stage.

The impedances of the respective circuits can be
expected to be roughly the same and so a reasonably accurate comparison of signal levels will be
possible.
Distortion is a fault which the signal tracer is

particularly useful in tracking down. Once more the
stage -by -stage procedure is used, with the operator
listening carefully to determine the point at which
the distortion is introduced. It is important that
the signal tracer has a reasonably good -quality output stage and loudspeaker, as otherwise distortion
introduced in the instrument itself will confuse
matters when looking for distortion in other
equipment.
With all the faults we have so far mentioned the
stage -by -stage method working back from the out-

put stage is the conventional mode of working. If
desired, however, further time can he saved by first

of all selecting a point halfway back through the
receiver, for example at the volume control or the
detector. If the fault is present at this point then
one can work back through the r.f. stages without
having spent time probing the a.f. circuits. On the
other hand if the fault is not found here then one

can work forward through the a.f. stages.

Tracking down the above faults is perhaps an

obvious use of the signal tracer. There are however
other less obvious tests that can be made with its
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a microphone transformer in an amplifier in order
to convert high -impedance working to low. Hum
fields will vary considerably in different locations,
and unless a transformer with a mumetal screen is
used great care will have to be used in choosing the
site, involving much trial and error work. The best
position can easily be found by temporarily fitting
a small coil of wire to the signal tracer probe, turning the gain up and then exploring the most likely
positions on the amplifier chassis. The position
giving rise to the least amount of hum will of
course be the best one.
Another use for the tracer is checking the effectiveness of

cathode bypass capacitors,

screen

decoupling capacitors and h.t. decouplers without

unsoldering or removing them from the circuit.
This is done by simply placing the probe on the
decoupled point in the circuit with the tracer
switched to a.f. If the decoupling is completely
effective then there should be no signal heard at
all with the tracer gain up to its maximum. This
should always be so when the capacitor is a high value electrolytic. Sometimes lower value paper or
polyester capacitors are used for decoupling when
some form of frequency selective feedback is
required. In this case some signal will be heard

although it will be deficient in certain frequencies,
most likely the high ones.
Many engineers and home constructors have had
the rather annoying experience of replacing a
volume control involving, as it usually does, cutting
the spindle to size and making numerous soldered
joints (especially if a double pole switch is incorporated, or the control is a combined one) and then
finding that when fitted the replacement control is
noisy. This is not uncommon, as unfortunately all

new controls are not as silent as they should be.
This experience can be prevented by checking the
control, with the signal tracer, before fitting. One
end of the track is connected to the earth terminal
and the probe is connected to the wiper, and then
the control is rotated several times over the whole
of its travel. A service firm the writer was once
connected with insisted that its engineers always
checked controls in this manner before fitting them
and as a result saved many man-hours that otherwise would have been wasted.

Often the service engineer has tape recorder

microphones and pickup cartridges brought to him
for testing, but without the recorder or amplifier
from which they have been taken. These too can
be quickly checked by connecting them up across

the signal tracer. To facilitate this and also the
volume control test a crocodile clip can be made
to clip over the end of the probe so that it can be
attached to the item being tested, thus leaving the

hands free.

Intermittent faults, especially those that take

a

long time to appear, and when they do last only for

a short period, can be a major headache as there

aid. The source of noise of various types can

is little time for conventional troubleshooting. The
mere connection of a meter probe may be sufficient

hum fields as well can be detected.

signal tracer can be a big help in such cases. Using
the crocodile clip, the meter probe can be connected to some suitable point in the circuit, say on to
the volume control, and then the set soak -tested.

quickly be located, as well as hum. Not only can
hum in the circuits be localised but the presence of

This facility is especially useful for the home
constructor. For example, it may be required to fit

to clear the fault for a further long period. The
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NOVEL TV SYSTEMS
-continued from page 410

Screened
lead

Museum. A wheel of lenses collected as much light

as possible and swept the focused rays across a
moving aperture at the intersection of a curved

Fig. 2: Screened lead connected to the volume control
with a capacitor at the free end enables the a.f. stages to
be used as a signal tracer.

When the fault appears it is then immediately
apparent whether it is originating before or after
the point where the tracer is connected. The tracer
can then be used to probe other points in order to
narrow the field down further for as long as the
fault remains. Even if, as often happens, the fault
clears as soon as a further connection is made, at
least some narrowing down will have been accom-

plished. Then the probe can be reconnected to
another point and a further soak -test carried out
and so on until the source of the trouble is isolated.

So far we have discussed the use of the signal
tracer in sound circuits. It can however be used to
good effect in other circuits in the television

receiver, although of course for more detailed faultfinding the oscilloscope will be the principle
instrument for checking on waveforms.
In cases of loss of vision the signal tracer can be

used in the same way as when looking for sound
faults. Starting at the video output valve the probe

can be used on preceding stages back to and beyond

the detector. The presence of the field sync pulse

will give the characteristic vision buzz when a
signal is present. Loss of gain too can be investigated in the same way, although the effect will be

somewhat different than when checking sound
circuits. Owing to the much greater bandwidth,
the amplification of individual stages will be less.
Care will therefore have to be taken not to be mis-

led into thinking a fault exists because of

this

lower stage gain.

The path of the sync signal from the video circuits through the sync separator to the respective
timebases can also be checked, although of course
there will be no indication of its shape. In the same

way a test can be made as to whether the

time -

base generators are working and also the coupling

circuits. Because of the large pulse waveforms
present it is not recommended that the tracer be

used in the timebase output circuits, especially the
line output stage.
Sometimes if a signal tracer is not available one

can be improvised for checking faults as we have
described in the vision and timebase circuits of

television receivers by using the receiver a.f. stages.
There is no need for an elaborate probe. All that is
necessary (see Fig. 2) is a length of wire connected
across the volume control at one end and to a wire ended capacitor at the other end, which is used as a
probe. If there is an a.f. stage before the volume

control then advantage can be taken of this to give
extra gain by connecting the lead to its grid circuit
instead of to the volume control.

From this it can be seen that a signal tracer is

a valuable and useful addition to any workshop.

aperture in a rotating disc and a fixed slot in the box
housing the light cell. A high-speed shutter -disc in
this first TV camera chopped the light into regular
pulsations, which improved the reproduction of light
variations by the neon discharge lamp in the first TV
receiver, also mechanical but of simpler construction.
Simple moving objects, including a ventriloquist's

dummy, were transmitted and in January 1926
human faces were televised with 30 scanning lines.

Baird had developed an

efficient synchronising

system, consisting of a strong negative pulse at the
start of each line sweep.

A few months later, in the USA, Dr. Jenkins

achieved similar results with his prismatic discs, a
pair of which, sweeping the focused beam at right
angles at different speeds, scanned the two dimensions

to trace 48 lines. He had no integral synchronism,
relying upon mains -synchronised motors, which
limited reception to the supply area.

In Britain Baird's 30 -line experimental service,
commencing in 1929, used the Nipkow disc at
transmitter and receiver, but by 1932 when the BBC
continued the broadcast the mirror -drum was used at
the transmitter and also for reception on larger screens.

TV Lamps and Grid Cells
Discharge lamps glow with varying light when the
applied e.m.f. is between "striking" and "extinction".
The familiar red glow of neon flashed on at about 150

volts, and the light ranged between "bright" and
"dim" through a grid swing of about 40 volts. To
improve the colour (nearer white), argon, helium or
hydrogen were mixed with neon. For a disc receiver
the lamp had a rectangular fine mesh screen (aspect
ratio 7:3) to be viewed through a magnifying lens.

For projection from a mirror drum the glow was
concentrated to a "crater", the name given to the

lamp. A simple, efficient discharge lamp containing
mercury vapour was made by sealing a small globule
of mercury in an evacuated glass tube with a small
electrode at each end; the flashing light could be made
less blue by a pink or yellow filter.
For projection to larger screens the concentrated

white light of a cine projection lamp was plane

polarised and controlled by a "grid cell" between two
Nicol prisms. These cells contained nitrobenzene and
two metal plates which applied the "Kerr effect" to
the polarised beam between them.

Television at last?
Older readers may remember this "early TV"

period, when the aim was to discover an easier way

of scanning for higher definition, or even a new
principle of optical analysis, economical in bandwidth, which would spread television quickly by
inexpensive apparatus. They may also recall the
activity among many wireless enthusiasts as they

dipped into their spares box to experiment in this new
radio hobby; the excitement of constructing optical

rotors, assembling mirrors and lenses, and using
photoelectric cells and lamps red, white or bluel

TO BE CONTINUED

Your
Whilst we are always pleased to assist readers with their technical
difficulties, we regret that we are unable to supply diagrams or provide

instructions for modifying surplus equipment. We cannot supply
alternative details for constructional articles which appear in these
pages. WE CANNOT UNDERTAKE TO ANSWER QUERIES OVER
THE TELEPHONE. The coupon from page 428 must be attached to
all Queries, and a stamped and addressed envelope must be enclosed.

PYE CTM17S

Is it possible to replace the carbon potentiometers usually found in timebase and vision

SOBELL 1000DST

Although the picture is quite good, there is a

band top and bottom and a gap of about
controls with the more stable wire -wound black
1 tin. each side of the picture. I have had all the
types? I ask this because I have this receiver valves
and have also tested all the
which is suffering from bad "hold" on vertical resistorstested
in the timebase panel.
timebase and no contrast. The carbon pot.
height control fails to fill the screen.vertical hold control has presumably been T.The
Locke (Birmingham).
replaced by a linear type of component and I
We would say that one of the field timebase
would like you to advise whether I should
that you have had
restore this as in the original circuit.
the valves tested you will have to look elsewhere.
Could you please also tell me where the all
Check the feed from the boosted h.t. supply to the
Channel 1 and 9 trimming holes are located on field
generator. This goes via the height control and
the front of this tuner type 841130
Levy an increase in value of a resistor in this section could
(Kenton, Middlesex).
It is quite permissible to replace carbon controls

in the timebase by wirewound controls where these
are available. As an alternative, controls appear to
last longer if packed with grease before use. We agree

that it is difficult to find the correct circuit for your

particular model since many chassis types were
incorporated in the same cabinet about this time.
The individual channel trimming cores are as

numbered around the fine tuner spindle. Generally
it is sufficient to tune all BBC stations at once on
number 5 and all ITA stations at once on number 13.

cause the effect.

EKCO T221

This set displays white lines across the screen,
otherwise the sound and picture are good. The
5kil wire element on the a.g.c. preset control
became o c at one end but when rejoined there
were still white lines present. I have changed the
20L1, 20P4, U301, 20F2 and 20P5 without any
improvement as regards the lines.-P. Davies
(Swansea, Glamorgan).
Your fault is probably due to failure of the field

K -B TV15

When the set has been running for about two

hours, the field starts to creep upwards and
fold over. This continues until the picture is
about three inches wide and manipulation of
the usual presets and hold control has no
effect.

Sometimes the fault appears to be in the line,
and in this case, the picture shrinks in from the
right about two inches.-J. Philips (Manchester,
9).

Check that the field and line timebase valves are

well up to standard. Also check the booster diode and
the h.t. rectifier. However, it is possible that the set is
suffering from power cuts, which still occur in some

areas. Check that the mains tapping on the set
matches the mains voltage.

flyback suppression capacitor, this is a 0.001µF connected between the brightness circuits and the field

oscillator stage, and is located beneath the chassis
adjacent to the main smoothing capacitor.
BAIRD 484

I can get only the sound on this receiver.
There is no sign of a picture or even a raster.
Also, one section of the dropper resistor is
glowing red.-G. Kelly (Liverpool, 6).
It seems that you have a short on the h.t. line

somewhere. Check this with an ohmmeter and with

the set disconnected from the mains. A capacitor
or transformer may be leaking to earth (chassis).

Another cause of the trouble is excessive line output
valve current due to lack of line drive resulting from
a bad line oscillator circuit.
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LAWSON BRAND NEW CATHODE RAY TUBES
The rapidly increasing demand for a complete range of new tubes of the very

highest quality is now being met by the new Lawson "CENTURY 99"
range of television tubes.
SPECIFICATION:
The new "Century 99" range of C.R.T.s is the product of Britain's premier C.R.T. manufacturers. All
types are exact replacements, manufactured to the original specification but incorporating the very latest design improvements
to give superb performance, coupled with maximum reliability and very long life

"Century 99" C.R.T.s, available as direct replacements for the following makes and types

Twin Panel
Types
A47 -13W
A59 -16W
A59 -13W

AW53-80
AW47-91
AW47-90
AW43-89
AW43-88
AW43-80

..
..
..
19' ..
..
12"
14"
17"

£4.10.0
£5.10.0
£5.19.0
£6.19.0
£7.15.0

DAF91 3/9
DAF96 5/11

DPP

7/6
2/9
DF96
5/11
DK32
7/3
5/DK91
6/9
DK96
DL33
6/6
4/9
DL35
5/3
DL92
DL94
5/6
6/9
DL96
5/6
DY86
DY87
5/6
EABC80 6/3
DF91

EBC41

EBF80

8/5/9
6/-

EF184
EH00

EL33
EL41

Carr. and

EL84

EM81

EY51
EY86
EZ80
EZ81
KT61
N78

PC97

PC900

PCC84
PCC89
PCC189
PCF80
PCF82

PCF801

PCF805

PCL82

7/$/9
6/9
8/9
7/3

PY800
PY801
R19
U25

126/9/6

10/9
U191
10/6
UABC80 6/1.1AF42 6/11
UBC41
7/6
UBF89 6/6
U26

UCC84
UCC85

UCF80
UCH42
UCH81

UCL82
UCL83
UF41
UF89
U1.41

3/9

PCL83

PCL84

UL84

13Y41

.7/9

6/8/-

9/6
6/3
7/8/9
10/-

sal
8/9

6/-

UY85

parcel insured against damage in transit
6i1. extra.
Office address, no ,aIlers.

GERALD BERNARD
83 OSBALDESTON ROAD
STOKE NEWINGTON
LONDON N. 16

C21HM
C21KM
C21 NM

C21SM
C21YM
C23 -7A
C23 -7A

4/14
4)15
4/15G
5/2

141 K
171 K

172K
173K
212K

5/21

7102A
7201A
7203A
7204A
7401A
7405A
7405A

5/3

5/31
14KPA
17ARP4
17ASP4
17AYP4
21CJP4

7501 A

SE14/70
SE17/70

7502A
7503A
7504A
7601A
7701A

C23AG
C23AK

LAWSON TUBES

YEARS'
FULL REPLACEMENT
GUARANTEE

STATION ESTATE, MALVERN,
Offices

18 CHURCHDOWN ROAD,

Complete fitting instructions supplied

Learn at home...
First Class Radio
and TV Coirses
Pet

-ert/;c.

MALVERN, WORCS.

MALVERN 2100

NEW RANGE BBC 2 AERIALS
All U.H.F. aerials now fitted w ith tilting
bracket and 4 element grid reflectors.
Lori Mounting Arrays, 7 element. 37/6.
11 element, 45/, 14 element, 52/6.18
element, 60/-. Wall Mounting with
Cranked Arm, 7 element, 60/-. 11 element, 67/-. 14 element, 75/-. 18 element.
82/8. Mast Mounting with 2in. clamp.
element. 42/6. 11 element, 55/-. 14 element, 62/-. 18 element, 70/-. CliimneY
NI llllll Ong Arrays, Complete. 7 element, 7216.11 element, 80/-. 14 element,
87/6. 18 element. 95/-. Complete assem-

bly instructions with every unit. Low

Loss ('able. 1/6 yd. U.H.F. Preanips
from 75/-. State clearly channel number
required on all orders.

8/8
8/8

6/6
5/6
Postage on 1 valve 9d. extra. On 2 valves or
More, postage 6d. per valve extra. Any
EBF89
ECC81

2

Ins. 10/-

8/3
9/3
4/8
6/6
6/9
6I3/9
4/6
8/3
14/6
7/9
8/5/9
10/3
9/6
6/9
5/9

C21AA

GEC & COSSOR also
ENGLISH ELECTRIC

C17LM
C17PM

Terms:

8/8

C19/7A
C19/16A
C19/10AD
C19AH
C19AK
C21/1A
C217A

C17AF
C17BM

C17.11/1

C.W.O.

6/6

C17SM

C17AA
C17FM
C17GM
C17HM

24 HOUR SERV CE
5/- ECC82 413 PCL85 8/3
1P.5
12,5
3/9 ECC83 4/9 PCL86 8/ECC85
4/9 PFL200 12/6
1T4
219
5/9 PL36
9/3
EC1135
384
513
9/9
PL81
7/3V4
ECH42
5/8
6/6 ECH81 5/3
5Z4G
ECL80
6/3
4/6
6AQ5
PL83
8/8
6F13
3/- ECL82 6/3 PL84
6/- ECL86 7/9 PL500 128//6
61,18
3/6 PL5O4 13/3
12K8GT 7/- EF39
4/9 PY32
20F2
10/- EF80
13/6
8/9 EF85
5/- PY33
30C18
9/6
6/3 PY81
30FL1 12/3 EF86
5/4/9 PY82
30P4
11/- EF89
4/9
6/6
30P19
11/- EF183
5/3
12/3

C14HM
C14JM
C14LM
C14PM
C171A
C174A
C175A
C177A

CME1906
CME2306

Guaranteed Set Tested

9/9
CCH35
CL33
17/9
DAC32 8/9

CI4GM

Twin Panel
Types

NEW VALVES

30PL1

C12FM
C14M

CME1901
CME1902
CME1903
CME2101
CME2104
CME2301
CME2302
CME2303

CRM121
CRM122
CRM123
CRM124
CRM141
CRM142
CRM143
CRM144
CRM153
CRM171
CRM172
CRM173
CRM211
CRM212
CME141
CME1402
CME1702
CME1703
CME1705
CME1708

AW36410
AW36-21

EMISCOPE &
EMITRON

BRIMAR

MAZDA

MULLARCI
MW43/69
MW43/84
MW36/24
MW31/74
MW31/16
MW43/80
MW36/44
MW53/80
MW53/20
MW43/43
AW59-91
AW59-90
AW53-89
AW53-28

BBC - ITV AERIALS
After

brief,

Intensely Interesting

BBC (Band 1). Telescopic
loft. 25/-. External SID,

study

-undertaken at home In your spare lime

30/-. "H". 22.15.0.
ITV (Band 3). 3 element
loft array, 30/-.5 element.

YOU can secure a recognised qualification
or extend your knowledge of Radio and TV.
Let us show you how.
FREE GUIDE
The New Free Guide contains 120 pages of

40/-. 7 element, 50/-. Wall
mounting, 3 element,
47/6. 5 element. 52/8.
BBC/ITV
Combined
Loft 1+3. 40/-. 145, 50/-.
1+7, 60/-. Wall mounting
1+3. 57/6. 1+5, 67/6.

information of the greatest importance to
both the amateur and the man employed In
the radio Industry. Chambers College pro-

vides first rate postal courses for Radio

Amateurs' Exam., R.T.E.B. Servicing Cert.,
C. & C. Telecoms., A.M.I.E.R.E. Guide also
gives details of range of certificate courses
in Radio TV Servicing. Electronics and other
branches of engineering, together with
particulars of our remarkable terms of

'Satisfaction or Refund of Fee.
Write now for your copy of this valuable
Publication. It may well prove to be the
turning point in your career.

Founded 1885 -Over
150,000 successes

CHAMBERS COLLEGE
(Incorp. National Inst. of Engineering)

(Dspt.M4V).1411 Holborn, London, E.C.1.

Chimney 1+3, 67/6. 1+5,
75/-.
VHF transistor preamps,
75/-.

CON BINED BBC1 - 1TV - BBC2
AEI 1ALS. 1+3+9, 70/-. 1+5+9. 80/-.

5+14, 90/-. 1+7+14, 100/-. Loft mounting only.
1-'

F.M. (Band 2). Loft S/D. 15/-. "H".
32/6. 3 element, 55/-. External units

available. Co -ax. cable, 8d. yd. Co -ax.
Plugs, 1/4. Outlet boxes, 5I-. Diplexer
Crossover Boxes. 13/6. C.W.O. or C.O.D.
P. & P. 5/-. Send 6d. stamps for illustra-

ted lists.
day Saturday
Callers welcomed. Open all

K.V.A. ELECTRONICS illept.P.T.)
27 Central Parade, New Addington,

Surrey CRO-OJB1 LODGE HILL) =6
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DECCA DR121

The trouble here is sound -on -vision on both

Channels 5 and 8. In addition there is what
Operating the fine tuner, which is also the

This set works very well. There is however,
one minor defect-the picture is about in. too
far to the right of the centre of the screen.-H.
Miller (Leamington Spa, Warwickshire).

dial, introduces vision -on -sound.

consisting of two thin, concentric rings of magnetic
material. These rotate against each other and the idea
is to set them both (by rotating them relative to each
other) until the test card is correctly positioned in the

appears to be r.f. patterning on BBC Channel 5.

f.m. radio tuner, enables the effect to be tuned
out completely and continued operation of the
fine tuner, towards the top of the radio tuning

The sound -on -vision fault is most marked

with higher frequency sound and on dark
backgrounds and for some strange reason does
not seem to appear when the adverts are on
Channel 8!

I am in an area of good signal strength and
have tried attenuating the signal without effect.
-P. Maguire (Newcastle upon Tyne, 5).
Overloading due to a very strong signal could still

be responsible in spite of the attenuator. A single

attenuator may not be enough. You may have to use
two in series, depending upon the network employed.
However, the trouble could well be aggravated by
slight misalignment in the vision (and possibly sound)

if. channels. The general alignment should be

checked and corrected if necessary.
STELLA ST2029A

This set has been working perfectly for the
last year on Channels 2 and 10 (Dover). The
fault now is that there is sound and vision of
Channel 10 only receivable at position 9 and on
position 10 there is no trace of a signal. The
vision of Channel 2 is still O.K. at position 2 but

the sound is marred by a strong hum. The

-

sound of Channel 2 is now receivable at position

1, which was not possible before the fault.
0. Welch (Ramsgate, Kent).
The trouble is certainly caused by a drift in the
tuner, and the components around the oscillator

section of the frequency changer should be suspected.

The drift in frequency appears to be related to both
channels in use, although, of course, the effect would
be greater on the higher frequency Band III channel.

On the tube neck is a picture centring magnet

centre of the screen. Care must be taken to avoid
electric shock from the 18,000 volts on the tube
final anode and the higher power lower voltages
inside the set.

ALBA 895

The above set has been functioning normally
with good results for nearly 2 years.
Recently it has been possible to receive BBC -2

in this area and some difficulty is being experi-

enced with this set on the switch over from
BBC -1 and ITV to the u.h.f. channels. A special
u.h.f. aerial of the correct channel range has
been installed. On switching on initially it is
possible to receive all three stations and the

switch -over is normal. After it has been running
approximately 3 hours it is not always possible
to affect a switch over to BBC -2 the sound being

evident with no picture but moire patterned
screen. If the set is switched off until cooled
down BBC -2 can be obtained.

On all three stations when first switched on
the picture rolls vertically getting slower and
finally locking.
Valve PCF801 has been renewed with some
little benefit. The brightness of the BBC -2
picture blips with scene changes.-T. Davison
(Durham).
From your description of the symptoms, the fault
could lie practically anywhere in the tuner unit, but
is more likely associated with the h.t. feed, which
should be your first line of approach. On this model,
a variable capacitance diode controls the oscillator
tuning, and the voltage feed to this is from the tapping

PYE VT4

The picture has a "satin" like appearance
with the right-hand edge of the screen being
darker than the rest of the picture.
The white spot suppressor is set at minimum

and advancing this control turns the picture

negative, spreading from the right-hand side of
the screen.
The contrast control is set at about half -way

and reducing this control brings gradation

on the fine tuner, which has a series 82k11 resistor
from the h.t. line. H.T. is also applied via main

switching, and to the u.h.f. tuner via a

100kfi

resistor with a shorting switch section across it.
You will see the need for absolutely clean switch
action, especially as the h.t.-carrying contacts quickly
become tarnished.
On some earlier models a PC97 was used in the
tuner unit, and this valve is prone to cause some of
the troubles you have described.

almost right but the picture begins to break up.

Advancing the contrast control increases the
"satin" like appearance.
The horizontal and vertical holds are critical
and the picture appears to be overdriven but
voltages in the video section seem to be about
right.-R. Dobson (London, N.16).
Your trouble could be due to faulty main smoothing

or a defective cathode ray tube. Another frequent

offender producing similar symptoms is failure of the
251.4F cathode bias capacitor across the 470 resistor
from cathode to chassis of the PL81 line output valve.

PHIL/PS 1768

I am having difficulty with the locking of the
field and line. They both lock firmly but so that

the picture is split up into four pieces, one in
each corner of the screen so that in effect there
is a large black cross in the middle of the screen.
-W. Shacklin (Manchester, 11).
You should check the 250 +60µF main smoothing

capacitor, especially if the right side of the raster
shows a pronounced curve when the picture is
reduced in width.
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FERGUSON 406T

The picture on this receiver is too tall and
seems to be cramped at the bottom. Also, I
cannot seem to obtain correct adjustment of
the contrast control.-P. Clenton (Bristol).

STELLA 20170

This receiver has a blank screen except for
a vertical narrow line which appears to contain
the 405 lines and which is affected by brightness.

gradually turn up brightness control from zero until

I have substituted PL81, PY81, EY86 and
PCL80 but no difference was noted. When a
neon is placed near the top cap of the EY86,

screen. Leave the brightness control so set, plug in
aerial and then turn up contrast control for the best
contrast ratio (picture black and white). If the

(Betws-y-Coed, Wales).

Remove aerial, turn down contrast control and

a raster (illumination) is only just visible on the

vertical linearity preset will not clear the bottom
cramping, when adjusted in conjunction with the
height control, check the field output valve and the
components on its cathode circuit.

FERGUSON 217T

The picture is broken up and unintelligible,
the line timebase is functioning perfectly but
the picture will not synchronise when the
horizontal hold is adjusted. The vertical hold
is functioning perfectly.-R. Bolton (Ramsgate,

Kent).
It is possible that the line hold control is failing

it glows strongly. It does not glow when held
near the tube cathode.

The sound remains perfect.-N. Morgan

If the line output and oscillator valves and booster
diode are in good order, check the h.t. line voltage. If
this is less than 210V, check the h.t. rectifier and replace if low. If the trouble persists, check the screen
feed to the PL81 and associated small resistors in this
area of the set. If the trouble is still not revealed,
suspect shorting turns in the line output transformer.

QUERIES COUPON

to adjust the line oscillator to the correct frequency.
In this case, alteration in value of a resistor in series

This coupon is available until JUNE 21st, 1968, and
must accompany all Queries sent in accordance with the

However, if the line speed can be achieved correctly
with the control, check the capacitor in the circuit

notice on page 425.

with the line hold control should be suspected.

PRACTICAL TELEVISION, JUNE, 1968

between the sync separator and the line oscillator,
carrying the sync signal.

TEST CASE -67
Each month we provide an interesting case of television
servicing to exercise your ingenuity. These are not trick questions,
but are based on actual practical faults.

A GEC B T302 was received with the complaint
"lack of picture, brightness excessive and sound
normal". It was, in fact, found that quite a bright
raster could be obtained even with the brightness control
ro

turned almost fully anticlockwise. For this reason, therefore, it was thought that the tube might be suffering from
heater Icathode or, more likely, grid/cathode leakage, but
insulation tests across the tube pins gave normal readings.

With the set running, voltage tests were then made
relative to chassis at both grid and cathode, and it was
found that there was quite a large difference between
these voltages, with the cathode being less than 60V
instead of the more normal 110/120 V.
The video output valve was suspected of passing
excessive current, and this appeared to be the case since
the anode load resistor was of correct value. The valve
itself was perfectly sound, and the biasing components
were normal.
What, then, could have been responsible for the excessive current in the video output valve, resulting in the
abnormally low anode voltage, and hence tube cathode

voltage? See next month's PRACTICAL TELEVISIONfar the

solution to this problem and for a further item in the
Test Case series.

SOLUTION TO TEST CASE 66

Page 381 (last month)
Because the position of the aerial downlead at the
rear of the set had quite a bearing on the fault symp-

tom, as mentioned last month, the possibility of

instability in the r.f./i.f. sections of the set was considered. Although the sound was free from whistles
and the vision from patterns, it was noticed that a
slight change in picture brightness occurred each time
the aerial lead was moved close to the i.f. output side
of the set. This was proved to be caused by a slight
change in video output valve biasing, resulting, in
fact, from an oscillation in the final i.f. valve being
rectified by the vision detector.
This trouble was cured by replacing the screen grid
decoupling capacitor on the final vision i.f. valve,
which also restored the field lock to normal.
The d.c. resulting from the oscillation at the output
of the video detector was changing the operating
conditions of the video output valve to such a degree
as to attenuate the field sync pulses without unduly
affecting the picture and line signals.

W.C.2.
NEWNES LIMITED. Tower House, Southampton Street. London
Published on or about the 22nd of each month by GEORGE
in England by WATMOUGEIS LIMITED, Idle, Bradford; and London.
at the recommended maximum price shown on the cover. Printed
To
Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand: GORDON & GOTCH (Aisle) Ltd. Subscription rate including postage for one year:
say part of the World £115s.
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THE KING TELEBOOSTER

FROM THIS

SY THIS

Budding
technician?

TO THIS

In just 15 months,
the Army could set you up for life!

THE ORIGINAL VHF DUAL BAND TUNABLE
PRE -AMPLIFIER
Still the best of its kind available. Latest low -noise transistor

and printed circuit. Boosts Band I and III simultaneously
without switching. Two amplifiers in one. Can produce good
viewing out of almost nothing in fringe areas. Ideal for llX

Think it over. In just 15 months, you could
have completed an Army course in electronics.
You'd have trained with the most modern
equipment and now you'd be handling it as
though it was second nature. You'd be earning
nearly £t4 a week-with all your food and
accommodation thrown in. And you'd be looking

work.
Guaranteed gain: Minimum 18dB Band I, 19cIB Band III.
Channels: Red spot, Band 1. 1, 2 and 3. all Band :1.
Yellow spot. Band 1. :3. 4 and 5. all Band 3.
Power: Self-contained 9v PP9 battery. limp,
Plastic case 31 x
x 2in., brown, with cork base,
Retail price. 13.15.6. complete with battery OR sell -contained
mains version. retail price 25.17.8.
Specify channels one Band I. one Band III.

THE KING UHF TELEBOOSTER FOR BBC2

forward-in about eight months time-to

Unique design, employing quarter -wave cavity resonator for
100% stability, printed circuit for reliability, with the very
latest second generation low -noise transistor.

promotion to corporal and the pay rise that goes
with it. It's a great life all right. And if you're
between 17-23 it's wide open to you.
Get the full facts by filling in the coupon or
calling at your local Army Careers Information
Office (address from any Post Office).

Channels: Blue spot 21-52, White spot 33-68, tunable.
Plastic case 31 x 36 x 2in., brown, with cork base.
Retail price, 14.17.8. complete with battery, OR self-contained
mains model, 16.15.0.

Sole manufacture'

TRANSISTOR DEVICES LTD.
11111111.1. 11111. 11., 51,00 11/N
Tel. 2457

SerN, nrr

hront,,,,

"NORTH STAR"
LOOK NORTH for SUPER QUALITY

Fully rebuilt television tubes-all types-two
year guarantee.

Produced by skilled technicians with over ten

years of tube rebuilding experience.

Look North-buy "North Star"
9" and 12"
£5.10.0
14" and 17"
£5.12.6
19"
£6.12.6
21£7.12.6
23"
£7.15.0
Twin Panel and Panorama also available
prices on request
TERMS

For all
the facts send
M71094301 off the coupon

fr,

Cash or Cheque with order stating tube type
required. Carriage and Insurance 12/6.

TO: ARMY CAREERS AiP6(A),
LANSDOWNE HOUSE, MEERUT SQUARE, LONDON W.I.
PLEASE SEND ha THE LATEST FRCS ARMY LEMUR.

re

Complete fitting instructions supplied with each

tube.

NAME

AMISS

S.A.E. FOR ALL ENQUIRIES

"NORTH STAR" TUBE SUPPLY Co.,
P.O. Box 17,

Otley, Yorkshire.

ITOWN

I

COUNTY

17....14 road. Is

DATE OF MITA
U.Z ewe IS for.

Jooliot 'aim 1, se ovr fat Me 144 Imp.)
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EDUCATIONAL

4 - per line or part
thereof, average file words to line,
111111111111111 2 line*, Box No. Xi- extra.
Ad v ertisements must be prepaid
and addressed to Advertisement
\ tanager, "Practical Television",

TV and RADIO, A.M.I.E.R.E., City &
Guilds, R.T.E.B., Certs., etc. on "Satisfaction or Refund of Fee" terms. Thousands
of passes. For full details of exams and

15 17, Lung Acre, London W.C.2.

home training courses (including practical
equipment) in all branches of Radio. TV,
Electronics. etc., write for 132 -page Hand-

book-FREE. Please state subject.
BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY, (Dept. 172K).
Aldermaston Court, Aldermaston, Berks
BECOME "Technically Qualified" in your
spare time, guaranteed diploma and exam.
home -study courses in radio, TV servicing
and maintenance. T.T.E.B. City and
Guilds, etc., highly informative 120 -page

Guide-FREE. CHAMBERS COLLEGE
(Dept. 858K), 148 Holborn, London, E.C.1

SERVICE SHEETS
(continued)

RATES:

SERVICE SHEETS. Radio, T.V., 5,000
models. List I/6. S.A.E. enquiries. TEL RAY, 11 Maudland Bank, Preston.
SERVICE SHEETS

FOR SALE

RADIO, TELEVISION, TAPE RECORDERS

VALVE CARTONS at keen prices. Send

1925-1968 by return post, from 1/- with

MAKERS, 75a Godwin Street, Bradford 1.

Catalogue 6,000 models, 2/6d. Please
send stamped addressed envelope with

1/- for sample and list. J. & A. BOX -

RECTIFIERS

Super Silicon Rectifiers

TV etc., 1200 Pi V, 'on MA 6/- or complete with
Instr. resistor, condenser 7/8, 400 Fly, MW, 6.11, 81-,

free fault-finding guide.
all orders/enquiries.
HAMILTON RADIO
54T London Road, Bexhill, Sussex.

200 PI V, 11 W. 6A. lb,

Rectifiers-Contact Cooled

C. &A.

14RA1232 Fe101 13/8; 18R132261.FC124FW 18/6;
EC1 12/6; EC2 12/8; Fel 16 7/8; 14RA/1283 (FC31)
see Silicon.

TRAIN FOR SUCCESS

WITH ICS
Study at home for a progressive
post in Radio, TV and Electronics. Expert tuition for I.E.R.E.,
City & Guilds (Telecoms Techn's
Cert. and Radio Amateurs')
R.T.E.B., etc. Many non -exam

courses incl. Closed circuit TV,

Numerical Control & Computers.
Also self -build kit courses-valve
and transistor.

Rectifiers-Win Types

SUPPLIERS

Equivs. for EMS 8/8; l4A97 18/6; 14A86 10/6;
14094919/-; LW15 19/-; LW7 19/-; 14A10019/-;
14A959 10/,
FW 12V -1A 5/-; 2A 7/-; 4A 10/8.

MULTIMETERS from 32/ -

SERVICE SHEETS

Line O.P. Trans; all 30/- each

Only 3/6d. each, plus S.A.E.

Stamped envelope for tall latest selection and
bargain offer in cheap meters. Radios. Baby Alarms.
intercoms, WalkleTalkies Sinclair and Eagle.
Murphy V350 and V030 donor 948. Philips 14460/45
and 1746U/45 with EY51.
Under Si. P. & P. 65. Over 01 Post Free. NO C.O.D.
175

DURHAM SUPPLIES

(Uncrossed P.O's please, returned
it service sheet not available).

BOOKS & PUBLICATIONS

71 BEAUFORT PARK
LONDON, N.W.11

Durham Road, BRADFORD, 8. Yorks.

Write for FREE prospectus and find out

how ICS can help you in your career.
ICS, DEPT. 560, INTERTEXT HOUSE,
LONDON, SW11.

R. & T.V. SERVICING, 18 volumes from
Vol. I to 1967-8 inclusive. L32 lot, callers

TECHNICAL TRAINING
CITY & GUILDS (electrical, etc.) on
"Satisfaction or Refund of Fee" terms.

Thousands of passes. For details of
modern courses in all branches of electrical
engineering, electronics, radio, TV. automation, etc., send for. I 32 -page handbookFREE. B.1.E.T. (Dept. 173K), Aldermaston Court, Aldermaston, Berks.

only. GRIFFITHS, 5 Swanage Road,
Small Heath, Birmingham 10.

SERVICE SHEETS

We have the largest supplies of
T.V.Service Sheets only, by return

of post. Please state make and
number.

SERVICE SHEETS with free fault
finding chart 3/-. S.A.E. LESMAR, 17

Mail order only.

New Street. Andover, Hants. (Mail Only).

SITUATIONS VACANT

TRADER SERVICE SHEETS

RADIO AND TV Exams and Courses by
Britain's finest home study School. Coaching for Brit.I.R.E., City and Guilds Ama-

We can supply Trader Service Sheets and Manufacturer's

etc. Free brochure from British National

Television and Tape. Recorders

teur's Licence, R.T.E.B., P.M.G. Certificate

4'- each plus postage

Manuals for most makes and types of Radios and

Radio School, Russell Street, Reading.

ENGINEERS. A TECHNICAL CERTIFICATE or qualification will bring you

security and much better pay. Elem. and
adv. private postal courses for C. Eng.,
A.M.I.E.R.E., A.M.S.E. (Mech. & Elec.).
City & Guilds, A.M.I.M.I., A.I.O.B., and
G.C.E. Exams. Diploma courses in all

branches of Engineering-Mech., Elec.,
Auto.. Electronics, Radio, Computers.
Draughts., Building, etc. For full details
write for FREE 132 page guide: BRITISH
INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY, (Dept. 171K), Aldermaston
Court. Aldermaston, Berks.

SITUATIONS WANTED
A YOUNG ELECTRONICS enthusiast is
looking for a position as a trainee technician in Radio, T.V. etc. Prepared to work
hard. Please reply Box 60.

Make

Model

RacliolTV

Please complete order form
for your Service Sheet to
be sent by return. To:

OAKFIELD
ENTERPRISES

1968 List
available at 2/ -

LIMITED

plus postage

30 Craven Street
Strand
London WC2
s.a.e, with enquiries please,

If list is required

indicate with X

From
Address

I enclose remittance of (and a stamped addressed envelope)
(Juno PT.).
MAIL ORDER ONLY

11.1.
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SETS & COMPONENTS

SETS & COMPONENTS

(continued)

(continued)

EX N.E.V. C.C.T.V. Camera and Moniior
Circuits. S.A.E. for list. LOWE, 35 Hensley
Point, London, E.9.

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP

BRAND NEW CATHODEON TUBES

ALL THE LATEST TUBES AT REDUCED

WANTED Service sheets

for Murphy
V290CA also McMichael M761T. Box 61.

NEW VALVES WANTED. Popular TV

and Radio types. Best cash price by return.
DURHAM SUPPLIES, 175 Durham
Road, Bradford 8, Yokshire.

21/1A, MW 53-80
17/7A. AW 43-88

A59 -15W

DAMAGED AVO Meters, Models 7 and 8.
Also damaged Meggers, any quantity, send
for packing instructions. HUGGETTS Ltd.,
2/4 Pawsons Road, West Croydon.

SERVICE SHEETS purchased, HAMILTON RADIO, 54 London Road, Bexhill.

C17/5A
Post & packing 12/6 each.

£7.12.6
£6.12.6
85.15.0
£5.15.0

PRICES

A47 -11W

PARR ENTERPRISES. Daleside Road.

A47 -13W ..................f10.18.6

TV SPARES, all makes all sets, S.A.E.

A59 -11W ..................f12.19.6
A59 -13W ..................f13.10.0

quote: U25 Ekco/Ferranti Plastic Housings
17/6 each. 4/- p. & p. KINGS, 8 Cray
Parade, Main Road, St. Pauls Cray, Kent.
Orpington 30566.

A59 -16W ..................f13.10.0
AW21-11 ..................f10.10.0

WANTED -Popular Brand New ValvesR.H.S.,Stamford House, 538 Great Horton
Road, Bradford 7.

17", 110', 0.3A Short neck
Can replace AW43-88, CME1705 etc.

AW43-88, 43-89............[6.12.6

Tel.: WES 0186.

Carriage 6 Insurance 12/6

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP
48 BATTERSEA BRIDGE ROAD, SW11

WANTED, Service Sheets for Televisions
(older models preferred), also sheets for
Transistors, Tape Recorders. Any quan-

TOWERBY LTD.

tity, state price. Mr. Caranna, 200 High
Road, East Finchley, N.2.

TV AERIALS

Band 11111. S,D and 4 -Array

Band IV. 9 Ele Array
Band IV. 18 Ele Array

..

LI 15

.,
,.

WE hay, the Country's largest stock of Manufacturers' Original (or Authorised Replacement)

CME1702. 1703 ............E6.12.6

Line Output Transformers lor many "difficult"
'rakes, including Ambassador, Baird, Cossor,
Ekco, G.E.C., H.M.V., KB, Masteradio, PetoScett,Philips, Regentone, ROD, Sobell, Ultra,
etc. Also deflector colts output and oscillator

£1 10
62 16

951.; Bush TV53 794; 80, 95/-; Cossor 950 711;

"A" 1 4. Plugs 6d.
P.6 P. 5/,
C.W.O., S.A.E. for Ilst.
TELEINDUSTRIES LTD.
BREAKSPEAR ROAO, RUISLIP, Middlesex

£10. 5.0

CME1901, 1903 ............£7.10.0
CME2101, 2104

5.0

CME 2301, 2302 ............E8. 5.0
CM E2306
........E13.10.0

Philips 1768U L.O.P.T. assembly 112/5; Ultra
1984-200c $716.

SPECIAL OFFER
Ekco improved type for Models T221, 231, 310 all

at 37/6. Ferranti 14T4 series inserts 25,-; Philco
Terms: C.W.O. or C.O.D. (3/6) post/packing
2 or more L.O.P.T.s post/packing free.
All enquiries answered but regret no lists available. Same day delivery on most types.

TOWERBY LTD.

BC107, 5 for 15/3d. BCI09, 5 for 15/-.

Many other brand-new bargains. List 3d.
AMATRONIX LTD.. 396 Selsdon Road,
Croydon, Surrey. CR2 01)F.

CME1601

Ferguson 308130879/6; KB RV20 SV30 PV70112/11;

1019/1021 52 6; Pye V74 VT7 es -equipment 42 6.

SETS & COMPONENTS

............f7.17.6

CME1402 ..................f5.17.6

transformers, in. Alba, Bush, Murphy. Examples, L.O.P.T.Murphy 310/350/410/540/659/759,

Lashing Kits from 10/-; Poles, Co -an Id., Grad

5.0

C2111M, SM, T M

., LI 15

E1 10

AW53-88, 53-89

AW59-90, 59-91............£9.10.0
C17BM, FM, HM
7.6
C17LM, PM, SM ............E6.12.6

Coils

For Line Outputs and Deflector

Band I. H. Mast Fitting
Band III. 5 Ele Mast Fitting

............. E7.10.0

AW47-90. 91

C3-19-6

37 High Street, West Bromwich, Staffs.

..............f5.12.6

AW36-20. 21

THIS MONTH'S SCOOP!
NEW BRIMAR C17AF BOXED

WANTED new valves, televisions, radiograms, transistors, etc. STAN WILLETTS,

AERIALS

..................[9.19.6

Nottingham. Phone: 52193.

MAIL ORDER DIVISION OF T.C.S. LTD
70 STREATHAM HILL, LONDON, SW2
Tel: 01-674 2185

CRM141, 2, 3, 4

............f5. 2.6

CRM171, 2, 3 ..............£6. 7.6
CRM211, 212 ..............E8.17.6
MW36-24, 44 ..............f5. 2.6
MW43-64. 69

.............. E6. 7.6

MW53-20 ............*....E8.17.6
MW53-80 ............*... f8.17.6

NEW VALVES, FINEST QUALITY, MOSTLY BRITISH

TSD 217, 282 ..............[10.100
All tubes .rested before despatch and
guaranteed for 12 months.

NOTE. -No price increases, no postage charges set. Send stamp for
full list British and Telefunken. Also huge range of tubes.

CARRIAGE 10/-, via B.R.S. or 15/- via
passenger train. Add 2/6 for Compre-

For example: DY86/7
ECC82
ECL80
EY51

EY86
PCC84

7/8/7/6
71-

7/8/-

PCC89
PCF80

11/-

PCL82/4
PCL85/6
PL36

9/9/9/-

11/3
PL500/4 15/9

PL81
PY81

9/-

7/3
U25/U26 12/6

hensive Insurance.

* Reprocessed tubes only of this type.

Mid/and Stockists: -

30L15
14/30P19
11/3
30PL13/415/ 6

Amateur Electronics Co.,
240 Lichfield Road,
Birmingham.

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS. NOT THE CHEAPEST BUT FINEST VALUE!

NOTE: Regret now 5% extra purchase tax increase!

PHILIP H. BEARMAN, 6 Potters Road, New Barnet, Herts.
Tel:

BAR 1934-7873 (Robophone)

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP
48

BATTERSEA

LONDON S.W.11.

BRIDGE
ROAD
BAT 6859

WE GIVE GREEN SHIELD STAMPS
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TELEVISION TUBES

with guarantee card. By return despatch.
Large stocks of television tubes, London's leading wholesale suppliers, all tubes complete
Terms: Cash with order, s.a.e. all enquiries.
£4 17
14in. types, AW36/20, AW36/21, AW36/80, MW36/24, CRM141, CRM144, CME1402 etc.

17in. types. MW43/80, AW43/80, CRM173, CME1702, MW43169, CRM172, AW43/88, AW43/89, CME1703,

£4 17
£4 19
£5 19
£8 18 1
£6 12
£13 10

CME1705 etc.
19in. types. AW47/90, AW47/91, CME1901, CME1903, GME1902, C19AH
21in. types. AW53/88, AW53/89, CME2101, CME2303

MW53/80, AW53/80, MW53/20, CRM211/2
23in. types. AW59/90, AW59/91, CME2301, CME2303
23in. Twin Panel. CME2306, A59 -16W
£12 0
23in. Panorama. A59/11W etc.
£10 10
19in. Twin Panel. A47 -13W. CME1906 etc.
£9 0
19in. Panorama. A47/11W etc
Road
Services.
Carriage and Packing 12/6d. per British
Many other types in stock including G.E.C. and Brimar types.
UHF Tuners, valve type. 45/- plus 4/6 p. Et p. Transistorized type. 79/- plus 4/6 p. Er p.
Servisol switch cleaner, Multicore solder. Service Tools etc.
Large stocks of valves, transistors and components. Electrolube,
WILLOW VALE ELECTRONICS LTD.,
The Service Dept. Wholesalers, 4, The Broadway, Hanwell, London, W.7 Tel: 01-567-2971/5400

4/6d. each; 3 for 10/-, with
free T.V. fault-finding chart. LESMAR,
BY 100's

BARGAIN PARCELS of new surplus Electronic Components, 3/-, 5/-, 10/, post free.
DOLPHIN ELECTRONICS, 5 Pooles
Way, Briar Close, Burntwood, nr. Lichfield.

17 New Street, Andover, Hants.

150 NEW ASSORTED Capacitors, Resistors, Silvered Mica, Ceramic, etc.
Carbon, Hystab, Vitreous, }-20 watt, 12/6.

Post Free. WHITSAM ELECTRICAL, 18
Woodrow Close, Perivale, Middlesex.

VALVE BARGAINS
CRT's,
COMPONENTS GALORE.
Valves, Transistors, Tools, Electrolube, all
your service requirements. Service Engineers only S.A.E. at "Willow Vale, The Service Wholesalers", 69 Station Road, Han well, London, W.7. Free catalogue by
return.

Any 10 for 12/-; asp 20 21, 30PL13, 30PL14,

80FL1, PCF80, PCC84, PCL82, PC81, PL36, Pittl,

PV800, EFS°,

EF85,

ECL80,

11591,

ECC82.

Valves tested. P. & P. 1/..

BOB'S BETTER BARGAINS. 10 Assorted
your choice, 14/6. 100 Assorted £5.10.0,

post paid, PCF80, PCC84, PL81, PL36,
PY81, PY800, PCL82, PCL83, EF85, U191,

S. ASHWORTH, 9 Manderville Tarr.,
Hawkshaw, Via Bury, Lancs.

U301, 30F5, 30PLI, 30FL1, 30P4, 30P12,
PY32,

PY33,

EB91,

PY82,

ECL80,

ECC82, EBF80, EBF89, 6BW7, EY86
GREEN, 2 St. James' Street, Rawtenstall,

and EF80, 12/6 per dozen, post paid.
Rossendale, Lancashire.

R Et R RADIO

BARGAIN PARCELS

51 Burnley Road, Rawtenstall
Rossendale, Lancs.

EBF80
EBF89

ECM

ECL80
EFS()

EF85
EF184

5186

EL41
EZ40
EBC41

6/-

4/6
4/6

PY33

Pint

5/38

20'12
30C15

4/8
416

5/3/-

ale

8/2/6
5/4/8

6/-

30PL13 5/8
PY800 8//8
30PL14 5/6
PY82
8/Post: One valve 94. Two to Sin 8d. Over sin post paid
PCC84

8/-

STOP

Any 100, £6.

PCC84, PL36, PL81, PY82,
PY81, PY32, PCL82, PCL83,
PCL84, ECL80, ECC82, EB91, EY86,
EFB80, EF80, EF85, EF184 (30PL13,
30PL14), 30P4, 30F5, 30FL1, 10F1,
PCF80,
PY800,

Telephone Rossendale 3152
Valves Boned. Tested and Guaranteed
UI91
PCPS° 9/3/1'301
PCFS2 3/6
3/8
51,23
PCL82 4/3/10P14
PeLS3 4/3/:20P3
PCL84 61116
201'5
PL30
5,3/SOF5
PLS1
4/3/6
301.15
PLS3
4/4/-

Any 10 Valves 14/-.

P. & P. 1/ 20F1, 6-30L2. U191,
ALL VALVES SET TESTED
3-BY100 Type Rectifiers with Surge
Resistors, 10/-

FULLY GUARANTEED L.O.P.T.
REWINDING SERVICE
A few of the types are listed below: BUSH TV 53-66.
G.E.C. 2000

K.B.P.V.P.20, etc.

NEW FROM STOCK
PYE 200-400.
All at 50/FERGUSON 306-308 305-307
FERGUSON 406, 408, 416, 436. 438

U25 Type EKCO, state model.
S.A.E. Enquiries

VELCO ELECTRONICS

All at 60/ -

PHILIPS 1768U, 17TG100U, etc.

P. & P. 4/-, C.O.D. 6/-

WITWORTH TRANSFORMERS Ltd

49 Bridge St., Ramsbottom, via Bury
Lancs.

26 All Saints Road, North Kensington
W.11

Telephone

01-229 9071

BRAND NEW TELEVISION TUBES - 2 YEAR GUARANTEE!
(CATHODEON AND OTHER LEADING MANUFACTURERS)
off quoted
We hold large stocks of top quality tubes, why buy ordinary rebuilds? Some rebuilds available, 19in. upwards at 21/19in. £810.0; 23in. £11.0.0.
12
months
warranty.
Rimbands,
etc.
available.
Lists.
Rimband
types,
prices,
£3 0 0
CR M121, 2, 3 & 4; MW31-16, MW31-74; C12FM; 121K, C12/1, etc
£4 15 0
AW36-80; MW36-24, 36-44; CRM143, 4; CME1402; C14BM; C14FM, MW41/1, etc.
£4 15 0
CRM141, 2; CR M151, 2, 3; 15EP4 etc. C17BM, SE14/70, AW36-20, 36-21
£5 15 6
AW43-80, 43-88, 43-89; MW43-64, 43-69; MW43-80; CRM171, 2, 3, 4; C17FM; CME1703, 5; C17AF; C17SM £6 17 6
AW47-90; AW47-91; CME1902; CME1903 etc.
£7 10 0
C19AH; CME1901; AW53-88, 9; CME2101, 4; MW53-20; MW53-80; CRM211, 2, etc
£12 10 0
,
23in. Twin Panels A59 -13W, CME2306
1 9 i n. Twin Panels A47 -13W; CME1906, £9.17.6
(Carriage 30/-)
(Carriage 20/-)
CARRIAGE AND INSURANCE. Up to 19in. 12/-. 21in. upwards 15/-. Twin Panels (see above). Lists, s.a.e. please.
ALL ENQUIRIES
WELCOMED

PHILIP H. BEAR MAN, 6 Potters Road, New
Barnet, Herts. Tel: BAR 1934/7873 (Robophone)

LISTS BRITISH
VALVES!

June 1968

PRACTICAL TELEVISION

BENTLEY ACOUSTIC CORPORATION LTD.
38 CHALCOT ROAD, LONDON, N.W.1
Tel. Primrose 9090

Nearest tube Chalk Farm

SPECIALISTS IN NEW VALVES AND TRANSISTORS

5/- 10P14 16/6 35Z3 10/- 59041 7/2
092
61- 12AC6 g/- 35Z4GT 416 Elleill 6/8
0241,1T 4/8 12A1)6 9/- 35Z5GT 5/6 EBF80 6/9
195
4/9 12.456 7/8 5095
8/3 ERF83 7/185
3/3 12AT6 4/8 50L6GT 6/- EBIN9 5/9

EF50
EF73
EF60
EF83
EF85

2021

EP49
EF9I

0A2

1T4

2/6 I24116
5/6 I'2AV6

4/9 72
5/9 85A2

3/- 12BA6 5/8/- 1213E6 5/8
3Q5GT 8/6 12997 6/2X2
345
384

4/9 1217GT 6/6
5/6 1255
8/-

6/8 El3L21 10/3
8/6 5053 12/6
9001
161- EC70
4/9
9000 84/- 5092
6/6
900V 88/8 E1C31 15/6
15OB2 14/6 EC040 9/6
807
1119 ECC81 3/6
5763
101- 50002 4/6
6060
6/- ECC83 4/6
7475
2/6 EC084 6/AC2PEN
50085 5/-

EP%
5192
51,95

2/6
6/6
4/6
9/9
4/6
6/3
4/9
8/8
2/6
4/9

EY88

5191

EZ40

5241

EZ80

7/6 PCF84
3/- PCF86

8/- TY86F11/10 UF8S
8/- U10
9/- UF86

6/- PCF801 7/6

1712/14

6/6 PCF802 9/6 U16

8/9 PCF805 9/8 U18/20
4/8 PCF806 11/6 U19
12/6 PCL81 9/- U2'2
10/- PCL82 8/6 U25
0787 14/6 I'CL93 10/8 U26
HABC809/8 PCL84 8/3 U31

5281

15/6/8
40/5/9
18/11/-

10P13

15/6 35W4

4/6 E591

sni EF42

3/8

We require Int prompt cash settlement all types 01
above goods, loose or boxed, but MUST be new.
(nue...rola htte,seei

Postage/Package lid. per 'tern. Orders leer ES post
free Any parcel scorch against damage in transit
for only 6,1. extra. All orders despatched on day
of receipt. Business hours: Mon. -Fri. 9 a.m.-5.30
I, TII. Oats. 0 a.m.-1 n.m.

OLD TOWN HALL, LIVERSEDGE, YORKS.
'telepl
Cleckhcaton ,U416
special Older: New Boxed 17 -inch TV Tubes MW43/69. TOP
GRADE. 12 months' guarantee, 47/-, carr. 101-.
Speakers Removed from TV Sets, Perfect Cones all 3 ohms.
Bin. round, 6/6, post 3/6. bin. round, 3/-, post 2/9. 6 x 2: slot 5/-.
Post 2/6: 6 X 4 3/-. post 2/9. Six for 22/-. Post paid. 7 x 4 5/, Post 2/9
six for 34/-. post paid.
New 12in. Speakers with Built-in Tweeter. 28/6, Post paid. 3
.r 15 ohm Coil.
VALVE LIST

Ex Equipment, 3 month; guarantee

10F1, EF80, EB91. ECL80, EF50. PY82, PZ30, 20P3. All at 10/- per

doz. Post paid. Single valves post 7d.
ARP12
1/6 EY86
5/- U25
5/- 20L1
5/EB91
9d. KT36
5/- U191
5/- 20P1
5/EFP80
2/- U281
3/- PCC84
5/- 20P3
2/6
ECC81
3/- PCF80
2/- U282
5/- 5U4G
4/ECC82
3/- PCL82
4/- U301
5/- 6B8
1/8
ECC83
4/- PCL8.3
5/- U329
6K7
511/9
ECL80
1/6 PL36
5/- (7251
5/- 6525
51EF50
11- PL81
9J- U801
8/6 6P25
5/EF80
1/6
1002
5/5/- 6U4
1/6 10P13
Oil, PY81
2/8 616
1/9
EL36
5/- PY82
1/8 185ST
8/6 6P28
5/EY51
2/6 PZ30
5/- 20D1
31EF50. 10/- doz. Post Paid.
Indicator C.R T. Tyler' 7121. Complete with Sin. Tube Type 2292.
Front marked in figures, also many spares, less valves, clean
condition 10/. plus 10/- carriage.

h.5/-

Ex R.A,F. Tube Unit Type 266. Fitted with VCR97 tube mu

metal screen, full of EF50 valves. Many spares. Grade 127/- plus
101- carriage. Grade 222/- plus 10/- carriage.
Untested T.V. Sets. 17in. 50/- carriage 15/-. 14in. 30/- carriage
15/-. All sets complete with tube, valves and back.
88 Sets complete with Phones and Mike. Less Send -Receiver
Switch. 20/-. Plus post and packing 10/-.

dap Personal Earpieces. Small or large, plug 1/11 post paid.
Silicon rectifiers 500mA, 800 P.I.V., no duds, 2/8 post paid.

'fop Grade Mylar Tapes, Tin. Standard 11/8. L.P. 14/-. D.P.
19/6. 5in. Standard 7/9. L.P. 10/-. Post on any Tape 1/8 extra.
PV Tubes. New regunned with slight glass fault 12 months'
guarantee. All types 19 and 17in., 50/-. Carriage 10/-.
Reclaimed TV Tubes with six months' guarantee. 17in. types.
AW43188, AW43/80. 40/- each. AMW43/69. 30/-. 14in types, 17/-.
121n. type,. 10/-. All Cihe. 10/ -carriage,

BF159
910163

BF167
BF173

5/- 0029 16/6
6/- 0030 7/4/- 0035 10/2/6 OM
2/6 0038
0041
0044
01'45

BFY50 5/BF1/51 4/8
BFY2S 5/BY100 8/6
6/3
BY234 4/18/6
BY236 4/18/6 VP4
14/8 AF115 8/- BY238 4/34/11 VP4B 11/- AF1I8 8/- BYZ12 5/15/8 VR105 5/- AF117 8/4 BYZ13 5/4/6 1. 9150 5/- AF119 8/- GET103 4/-

GZ33
GZ34

PADGETTS RADIO STORE

5/6 BFI54

9/- ACY17 8/4
5/6 ACY18 5/3
WI
9/- ACYI9 6/3
UL84
8/- A0120 4/9
U7480
5/- AcY21 5/9
U18 16/8 ACY23 8/6
l' YIN 10/3 A0128 4/8
1'121
9/- AD140 8/U141
6/6 A1)149 8/0185 5/6 AF114 4/-

7/6 UF89

8/- 119309 28/8 POLOS 8/8 133
514
9/- HVR2 8/9 PCL86 8/3 133
59401 8/9 19AQ5 5i8/3 111,92A 8/9 PEN45 7/- U37
51140
4/9 2001 13/8/8 5T36 29/1 PEN46 4/- U45
0V40 8/- 201)4 20/5
EF804 20/5 KT41 1916 PFL20013/6 1176
EY3GT 5/9 2082 11/8
9990 7/6 KT44 5/9 PL33 9/- U191 12/6
523
DU
19/6
7/8 20L1 13/50088 7/- 5182 8/- KT61 12/- PL36
9/9 U251 12/6
6/301.2 12/6 20P1 17/6 ACIIPEN4/9 ECC91 3/- 9183 12/- KT63
41- PL38 19/9 U28'2 12/3
6A07
3/- 20P3 18/- ACITP 19/6 903189 9/- 5L34 9/6 K1'66 16/6 PL81
7/6 1301 12/8
6AG7
5/9 20P4 17/6 AZ31
7/9 F,CF80 7/- EL36
8/9
2916 PL81A 7/6 0404
7/6
6.AQ5
4/9 20P5 17/- AZ41
kg ECF82 6/9 EMI 8/- liT88
KTW61 5/9 PL82
5/9 0501 18/6AT6
8/9 25150 8/6 CBL1 19/8 ECF86 8/8 91,42
7/8 KTW6212/6 PL83
8/- 14030 6/eA06 5/6 25240 6/3 0,33 19/8 ECP10442/- 9181
8/KTW63
5/P1.84
6/3
UABC80 5/3
NAVE
6/- 2.57,60T 8/6 Mil 7/9 ECF80512/6 91.83
6/9 M1104 7/8 PL500 13/8 1A1,42 9/6
69A6
4/6 30015 13/8 0A896 8/- 90921 9/6 91144
4/8 51111,D61E/6 P1504 15/10/8
4/3 30017 18/- 0896
6/- 90935 6/- 91.85 7/6 MU12/14 4/- PM84 9/3 11141
UBC41 9/6
6BH6 8/8 30018 9/8 9I97 10/- 501142 8/9 E1,86
8/- N78
88/4 P14
14/- UBC81 6/8
6B.16
11/6 11540 10/8 501181 6/8 51,91
7/- 311E5
2/6 8108 28/7 P131
6/6 UBF80 5/6
itHQ7A 7/- 30111 15/- 11592
7/8 501183 7/- EL95
107/6 P133 10/- UBF89 5/9
6 157
9/- 30FL12 15/- DE96 6/6 E01104 8/6 ELLS° 18/- PABC80
P411
2/6 P180
6/- 114L21 9/6998 8/- 30FL13 10- 11172 15/- ECM° 6/- EM71 14/- P086
9/9 PY81
6/- 1092 6/6
6BW6 7/- 30FL1412/6 1)L06
7/6 ECL82 8/8 95180 5/9 PC88
9/9 PY82 5/- 10(784 8/6BW7 5/8 30L15 14/- DM70 6/- 9cL83 9/- 5E81
7/8 PC95
6/9 PY83 5/8 1103215 8/8
609
12/8 30L17 181- 1)M71 9/9 501.84 12/- 59184 81- PC97
5/9
7/3
PY88
8/8
148760 19/6 30P4 14/6 D187 6/9 ECI.85 11/- EM85 11/- PC900 9/- PY800 6/- UCFNO
UCH21 9/60116
6/- 30PtMR
58000 83/- 501.86 7/9 EM87 6/8 PO084 8/- PY801 8/- U01142 8/8
6F18
8/8
14/6 980F 24/- 90LL800
EY51
8/8 PC085 8/9 P220
9/6 1301181 6/6823 11/6 30P12 18/- E83F 84128/9 5181
7/- POC88 10/8 510
15/- UCL82 7/CLOOT 7/9 30P19 12/8 E880C 12/- 5F22 12/8 9183
9/- P0089 9/9 R17
17/8 1.701.83 9/8
6L19
19/- 30PL1 15/- 51808 17/6 EF36 3/- 5Y84 9/6 PCC189 8/8 518
9/6 UF41
7/786
10/9 30PL1315/- EABC80 6/- 9F37A 7/- EY86
6/- PCF80 7/- R19
6/9
9/7117
12/6 30PL1415/- EAF42 7/6 EF39
5/- 5187 8/- PCFO2 10- 8130 25/- UF42
UF80
8/9
10F1
15/- 30PL15 16/- 9934
7/8 EF40 8/9
1011)1111/- 351.20T 6/3 gm 1
4/9 EF41
9/- Terms of business:- Cash with onler oni -. No C.O.D.
EF97
E698
EF183
EF184

All goods advertised are in stock
7/3 AC177

0046
0070
0071
0(772

7/8

11/6

10/-

2/-

1/9

3/-

2/3

2/2/-

0073 18/0074
8/0072 EIVU111 IP- AF125 8/8 GETI13 41- 0076
8/W107 10/6 AF127 8/8 GET118 7/8 0077
3/4
W729 101- AF178 10/- GET118 4/11 0C.79
141
10/- AF180 9,6 GET119 4/6 0(7781) 8/8/X66
7/6 AF186 20/- 05T573 8/6 Oen
2/163
5/- AFZ12 5/- GET587 8/6 0081D 2/Transistors A8128 6/6 GET873 4/- 0(:82
2/8
end diodes
BA115 2/8 GET887 4/8 00821) 2/8
2N404 6/- BA129 2/8 GET889 4/6 0083
_2/2N2297 4/8 B.6130 2/- GET890 4/6 0084
0/212369A6/- 90107 4/- 0A70 8/- 00123 4/6
214386620(- BC108 8/9 0.479
1/9 00169 8/9
AA120 31- BC109 4/6 0.481
1/9 00170 2/6
A0107 8/6 BC113 5/- 0A90
2/8 00171 8/4
AC113 5/- BC115 8/- 0A91
1/9 00172 4/AC126 2/- BCI 16 5/- CIA95
1/9 00200 5/AC127 2/- BC118 4/8 0A182 2/- 00202 5/6
AC128 2/- BCY10 5/- 04200 1/- 00203 6/6
AC154 5/- BCY12 5/- 0.1202 2/- OCP71 27/8
AC156 4/- BCY33 5/- 0022
5/- ORP12 15/AC157 6/- BCY34 6/- 0023
7/- MAT100 7/9
AC165 5/- BOY38 5/- 0025
5/- MAT101 8/8
AC188
AC168

5/- BCY39 5/- OC26
7/6 1113119 9/- 0028

5/- MAT120 7/9
5/- MAT121 8/6

All goods a e new first quality manufacture only and
subject to makers' full guarantee. We do not handle
manufacturers' seconds or rejects which are often

describes! as "new and tested" but which have a
limited and unreliable life. Complete catalogue of
over 1,000 valves actually in stock with resistors,
condensers, transformers, microphones, speakers,
foetal reetitlest with Isrnet of I...in.. Ill no, tree

BBC2 KITS AND TELEVISION SPARES
0HF/62.5.

p,11r Set IO 111102. 1855 to 1963 models ei oyes-ed. Selection of

IlYW manufacturers conversion kits and timers at reduced prices. Lists available.

SPECIAL OFFER. Pye integrated 405/625 transistorised tuners, push button
1115.5.0, 405/625 transistorised IF panels incl. circuits 32.15.0, p.p. 4/6.

SPECIAL OFFERS: New. PHILIPS 62.5 Conversion Kit incl. tuner, IF amp.
Switch asst' circuits, 7 valves, etc. 25.5.0 (less valves 50/-I. p.p. 6/'. FERO. 623
IF amp chassis, Incl. 8 valves 55/- (lens valves 17/6), incl. circuit p.p. 4/6.
GEW/80BELL dual 405/625, IF amp and output chassis, incl. circuit, 83/6, p.p. 4/6
UHF TUNERS. 38/8 (less valves 12/10. transistorised 75/-, p.p. 4/6.
TV SIGNAL BOOSTER UNITS. Senn. gain all stations. PY 5/ LABG E A R trans'd.

BBCUITA or UHF Battery "plug in". 75/-. UHF Mains "plug in", 97/8, UHF
Masthead 105/-. Post free.
FIREBALL TUNERS. Used/good condition 80/-. PUSH BUTTON TUNERS. For
Sobell 280, R(10 612, 619, REG 17/18, 19'2. Used/good condition 30/-. TURRET
TUNERS. New, Clydon 0, 38 Mc/s20/-, KB 16 Me/s, KB EV/ I, 38 Reis 10/-, p.p.
4/6. Many others available. Tech repl. service for Pye, Ferg., Sobel!, Philips,
Stella, GEC, McMich. etc. Large selection channel coils.
LINE OUTPUT TRANSYS. Popular types available, brand new exact replacements fully guar. A selection which can be supplied, p.p. 4/6. C.O.D. 3/6.
CCISSOR 930 to 943

..

30/ -

PHILIPS 17711100 range.STELLA 1011/1029 70/9500 221 to 331 (1726 types)
.. 42/6
FERRANTI 1001 to 1011 (U25 type.)
.
42/6
9580/FERRANTI (U26 types) 70/900 .. 58/8
EKCO 342 to 377, FERRANTI 1021 to 1055 72/6

LOPT Inserts p.p. 2i-.

Alba 655, 656
35/ Bush TV32, 38, 43
45/ Bosh TV53 to 89
30/Cossor 945 to 950
35/ EEC° 380 to 394, FERRANTI 1057 to 1068 78/6 Eke° TP308
38/8
DECCA 1)51, 2, 17; DM3C, LiM40 (70°) .. 78/6 Emerson 700 range
FERO 305 20/-, 306,406, 42/8,508, 808, 705 55/- Ferguson 203 to 248 35/
36/ FEEO, HMV, MARCONI, ULTRA 3600,
Ferranti 14T4 to 1715 20/ 2600, 41100, 6600 ranges 55/-; Jelypot
65/ - Ferranti 1416 to 211E8 85/ KB 11 F60 to MV60,20/..; Q120/1, EV20 mnge 30/ - KB NF70, 01/30, PV40
MAR00/11. VT157, 169, 160, 161, 164
.. 55/- series. PVP20. QVP20 35/GEO 30'2 to 320, WM; later models
.. 78/6 KB/ROD Featherlight 50/HMV 1866/9, 1870/6, 42/8. 1890 to 1924 .. 56/ - KB/ROD WVOS/627 35/-

PIE VT17, 0917, 0T5117, CW17, 17/21,
1/78, 110 to 510, 700 AID, 11U (AL21003) 82/6 Ph9oo1961.1010to106035/1710 100 range 85/PAM, INVICTA equiv. LOFTS to above Pye 82/6 Philips
Pye VT4, 11'1.7
42/8
PETO sewn 1419 to 1725
35/- ROD D17, 590 to 619 35/PKIL170 196072161, 551-. 1010 to 1060
.. 58/8 REG 10-4/10-17. 192 35/ SOBELL TP8180, 8(724, 34, 270, 370 ranges 615/- Ultra 1770/1780/1980
ULTRA/PILOT 1770 to 2384
..
62/6
SCAN COILS, Frame 0/13, frame/line (Sc. trans., mains droppers, controls, etc.
SALVAGED COMPONENTS. Large selection for popular models, clean service, able condition, turrets, transformers, etc. ENQUIRIES invited, quotations
given, C.O.D. despatch available,

MANOR SUPPLIES

64 GOLDERS MANOR DRIVE, LONDON, N.W.11
(Callers:

51396 HIGH ROAD (at. Granville Road),
HIL 9118 (DAY) SPE 4032 (910)

N.

Fatekley, N.12)
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COLOUR
TELEVISION
SCHOOL
Colour television is now here and engineers with a working knowledge of
colour television theory are in great demand and short supply. Do you know

the meaning of "burst gating", "APC", "synchronous detectors", "ACC",
"colour centre", "Hanover blinds", etc., etc? Do you know that there are
three different types of delay line for de -luxe PAL decoding ?-or that the delay
line may in fact disappear completely when the inevitable simple PAL receiver
appears on the market ?

The last thing we wish to do is make colour television sound difficult-this
is not so.

HOWEVER

KNOWLEDGE IS ESSENTIAL
Our correspondence school has now been running for over one year and is still
the only one of its type in this country. Hundreds of engineers throughout the
country have found the course invaluable as a means of learning and a source
of reference.

DON'T
DELAY
POST

The course consists of 10 lessons on colour mixing, the PAL
colour system, colour receivers, decoders, IF circuits, time -bases,
convergence, waveforms, set-up procedures, test equipment, fault
finding, typical circuits, etc., etc.
This course is designed for engineers who will be called upon

to service colour television receivers within the coming months.
Expert guidance throughout the course. Test questions with
each lesson. Model answers supplied Terms available. Certificates
awarded.

Fee for the complete course 10 guineas.

COUPON

NOW!

To:

DAYLIN ELECTRONICS LIMITED
32 PAR KSTONE DRIVE,
SOUTHEND-ON-SEA, ESSEX.

Please send, without obligation, details of your colour
television course.
NAME
ADDRESS

